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Cops circle 
rape suspect 
by Jim Nleman 
staff reporter 
Bowling Green Police say they 
think they know the identity of 
the person who reportedly com- 
mitted a rape and several mo- 
lestations at local apartment 
houses in the past month. 
According to Police Chief Ga- 
len Ash, police surrounded an 
area at Lehman Avenue and the 
MO block of South Summit Street 
from 4 to 7 a.m. yesterday, after 
receiving a report of a suspi- 
cious individual in the area. 
"Somebody reported him be- 
ing a suspicious person and the 
description fit (the descriptions 
of the suspect in other recent 
break-ins)^ Ash said. 
"We sealed up the area and 
checked everything, (but) by 
the time we got enough officers 
be might have slipped through," 
Ash said. "We towed a carthat 
we suspect is related to the 
incidents 
HE SAID the suspect is proba- 
bly aware that the police know 
his identity. 
"We know him, and he knows 
we know him," Ash said. 
When police received the call 
there was a police officer within 
a block of the area. 
"Maybe our timing was too 
good," Ash said. The suspect 
may have fled when the first 
officer arrived, but before the 
area could be surrounded, he 
added. 
There are several apartments 
in the area and Ash said police 
have been watching them clo- 
sely. He added that with the 
cooler weather there are fewer 
persons roaming the streets at 
night so it is easier to follow up 
on reports of suspicious individ- 
uals. 
Police are attempting to lo- 
cate the suspect but, because he 
probably knows the police know 
his identity, Ash said he thinks it 
might be difficult to locate him., 
'If nothing else, until we do 
locate him, ne might find an- 
other location (In another 
city)," Ash said. 
Rape reported 
Two males attack student 
A 17-year-old female University student was reportedly raped 
yesterday at about 2 a.m. on the northside of the Home Economics 
Building, according to Public Safety. 
Dean Gerkens, manager of the University police division, said the 
student said she was attacked while walking to her dormitory. 
The woman reported that two males jumped her and one of the 
males held her down while the other raped her. 
The victim was taken to Wood County Hospital where she was 
treated and released, Gerkens said 
The only description the victim could give police was that one of 
the men was wearing a Jean Jacket. 
Gerkens said police are not certain if this incident is related to one 
Monday evening when a female reported being attacked while 
walking between the Moore Musical Arts Building and the Student 
Recreation Center. 
The police have no suspects in either case. 
Bon appetit K New,/Joe PheUn 
Barbara Stevenson, graduate student in educational administration and supervision, and Linda Rudolph, 
senior production and operations management major, enjoy the cream puffs and rum cake at the Le 
Cafe Francals held in front of the French House yesterday afternoon. 
Storm 
nears 
New York braces 
for hurricane 
NEW YORK (AP) - Squatters 
were rousted, trash cans were 
taken off the streets and the 
Statue of Liberty's old torch was 
moved indoors yesterday as 
New York braced for the unwel- 
come embrace of Hurricane 
Gloria. 
The hurricane had a chance to 
become the first this century to 
smash with full force into the 
heart of the nation's most pop- 
ulous metropolitan area. 
The National Weather Service 
posted a hurricane watch for the 
New York area at 3 p.m., and 
said that would be upgraded to a 
warning if the storm continued 
to swirl up the coast. 
The service gave the storm a 
25 percent chance of passing 
within 65 miles of the city today, 
and a 17 percent chance of pass- 
ing that close to the east end of 
Long Island 
At 3 p.m., the eye of the 300- 
mile-wide hurricane was about 
240 miles south of Cape Hatte- 
.ras, N.C., moving north-north- 
west at 15 to 20 mph. 
The probability of the storm 
hitting New York increased 10 
percent yesterday "because the 
storm's stayed on course, and 
it's closer to New York than it 
was Wednesday," said Edward 
Yandrich of the National 
Weather Service in Manhattan. 
HE SAID it appeared the 
storm would take one of three 
courses: inland to the west of the 
dry, losing its strength as it 
passed over land; out to sea east 
of the city; or along the coast. 
maintaining its strength and 
heading directly through New 
York City. 
The latter would be the most 
destructive path, Yandrich said. 
Dr. Neil Frank, head of the 
National Hurricane Center, said 
the metropolitan area had not 
been hit by the full force of a 
hurricane in this century. 
He said forecasters expected 
to know which course the storm 
would take around dawn today. 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
USG voter 
turnout 
increases 
Wednesday's Undergraduate 
Student Government elections 
were characterized by heavier 
voter turnout than in the past. 
There was a 53 percent in- 
crease this year in the number 
of students who voted in the on- 
and off-campus representative 
elections, said Thomas Perusek, 
chairman of the USG Elections 
and Opinions Board. 
This year, 460 students voted, 
as compared to the 246 who 
voted last fall. 
Winners of USG district rep- 
resentative seats are: 
• District One: Dean Berish, 
senior interpersonal commu- 
nication major; with 33 of 56 
votes. 
• District Two: Julie Dalton, 
sophomore education major, 
with 42 of 68 votes. 
• District Three: Dennis Vic- 
chiarelli, junior economics and 
political science major, with 33 
of 107 votes. 
• District Four: John Heicher, 
write-in candidate and sopho- 
more finance major, with 31 of 
47 votes. 
• District Five: Lori Groene, 
undecided  major, 
132 of 57 votes. 
THE FIVE off-campus rep- 
resentatives all ran unopposed, 
with 263 students voting. 
Elected were Jackie Curren, 
senior production and procure- 
ment major with 52 votes; Tim 
Norm, junior interpersonal 
communication major with 76 
votes; Matt Shull, senior busi- 
ness   pre-law   major  with  43 
votes; Ed Snodgrass, senior 
marketing major with 52 votes; 
and Laurie Verbosky, senior bi- 
ology major, with 40 votes. 
Although the winner in Dis- 
trict Four was a write-in candi- 
date, this had been provided for 
in election rules, Perusek said. 
"We checked his (Heicher's) 
academic standing and be is the 
official winner," he said 
Perusek attributed the in- 
crease in the number of voters to 
students becoming more aware 
of USG and its functions. 
"USG is doing a lot of things to 
get its name out, and students 
are kept aware of what it is 
doingT 
Both the election 
and the tabulation of the i._ 
went smoothly, Perusek said. 
"We double-checked all of the 
ballots, and in District Three 
where the race was close, we 
triple-checked them," he said. 
"The amount of signatures 
matched the number of ballots." 
USG is looking into the possi- 
blity of using computers In fu- 
ture elections, Perusek said. 
Telemarketing aids drives 
Funds to expand student typing room, other projects 
by Janet Pavasko 
staff reporter 
"Hello, this la Susan, from 
Bowling Green State University. 
Row are you doing this evening? 
I'm here in the Miletl Alumni 
Center with about 35 other stu- 
dents. We're calling parents of 
students trying to raise some 
money for the expansion of the 
student typing room located in 
the Jerome Library. Would you 
consider making a pledge of $75 
to this worthwhile cause?" 
Telefund marketing is an effi- 
cient way to raise funds from ■lnmni «jjd parents, according 
to Everett Piper, University di- 
rector of development. 
Piper is in charge of the Uni- 
versity telefund program, which 
will be trying to raise funds for 
several University projects this 
"The University runs a com- 
parable program to schools of 
oar ate. Moat schools are ex- 
panding due to the recognised 
"valued* telephone marketing," 
he said. 
PIPER SAID the telephone 
fund runs four times a year, in 
September, October, April and 
August. 
"Our goal for the parent's 
fund is $15,000. We hope to use 
this money to expand the typing 
room which was built by the 
Parent's Club," be said. "Other 
telefund programs include a 
new donors fund, Peregrine En- 
dowment fund and a previous 
donor fund." 
The telefund campaigners will 
be making calls for the parent's 
fund from Sept. 23 to Oct. 3. 
Piper said the telefund's ma- jor push Is in October. 
"People like to donate before 
the end of the calendar year, for 
tax deduction purposes," he 
said "Our goal for the October 
telefund is 1100,000 and we hope 
to add 2,000 new donors to our 
present alumni donor base of 
5,700." 
According to David Wu, in- 
terim associate director of de- 
velopment, students 
participating in the telefund pro- 
gram must complete an hour- 
long training session covering 
the basics of telemarketing. 
'We cover how to approach 
the call and positively ask for a 
donation, and how to handle any 
problems that occur," Wu said. 
''A typical problem is when the 
student has already graduated, 
or has transferred to another 
university." 
WU SAID students realize that 
not everyone is going to donate 
funds to the program. 
"We encourage good public 
relations for Bowling Green, 
which is just as important as 
receiving a dollar pledge," be 
said. 
Wu said about 800 calls are 
made each night, with 45 per- 
cent of the prospective donors 
agreeing to pledge. 
"Student callers are paid $3.35 
per hour, and incentives of 
candy ban, T-shirts and Univer- 
sity paraphernalia are re- 
warded throughout the night," 
Wu said. "Students also com- 
pete for five scholarships rang- 
ing from 125 to *200." 
According to Jan Wisch- 
meyer, senior marketing major, 
the job is easy and fun for people 
who like to talk. 
"Old alums who have pledged 
throughout the years give the 
most money and are apprecia- 
tive of the University," she said. 
"Recent graduates are always 
friendly and offer advice on bow 
to get a job." 
However, sometimes the par- 
ents that are called are too busy 
to talk, Wischmeyer said. She 
said that she worked the tele- 
fund in August and one night she 
called a woman in Mississippi, 
but the woman had to hang up on 
her. 
According to Wischmeyer, the 
woman said, "Honey, I'd really 
like to pledge and talk to you, 
but I have to go outside and help 
my husband He's boarding up 
the house; a hurricane is about 
to strike.' 
BG News/Kevin Hopkins 
Greg Comer, senior radio-television-film major, calls potential donors 
to raise money for the Parents' Club fund. Their goal Is $15,000. 
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Unfair Medicare 
The federal government is trying to rob a pair of 
Peters to pay a pair of Pauls. 
In this case, Medicare and Social Security are the 
metaphorical Pauls. 
.   Public employees and state teachers are the 
:Weary travelers in danger of being ambushed. 
The Senate Finance and House ways and Means 
committees are giving final consideration to the 
fiscal 1986 budget. 
- In an effort to trim the federal deficit and grab 
some quick cash for the ailing programs, a budget 
resolution passed in both the House and Senate 
which would mandate Social Security participation 
for teachers and public employees lured after Jan. 
1,1986. 
According to the resolution, current employees 
would be required to contribute to mandatory 
Medicare coverage. A 1.45 percent gross income 
deduction would be required of teachers; an addi- 
tional 1.45 percent would have to be paid by 
employers. 
The resolution poses a major injustice should it 
become law. For states such as Ohio, which have 
strong retirement systems for both public employ- 
ees and state teachers, the onerous deductions 
would yield almost no benefits. 
Ninety percent of Ohio's teachers, for example, 
already qualify for Medicare. The 1.45 percent 
deduction wouldn't provide any additional cover- 
age. 
The Social Security proposal poses another 
j glitch: Public employees would be subject to an 
'immediate cost not presently budgeted to ernploy- 
* ees and employers. 
In addition, strong state retirement systems 
would be undermined should the resolution pass. 
Such systems (like Ohio's Public Employees Re- 
tirement System and State Teachers Retirement 
System) would stand to lose funding and mem- 
bership. 
Strong Social Security and Medicare programs 
are noble aims. But groups with strong retirement 
systems should not be called on to foot the bill for 
struggling federal retirement programs. 
BG cops overreact 
by Phillip B. Wilson 
Recent talks with students 
have left me wondering whether 
college is such a great place to 
beV If students aren't disgusted 
o\ter grades, relationships, or 
the recent restroom soliciting 
trials, they are airing out their 
lungs about something else. 
Party crashing (ending) by lo- 
cal police officers, for instance. 
I'm not questioning the Bowl- 
ing Green Police Department's 
authority as a law enforcement 
urpt, but I am concerned about 
the. way procedures and regula- 
tiaoe are being used. 
Jt" seems off-campus students 
"' experiencing   difficulties 
impatient officers whose 
r objective seems to be 
ting parties, rather than 
;• quieting boisterous gather- 
, it is a boisterous gathering 
anyway? The current socalled 
Baffling Green noise ordinance 
his a vague definition for noise. 
In section 132.13, it states that no 
person during the hours of 11 
p.uV to 7 a.m. Monday through 
Saturday may make noise 
looder than 55 decibels. 
Jhat level is questionable. A 
rewesentative from the Univer- 
sifts Environmental Services 
department informed me that a 
qifit room alone has a noise 
legl of 40 decibels. 
Bowling Green Police Chief 
Galen Ash made an important 
pqbit when he said that no mat- 
tec what the situation Is with a 
lop party, police can only be 50 
popent right in their decision. 
TBrjly'll overreact or not do 
erl»ugh, he said. 
J's a shame that the local 
ce are overreacting. ■aph informed me that officers 
rn^ke judgement calls when de- 
tepnimng how to prevent any 
furiher disturbance at a loud 
|fe also told me the police 
dajgfartment only operates on a 
2 THE BG NEWS 
Saw..- Pealolemtler      Copy editor 
complaint basis as far as loud 
parties are concerned. 
I don't question the book, Mr. 
Ash, only the ones using it. 
I am a recent victim of a 
police overreaction. My first off- 
campus party was held Satur- 
day. For six and a half hours, 
everyone seemed to be having a 
Cl time. We never had more 
40 people at the house that 
night and the music was being 
played from a stereo in the back 
of the house to avoid any prob- 
lems with neighbors. 
After driving a friend home at 
about 11:30 p.m., I returned to 
my house to find only five people 
on my front porch and one of my 
roommates cited for disorderly 
conduct. 
Yes, Mr. Ash, I realize I 
wasn't there. I know that any- 
thing could have happened. But 
my relationship with my room- 
mate and experience with this 
issue tell me something differ- 
ent. 
My fined roomie, who was 
elected spokesman in my ab- 
sence, said that six overzealous 
squad cars and their respective 
occupants had no intention of 
listening to anything he had to 
say. My roommate, chosen be- 
cause of his sobriety, was in- 
structed by an officer to get 
inside the house. 
With the understanding that 
anybody has the right to stand in 
his own front yard, he refused 
and was promptly ticketed. 
What's intersting is that none 
of the neighbors said they com- 
plained about the party. 
What the city police may not 
realize is that students do nave 
rights. We, as students, do not 
have to lie back and take every- 
thing that's given to us. 
The way police are handling 
local parties, they only reinforce 
the importance of questioning 
authority. 
Wilson, a junior journalism ma- 
jor from Fostoria, Is a staff 
reporter for the News. 
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Greek like me - for a night 
Editors note: This is the first of 
two commentaries about Craig 
Hergert's experiences rushing a fraternity. 
by Cralg Hergert  
Fraternities have always been 
Greek to me. I don't mean this 
as a putdown. I just never had 
the opportunity to learn about 
them. As an undergraduate at a 
school that didn't have them, I 
didn't have a chance to even 
contemplate joining one. That 
is, until a couple of weeks ago. 
Before this year, the most 
experience I've ever had with 
fraternities and sororities was 
the time when, while a graduate 
student at the University of Mis- 
souri, I was put up for a couple 
of nights by the caretakers of a 
sorority house. Returning to the 
house after classes, I saw a 
gathering of women in front of 
one of the sororities doing a 
rousing production of "Be a Chi- 
0 Girl" in order to impress the 
new rushes. Months later, while 
on my way to visit my caretaker 
friends, I overheard a couple of 
guys heading for this house sing- 
ing "Chi-O, Chi-O, It's off to bed 
we go." I have no idea which of 
these songs is more representa- 
tive of that particular house, but 
1 will say the first one had better 
choreography. 
Those two songs, then, sum up 
my experience with greeks. Al- 
though I've seen the anti-greek 
graffiti on the walls in the men's 
rooms, I don't pay any more 
attention to it than I do to the 
line, "Don't look up here - the 
joke's in your hand." 
So I'm not the kind of person 
who carries a grudge against 
fraternities and who wouldshow 
up in the audience of a "Phil 
Donahue Show," proclaiming 
indignantly about undesirable 
elements in the greek system. 
I am, though, a curious per- 
son. When I chanced upon the 
rush ads during the first week of 
September, I round myself in a 
state of knowing nothing at all 
about rush and fraternities. And 
that's a state I like being in even 
less than Ohio. I've always be- 
lieved that if you want to learn 
about something, you should ex- 
perience it. So rather than 
march over to the library and 
read From Here to Fraternity, I 
decided to go through rush. Or at 
least one night of it. 
All right, so I'm not prime 
fraternity material. Not even 
good gristle, for that matter. As 
a 29-year-old doctoral candi- 
date, I'm too old. As a relatively 
shy person, I'm not gregarious 
enough. 
But it occurred to me that I 
could go through rush and not 
admit to being either of these 
things. In other words, I realized 
that, in order to find out what 
rush is like, I could lie. 
I'm not, by nature, a good liar, 
so I wasn't sure I'd be able to 
pull the thing off. But the re- 
cruiting posters made it sound 
like it would be worth the try. 
The first one I noticed, plugging 
Kappa Sigma, procteimedthe 
advantages of belonging to a 
frat. 
The first item on the list was 
"Academic help in your 
classes." After puzzling a mo- 
ment over what other kind of 
help a person would want in his 
classes, I read on. "You can 
meet guys who have taken your 
classes before, and who will be 
willing to help you through. In- 
crease your chances of graduat- 
ing." All I could think of was 
that this frat wasn't setting very 
high standards for its target 
audience of recruits. It sounded 
like they were saying, "OK, so 
you're stupid. So you can't tell 
Nikolai Lenin from John Len- 
non. Don't worry, we'll pull you 
through." Come on, guys, I 
thought. Give yourselves and 
your potential recruits a little 
more credit than that. 
The other interesting item on 
this list was the part about social 
life. "We pride ourselves," the 
poster announced, "on having a 
good time, now and then, of 
course. Join a fraternity and 
meet more women than imagin- 
able!" 
Now, I happen to be a guy with 
a fairly active imagination, so 
this line had an impact. 
The posters were so enticing, I 
decided I would go through one 
night of rush. Or at least I would 
pose as someone who would. 
I thought that if I used my own 
name, someone might recognize 
it from my columns in the BG 
News. For a psuedonymn, I de- 
cided on Bob Zimmerman, fig- 
uring that since Bob Dylan had 
cast it aside back in 1961, it was 
available. 
At my roommate's sugges- 
tion, I decided on some other 
changes as well. I started with 
my voice, pitching it up a little 
higher in order to make it sound 
a little more enthusiastic than 
my own. My impression was 
that fraternity guys are a posi- 
tive lot, and my own cynical, 
clipped delivery would be out ot 
Blace. The new voice was as 
vely as "Entertainment To- 
night" host Mary Hart's, but it 
also sounded suspiciously like 
Ratso Rizzo in "The Midnight 
Cowboy." Due to this unex- 
pected accent, I decided that 
Bob was from out East. As a fan 
of the old "Dick Van Dyke 
Show," I settled on New Ro- 
chelle. New Jersey, the home of 
Rob Petry. (Or at least, so I 
thought. I learned later that Rob 
lived in New RocheUe, New 
York. Mistake number one on 
mypart.) 
The  next  change  involved 
clothing. Had I been going as 
myself, I might have worn blue 
Sns and a no-nukes t-shirt por- 
ying a mushroom cloud in the 
background of Munch's The 
Scream. For this particular oc- 
casion and for this persona, this 
ensemble was, as they say on 
Monty Python, right out. Be- 
cause I didn't want to look like 
me, I wore a suit and tie. This 
would, I thought, serve as a 
partial disguise in the event that 
a former student of mine spotted 
me. To my knowledge, very few 
of my students have ever seen 
me in a suit. Then again, I didn't 
want to overdress. So I also wore 
tennis shoes. If anyone asked, 
I'd just say it was all the rage in 
New Rochelle, New Jersey 
(wherever that is). 
I had decided from the start 
that Bob would be something of 
a nerd. What choice did be 
have? For me to play him as a 
rugged he-man type would have 
been like Marie Osmond trying 
to pass as Madonna. So a book- 
ish type he'd have to be, and 
books ne'd have to bring. I bor- 
rowed an old computer text 
from my roommate and comple- 
mented it with a complete works 
of Shakespeare of my own. Bob 
would be a technical writing 
major, because that's where the 
money was, but would also be 
studying literature, because, 
well in the public perception, 
that's what nerds do. 
The night of my big adven- 
ture, rush activities began at 
7:30 p.m. At 7:40 p.m., I arrived 
at old fraternity row. Not being 
able to quickly locate the frats in 
the posters I had read, I took a 
deep breath, tried to think 
Greek, and headed into Phi 
Kappa Tau. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slavton, Minn., is 
a columnist for the News. 
Letters 
BG Mews is all wet 
This letter is in response to the 
editorial that appeared in the 
BG News on Sept. 20 entitled 
"Theater all Wet." In this mat- 
ter it is my opinion that the BG 
News is all wet. 
In this editorial, the paper 
criticizes the building of a com- 
munity theater beneath the new 
construction of the Carter Park 
water tower in favor of a use 
that would benefit more people. 
I am troubled that the BG 
News considers the University 
responsible and righteous 
enough to be the only source of 
theater in this community. 
The space to be used as a 
community theater beneath the 
Carter Park water tower will be 
used primarily by the Black 
Swamp Players, a group that 
has won several awards tor ex- 
cellence from the Ohio Commu- 
nity Theater Association. 
The Players approached the 
University for space in their 
"several theaters," but were 
turned away because of commit- 
ments to the Theater Depart- 
ment. The Players now have no 
idea where they are going to 
present this season's scheduled 
productions. 
The Black Swamp Players are 
made up of a group of die-hard 
theater lovers who do not have 
either the time or the inclination 
to compete against eager the- 
ater majors for parts or posi- 
tions in University productions. 
They simply want to give their 
fellow community members 
quality theater at a reasonable 
price. 
It is not my intention to attack 
the University Theater Depart- 
ment nor the integrity of the BG 
News. I only want to express my 
support for the construction of a 
facility that will, among other 
roles, serve as a community 
theater. 
David CRata 
338 Palmer, #30 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Respond 
The BG News editorial page is your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns should be typewritten, double- 
spaced and signed. Your address and phone number must 
be included. 
The News reserves the right to reject submissions we 
consider to be in bad taste, malicious or libelous. 
All submissions are subject to condensation, and opinions 
printed do not necessarily reflect those of the staff. 
Please direct submissions to: 
Editorial Editor 
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Pholo/Petet Fellman 
These windows, decorated by Kelly Bradfelld, Nancy Ryman, Jeninlfer Long and Mary Ann Klear, are 
entered In the McDonald Quad Spirit of Bowling Green State University window decorating contest. The 
voting will take place tonight at 6 p.m. 
High fines protested 
SLS lawyer takes more cases to court 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
Support 
approved 
The Student Leeal Services 
Board voted yesterday to draft a 
resolution supporting SLS attor- 
ney Sandra Scott's handling of 
cases involving University stu- 
dents charged with party-re- 
lated offenses. 
Scott said she wanted the reso- 
lution to back her up when she 
took the cases to Bowling Green 
Municipal Court, to show the 
court that she is a representa- 
tive of an organization. 
In other business the board 
approved the purchase of an 
IBM personal computer for the 
SLS office, at a cost of $6,000 and 
approved a security insurance 
policy to cover the equipment in 
the office, at a $250-a-year pre- 
mium. 
Linda Powell, acting SLS trea- 
surer, was elected treasurer. 
Curt Seditz, former SLS Board 
chairman, was elected educa- 
tion chairman. Brooke Ramsey, 
acting secretary, was elected 
secretary. 
More cases involving Univer- 
sity students are going to trial 
this year, because Student Legal 
Services attorney Sandra Scott 
is taking them to trial to protest 
the high fine that must be paid 
by defendants who plead guilty 
without a trial 
Scott estimated she had 14 
such cases scheduled to go to 
trial in October, although "ev- 
ery day the number changes." 
The charges involved are mostly 
disorderly conduct, disorderly 
conduct with persistence, disor- 
derly conduct with intoxication, 
and resisting arrest, she said. 
Municipal Court Judge James 
Bachman said there was one 
student party-related case 
which made it to pretrial hear- 
ings last fall. 
"My impression is we are 
handling a lot more pretrials. 
Whether they all go to trial re- 
Mini's Lady Bug J.T.'S PIZZA 
CARRY OUT 
10" PIZZA $2.75 
FREE DELIVERY 
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. - Sun. 
I 
352-5475        / 
< 
Reversible skirt offer* separate looks 
Cindy Roe of Bowling Green models a double- 
breasted sweater of lambswool and angora in 
black from Robert Scott. It is available in 
several other colors. The skirt is from Tootal 
and reverses to a different plaid in the same 
color hues. Shown here in grey wool with black 
accents, the reverse is black with grey. The skirt 
is also available in several different styles at 
JoAnn's Lady Bug, 1084 S. Main St. 
JoAnn's Lady Bug 1084 S. Main St. 
(next to McDonald's). 
Hours:      10 a.m. - 5 p.m.       M - S 
Thurs. till 8 p.m. 
Join in the Fun and Fellowship 
at 
COMMUNITY DAY '85 
Sunday, September 29,1985 
1 - 6 p.m. 
City Park 
p 
*Music*Contests*Games*Food 
*BSGU Displays/Exhibits 
♦Hot Air Balloon Lift Off 
*Talent Show*Wagon Rides 
♦Crafts Displays and Sales 
Most events free 
Open to the public "•$ 
*•=-** 
THE BEST KEPT 
t)N CAMPUS 
The ASPENPrime Rib & Champagne Brunch 
SATURDAY 
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
ALL YOU CARE TO EAT BUFFET 
ONLY $6.95 including beverage 
<£> Prime Rib 
<w> Champagne 
O Eggs Benedict 
O Quiche Lorraine 
s2> Deep Fried French Toast 
<S> Fresh Coffee Cake & Rolls 
® Cream Cheese 
O Mousse 
C*> Bagels 
O Fruit & Juices 
mains to be seen," Bachman 
said. 
Warren Lotz, prosecuting at- 
torney, said most cases were 
settled before trial when the 
defendant pled guilty at arraign- 
ment. 
LOTZ SAID he didn't think the 
high volume of pretrial cases 
was "anything unusual." 
"It comes and goes," he said. 
The maximum fine for disor- 
derly conduct in Bowling Green, 
if the defendant is found guilty, 
is $100. If the person pleads 
guilty, the fine is fixed at $95. 
"My clients and I feel that a 
$95 fine ... is not a sufficient 
incentive (for the student) to 
plead guilty," Scott said. 
A memo dated Sept. 29, from 
Bachman to prosecuting attor- 
neys Lotz ana Michaelle Crow- 
ley, prosecutor's office interns 
Gary Bishop and Jim Hammer, 
Scott, and public defenders 
Kathy Culkowski and Fred Mat- 
thews,   said   that   attorneys 
should "start at a high fine and 
work lower" as permitted by 
"mitigating factors" when nego- 
tiating fines. 
Only "aggravated loud par- 
ties" would result in criminal 
charges, the memo continued. 
"... HIGH FINES will deter 
others-once the word 
spreads," the memo concluded. 
Scott said such a practice as- 
sumes the student is guilty be- 
foreguilt is proven. 
"The waiver ... would be 
their (the defendants') option," 
Bachman said. "If they are 
found guilty or plead guilty that 
would come into play. It has 
nothing to do with guilt or inno- 
cence. 
The court is required by state 
law to set a fixed waiver fee, he 
said, although the maximum 
fine of $100 can be reduced by 
"mitigating circumstances," he 
said, but added there was not a 
definite set of circumstances 
which applied to all cases. 
*********************** 
J   PARENTS WEEKEND ENCORE  J 
a- 
BGSU PLANETARIUM 
presents 
STAR TRACKS 
a journey through space on the wings of musk J 
Fri., Sept. 27       8:00 p.m. 
Sat., Sept. 28       10:00 a.m. 
Sun., Sept. 29       2:00 p.m. 
$1 Donation Suggested 
Jrad* 
w,   104 S. MAIN ST. 
354-1232 
wnitiowM 
FRIDAY NITE 
PRIME MB SPECIAL      $8 .95 
MILTON'S (UPSTAIRS) 
BOWLING GREEN'S PARTY PLACE 
Thi >nd 
Featuring 
THE KNOBS 
PI22A 
BROTHERS, inc. 
FREE Dl 
WELCOME BGSU PARENTS! 
Students bring your parents 
to PIZZA BROTHERS and receive 
10% off your meal! 
Dining room only, not good with any 
other offer, this Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday 
836 S. Main, Bowling Green 
2 Urge 13" 
1 Item Pizzas 
"Enjoy an incredible Brunch before the Game! 99 
'Wi^i \^mm^<m'W>m^^mmmm^mm^ 
\ i $1.00 OFF"| 
Only $10.99    - ANY SIZE 
■      SK5S5' I  F0LMVERPIZZA  | 
^       10/7/85 f % "V7/85 m 
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Homosexuality discussed 
jAnti-gay sentiments, violence a concern at meeting 
.^by Caroline Langcr 
- staff reporter 
: Society Is very homophobic - fearful of 
homosexuals - especially at this University. 
Z- That's the belief of Bruce (not his real ■name), a past co-chairman of the Lesbian 
And Gay Alliance (LAGA), the University's 
homosexual students' organization, the 
group met Wednesday night in Prout Hall as 
part of the activities for Sexual Awareness 
Week, which ends today. ■: LAGA educates the community, informs 
members on topics concerning homosexual- 
ity and plans social get-togethers, said Beth ■inot her real name), co-chairperson of 
LAGA. The group was formerly called 
Choice. 
"I believe that there is nothing wrong with 
homosexuality," Bruce said. "To be gay is 
OK. But for the most part, society is against 
The reaction to the investigation in the 
men's restrooms in University Hall "was a 
typical, ridiculous, homophobic overreac- 
Uon. It even made Berlin news - let's be 
real," Bruce said. 
HOMOSEXUALITY IS even less popular 
with society now with the recent health 
problems. Bruce said. 
According to Bruce, anti-gay violence is 
Z20 percent because of AIDS. He added 
t he had been threatened a few times by 
people who were against homosexuality. 
"It's time to stop yelling 'let's get rid of 
the queers' and start working together to 
find a cure," Bruce said. Money started to 
be set aside for AIDS research once 'real' 
people and not Just homosexuals, heroin 
addicts and Haitians got AIDS, he added. 
Bruce continued by relating his own expe- 
riences with his sexuality. 
Bruce said that it was a long, drawn-out 
and unpleasant process for him to accept his 
homosexuality. 
"I hated myself for about six years and I 
struggled with it by myself - it turned to a 
crista situation," Bruce said. "I had to turn 
to a firm resolution that gay is OK and I'm 
OK ... I had to come to terms with who I 
am." 
He knew that he was gay by the time he 
was 12, but he did not disclose that fact until 
he was 17, when be told a lesbian friend that 
he was gay. At 18, he told his parents who 
said that he disgusted and hurt them and 
they accused him of being a child molester 
and other myths that are associated with 
homosexuality, he said. 
Bruce said he "blew the closet doors wide 
open" his sophomore year of college, and 
came to terms with the fact that he is gay. 
WELCOME PARENTS 
From all of us at 
^1^   Campus 
9   Corner 
We specialize in imprinted sportswear 
A full stock of shirts,  sweatshirts, 
shorts and assorted memorabilia 
Hours:    10-5 Mon. • Sat.   902 E. Wooster 
352-3365 
GSS sets year's goals, 
tables 'Review' debate 
The Graduate Student Senate 
Executive Committee's decision 
not to recognize the "Bowling 
Green Review" as a legitimate 
campus publication caused 
Joshua Isenberg, physics and 
astronomy major, to request a 
full senate vote to reverse the 
decision at the last GSS meeting. 
After extensive discussion last 
Friday, the motion was tabled 
until the next meeting, which 
will be held at 2:30 p.m. Oct. 4. 
In other action, GSS President 
Dave Anderson presented long- 
and short-term goals that GSS 
will try to accomplish during 
this academic year, including 
activating a non-thesis disserta- 
tion research fund, alleviating 
Saduate bousing problems ana 
creasing funding available to 
graduate students to pursue re- 
search and other vital academic 
activities. 
Anderson also announced that 
GSS is sponsoring a Pizza Party 
tonight from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. in 
the Northeast Commons. 
News Briefs 
Supports upheld 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
House voted yesterday to 
uphold domestic milk and 
sugar price supports, dealing 
a blow to the Reagan admin- 
istration's efforts to cut the 
rapidly growing cost of subsi- 
dies contained In a new long- 
term farm bill. 
The votes came as the 
chamber opened debate on a 
$141 billion, five-year rewrite 
of the nation's farm policies. 
Reagan awaits offer 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
President Reagan will be dis- 
appointed today if Soviet For- 
elgn Minister Eduard 
Shevardnadze doesn't unveil 
a much-hinted-at arms reduc- 
tion offer, a senior adminis- 
tration official said 
yesterday. 
But the official, who re- 
fused to be identified, said it 
would be unrealistic to expect 
an arms control agreement 
could be worked out In the two 
months before the summit. 
Medicare faulted 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Thousands of sick, elderly 
Americans have been kicked 
out of hospitals too soon or 
given bad medical treatment 
because of a Medicare cost- 
catting program, a congres- 
sional study said yesterday. 
Senators said they were 
disturbed by It and vowed to 
correct and fine-tune the so- 
called Prospective Payment 
System, which began two 
years ago. 
Banker to aid 8. Africa 
JOHANNESBURG, South 
Africa (AP) - A leading Swiss 
banker, Fritz LeutwUer, will 
heh> the government renego- 
tiate its foreign debt of $24 
billion and major creditors 
agreed to LeutwUer's role, 
according to Finance Min- 
ister Barend du Plessis in 
Pretoria. 
Foreign banks have refused 
to renew loans to South Africa 
because of the continued 
uprising against apartheid. 
Funding requested 
WASHINGTON (AP) Cit- 
ing the growing threat of 
AIDS, the government's top 
health official said yesterday 
that he asked the White House 
to approve an additional 55 
percent Increase in federal 
to   combat   the 
James Mason, acting assis- 
tant secretary for health in 
the Health and Human Serv- 
ices Department, requested a |70 million increase. 
r" 
The SRC Needs Your Help! 
Volunteers are needed for the 
7th Annual Triathlon 
^Student Recreation Center 
Meetings: Tues., October 1        7:30 p.m. 
Wed., October 2       9:00 p.m. 
Location: SRC Conference Room 
Must atttend one meeting 
Contact Michelle Harder or Larry McDonald 
with questions 372-2711 
loSaomot. 
ANY LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA 
we deliver 
$5.95 
with coupon 352-3551 
j United VVfey 
ol Greater Toledo 
^mmrnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^^mi 
WELCOME PARENTS! 
JUNIOR AND LADIES APPAREL AND JEWELRY 
113 Railroad St., Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
(Next toDorsey's Drugs) 
Mon.-Fri. 10-8, Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5 
fli^wiHl VALUABLE COUPON tott&kw^l 
. 
25% OFF 
mi otKHNAL p»a or ANY ON* ITIM 
■ n*Qmmmv**Ommmi*mia*i ' mt+*wm • sunn oi ernese* urn ■ o—i tmv**mm+>r om* Pi—■ ■ o— Ommm *» ft-— 
MM! for cottage students! Mow mt an amazingly 
low ■guMatton cfoseout price/ Thousands of 
inexpensive programs available! 
In the trentx. fasl-oacod. overburdened world ol 
college studies, you need every advantage you can 
get to slay on top of things and 10 get the good 
grata you tad tor bright*/ sob prospects* 
II* PC lyUa- can MM you do m Ml 
Mow. along comes C 0 M B the nation s IAMEIT 
mail order liouidato' ol consumer products, with a 
sensational computer otter at I« Mil* KJUI 
Mr And here it is 
• Famous brand transportable MR CaWUTH 
with built in CUM monitor, disk drive POM 
cartridge Port Cany it like an attache case tiom 
dorm to library to classroom 10 hometown Plug 
it into any standard outlet, anywhere 
• PIUS, you get a letter-duality, deny wheel 
■Mill (same famous brand as computer) 
gal a powerful M •  All   JfOU ( 
Due 10 the unusually low price, we re NOT permitted 
ID print list famous U S brand name But we can 
Tt. ar il you phone us Tod-Free l-au»B»06u9 
MUM IUPPVI or paoaa/JMi 
lacauoo of the immense popularity of this best- 
seMrvg US Han), many laMMM of programs 
are narrates1 Choose fromprogr arm tor educate 
research business, investments etc And when it s 
DM to unwind from all your studies these are 
!«»■»*> eas ol exerting challenging video games to 
at* 
EASY-TO-CARRY 
04K COMPUTER 
aw mmmrntmmuuwt axnoat 
FutVsin l»«a«eTftor keyboard Upper «nd lower 
cape tetters, numerals, symbols, reverse char 
actors 2 cursor control keys * function keys 
■taatailtll to i Music synthesizer with 3 
eslosieiiileiTt voices each with J octave range 
Maul/output *** loamintm. mar serial. 
ROM lM«f. )0r»tlCkS. enamel monitor. phoAt 
SMI-Pi WK (Ml Intelligent ragh speed undwith 
5V floppy disk recorder 170K tormatted data 
storage 35 tracks If* BOM Uses single-sidM 
single-density disk Serial interlace Second serial 
port to Cham second drive or printer 
MKT-a CSIM MTTIMr Displays «cotumm«a 
lines ol test on 5'screen High resolution 320s200 
pisets 16 background character colors 
HM.T-M MW CAITMOM PtMTI Insert ROM program 
cartridge A multitude ol subjects are available m 
stores across the nahon1 
LETTER QUALITY 
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER 
PMT MTMM B«-directional impact daily what! 
PtflT WHHL Tr.umph-Ad.er compatible CMR- 
ACTEM Upper and lower CAM -attars numerals 
and symoois Special characters with optional 
print wheats OWMCTII CM* CBM ASCH code 
PWT ip«» it CPS mxmm c$umt no 
columm (10 pitch). 13? columns (12 pitch). ir» 
eohimni (IS pitch). 82 to 220 columns (proportionei 
spacinoi IM FCB IMCM* 48 IMS/inch nun- 
mum fan K» Friction teed ?Aff» WUTH 13- 
width maiimum (including tractor lead holeil 
•WATIPli OfKl Origin*! plus nun mum of two 
copras •WPftTMI CtaYUTM: Commodore C64 
SXM. VK20. Pliis/4. C-M IWHsMI 20V W ■ 
5V H 1 14V 0 KT WKfT: 27* lbs PMH 
KtUsMMRTS: 120 volts AC 80 Hi PMH CW 
tmrnm 50 -aits ma* em* Charcoal gray 
WORD PROCESSING 
PROGRAM 
tW ttaPT M one ol the most powartuJ word 
proctssors at any priori Use it W cut down on 
re-lyp.no. create documents from standard para- 
graphs, do persons-hied letters set and change a 
document btfort it Is printed Instruction manual 
has wtensivs baffling section am ihWflSWsi uss... 
even tor someone who has never used a computer 
or word processing betore> 
V«M(StttNl 
rnrntm mi Wort I 
la|PiHnai...ALLat 
FM BELOW DEALER COST! 
C.O.M.B. CO* 
i«eoeae«.«- N 
*-*      ii ***** tossa—nimiiil eae 
I   □ SSyfcMOeFmerwTWWw 
iS-a 
ZimtmSl'm [tWgW^iap. ■»! 
I     J-^ 
eUAOa •W«VT C1IARIV 
I — 
I   aw- 
C.O.M.B. CO. 
Authorized Liquidatot 
DV   Parents Coming To Town 
BEAT THE RUSH 
Just 12 Minutes From The Stadium 
Route 20 Perrysburg 
Across From The Holiday Inn French Quarter 
'Full Menu Available Including Pastas, 
Pizza, Seafoods, Steaks, Sandwiches and 
More. 
'Full Liquor Service Available 7 Days A 
Week 
'Champagne Brunch Available Sunday, 
September 29 11:00 a.m.-3 p.m. In- 
cludes Eggs, Sausage, Bacon, Homemade 
Rolls, Complete Salad Bar, All-You-Can- 
Eat Spaghetti with Mectsauce and Much 
More Including A Split Of Champagne 
For Two 
per person J 
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Akron will try for 3-Zip in the MAC 
by Tom Reed 
assistant sports editor 
In psychology, a conditioned 
response is a pattern of behavior 
toward a certain stimulus. 
For example, prior to the sea- 
son, just mentioning tomorrow's 
opponent, Akron, would make 
Brian McClure salivate like 
Pavlov's dog. 
The Falcon quarterback possi- 
bly envisioned a 500-yard pass- 
ing day against the Division II 
Zips. 
McClure, however, is no 
longer drooling. 
Last week, against Miami 
University, McClure sprained 
his left knee and was sidelined 
for the entire second half. He 
practiced for the first time yes- 
terday and will probably start 
tomorrow. Yet McClure admits 
the knee is still very sore. 
The Akron game was sup- 
posed to be a laugher, but the 
Zips' 1985 start has not left BG 
coach Denny Stolz smiling. 
Akron, 2-1, is W) against Mid- 
American Conference foes. Ak- 
ron, which represents the Ohio 
Valley Conference, thrashed 
Kent State 24-0 and defeated 
Eastern Michigan 16-12. 
THE FALCONS. M, 20 in the 
MAC, are UA's third and final 
MAC opponent. This week, the 
Zips slogan has been "two down 
and one to go." 
With McClure smarting and 
BG coming off two heart-stop- 
ping wins against Kentucky and 
Miami, an upset isn't inconceiv- 
able. 
"Akron is a very good football 
team," Stolz said. "We will have 
to play well against them." 
Stolz said UA enters the game 
taking the same appoach as BG 
did toward Kentucky. 
"It's a status game for Ak- 
ron," he said. "If they could 
beat us they will gain a lot of 
recognition. They would move 
up and possibly be nationally 
ranked in Division II." 
Zip coach Jim Dennison said 
beating the Falcons is a tall 
order, especially if BG's 6-7 
quarterback starts. 
"It will be by far our stiffest 
test in 1985," Dennison said. "If 
McClure starts, it will take an 
outstanding effort from all our 
players, particularly our sec- 
ondary, to win." 
IF STOLZ received a dollar 
every time someone asked him 
if McClure was going to start 
this week, he'd be rubbing el- 
bo ws with Thurstin Ho well III at 
the Yacht Club. 
"It's been on everyones' lips," 
Stolz said Wednesday. "Brian 
has progressed well. He is a 
tough kid and a great compet- 
itor. That's what makes him so 
damn good. If we feel be can 
play, Brian will." 
If he didn't play, McClure's 
chance to break Doug Flutie's 
passing-yardage mark would 
virtually disappear. He needs 
about 295 yards per game. But 
Stolz said the record has no 
bearing on his decision. 
"Brian and I decided we'd 
never hurt the team's chances 
by trying to break the record," 
he said. 
Stolz said he feels comfortable 
with back-up Rick Neiman. Nei- 
man orchestrated BG's dra- 
matic comeback against the 
Redskins by tossing two touch- 
downs and running for the 
game-winner. 
Stolz added that if Neiman 
starts, the offensive game plan 
won't be altered. Thus, there'll 
be plenty of passing. 
The Zips, on the other hand, 
will mostly run the ball. In three 
games, UA has averaged 186 
yards rushing. Tailback Mike 
Clark ran for 1,100 yards in 1964, 
170 last week against EMU. 
"Their tailback Is excellent," 
Stolz said. "He may be as good 
as Miami's George Swam (who 
el 133 yards last week), 
will run this guy forever." 
FALCON NOTES: BG has won 
six straight games over the 
course of two years. The Fal- 
cons have a nine game winning 
streak at Doyt L. Perry Sta- 
dium. The last loss came to 
Toledo on Oct. 8,1983. 
BG is off to its best start since 
1982, the year it won the MAC 
championship. 
The Falcons are yet to run 
more offensive plays than an 
opponent this year. 
AKRON VS. BOWLING GREEN 
WHEN: Sat. Sept. 28, 1:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Doyt L. Perry Stadium (Grass) 
BOWLING GREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
1984 record: 8-3. 7-2 In the MAC (second) 
1985 record: 3-0, 2-0 in the MAC 
Head coach: Denny Stolz, eighth year (48-44-1) 
Returning starters: 16 (off.-7; def.-9) 
Players to watch: Brian McClure (probable QB), on a pace 
that will make him the NCAA's all-time passing yardage 
leader; Bernard White (RB), top rusher in "85 caught 
five passes against Mil; Greg Meehan (FL), caught 
four passes for 78 yards last week; Erik Johnson (LB), 
had 14 tackles against Redskins; Melvin Marshall (DB) 
caused two fumbles last week. 
AKRON: 
Nickname: Zips 
1984 record: 4-7, 2-5 in the OVC 
1985 record: 2-1, 0-1 in the OVC 
Head coach: Jim Dennison, thirteenth year (75-58-2) 
Returning starters: 12 (off.-9; def.-3) 
Players to watch: Mike Clark (TB), gained 178 yards last 
week against Eastern Michigan; Vern Stewart (QB), has 
completed 28 of 55 passes (.509) this year; Willie Davis 
(WR), 11 receptions in '85, including a 70-yard touch- 
down catch against EMU; Ed Grimsley (LB), has 24 solo 
tackles and 27 assists. 
Series record: A(J 1-0 
Last meeting: AH won 8-0 at Akron, 1941. 
Booters hope for upset 
by Ron Frtta 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green soccer coach 
Gary Palmisano isn't losing any 
sleep over tomorrow's match 
against Akron, but he is wary of 
the Zips. 
The Zips, who currently stand 
at 6-2-1, are ranked third in the 
Great Lakes Region and 20th in 
the nation. 
"Akron is a fine, well-coached 
team," Palmisano said. "They 
are going to be a good indication 
at how far we've progressed this 
season." 
The Falcons, who are coming 
off a 3-0 win against Eastern 
Michigan Wedsnesday, must 
control the tempo of the game 
against the Zips, according to 
Palmisano. 
"We need to identify when the 
right opportunities to score are 
and when we should slow the 
pace down," Palmisano said. 
"If we get into a long ball game 
like we did against EMU, Akron 
has the ability to put six or seven 
Sils up on the board against us. 
ey have some fine players." 
Junior midfielder Derek Gaf- 
fney is the leading Zip scorer 
with three goals and an assist 
for seven points. Sophomore 
midfielder Pat Nash, senior for- 
wards John Mclntyre and I/es- 
zek Borkowski have scored four 
points this season. 
SENIORS SHAUN Pendleton 
an All-America defender, and 
goalkeeper Glenn Sharkey, who 
has allowed just five goals for a 
0.62   goals   against   average, 
anchor the Zips' defense. 
BG, which sports a 2-5-1 re- 
cord, is led by senior forward 
Mark Jackson. Jackson has nine 
goals and two assists for 20 
points and the next goal he 
scores will give him 38 career 
goals, breaking Neil Ridgway's 
mark. Sophomore forward Steve 
Aleric and junior midfielder 
Nan Chul Shin have scored 
seven points. 
Freshman goalkeeper Jeff 
Vincent recorded his first colle- 
giate win and shutout against 
EMU. He has a 1-3 record and a 
2.45 goals against average. 
The Parents Day match will 
begin at 4p.m. on Mickey Coch- 
rane Field. 
7ke Video 
i Connection * 
425 E. Wooster 
(behind Open Pantry) 
with locations 
all over Toledo 
ond area, there 
is one near you 
OPEN 
11 a.m.-11 p.m. 
7 Days 
[Overnight Rentals $1.99 
Video Tape Machines t 
Overnight *5.95 
Mastercard & Visa Available 
OPEN 11 a.m.-l 1 p.m. — 7 Days 
r~" 
v 
\ Welcome Parents! Q Q 
See us for B.G.S.U. Souvenirs 
B.G.S.U. T-Shirts Back Packs 
B.G.S.U. Sweatshirts Pennants 
B.G.S.U. Children's Shirts Stadium Blankets 
B.G.S.U. Ornaments Stadium Seat Cushions 
B.G.S.U. Mugs Falcon Hats 
B.G.S.U. Glassware Umbrellas 
B.G.S.U. Decals 
and other B.G.S.U. Merchandise 
c 
Open Parents Day 9:00 - 5:30 
University Book Store 
Main Floor Student Services Building 
Regular Hours 
8:00 - 5:00, Mon. • Frl.        9:00 - 5:00 Sat. 
We BahowiBuM ?wh Ocuffc 
DEXTER'S BOWLING QREEN 
510 EAST WOOSTER STREET 
352-4497 
352-9814 
FREE DELIVERY AVAILABLE 
STORE HOURS: (Starling Aug 25. 1986) 
Sun -Thurs. 10 AM-1AM 
Fri.-Sat. 10AM-3AM 
DELIVERY 11-2, 4-CLOSE 
Subs — 20 Varieties • Chili • Salads FAST • FREE DELIVERY 
iffiHlffV 
Vl SUPER SUB 
+ 
CHILI 
OR 
SALAD 
$219 
Good AS Day 
Limit two per customer Not 
valid with any other coupons 
Good at participating loca- 
tions through 10/31/85 
(INSIDE ONLY) 
Vl SUB, FRIES 
AND MEDIUM DRINK 
i?sgjuj|fe<5> | \&mgW\! |iJBipy 
s2 25 
(Does no* aneWsle Dupar, 
Sleek. CMetan or Club tub) 
R. Mat, Hat, lauaaai, 
AJHtaftan and RBO Beef 
ADO .1St 
Good All Day ■ 
Limit one par customer  Not 
valid with any other coupons. 
Good at participating loca- 
tions through 10/31/85 
(INSIDE ONLY) 
V2STEAK SUB 
+ 
CHILI 
OR 
SALAD 
$269 
OeodAIDey 
Limit two par customer Not 
valid with any other coupons. 
Good at participating loca- 
tion* through 10/31/85 
(INSIDE ONLY) 
SUPER SUB 
AND 
MEDIUM DRINK 
$2 99 
I 
I Limit two per customer  Not 
i valid with any other coupons. 
' Good al participating kwa- 
I lions through 10/31/85 
| (INSIDE ONLY) 
mtmv 
FREE 
32 OZ. PEPSI 
wltha2sub 
delivery order 
Limit two par cuatomer  Not 
valid with any other coupons 
Good at participating loca- 
tions through 10/31/85 
(DELIVERY ONLY) 
WeSaUheiSa*) 
50' OFF! 
Any of our 
delicious 
20 subs 
Limit two par customer. Not 
valid with any other coupons 
Good at participating loca- 
tions through 10/31/85 
Heart 
Healthy 
Recipe 
POOR MAN'S CAVIAR 
large eggplant 
tablespoons olive oil 
small onion, finely chopped 
clove garlic, minced 
cup raw green pepper, finery 
chopped 
1' -? tablespoons lemon juice 
coarsely ground pepper 
Slice eggplant in half and rub with] 
1 tablespoon ot the oil. Place halves 
cut side down on baking pan. 
Broil on middle rack of oven for 
20 to 25 minutes, or until eggplant 
is quite soft. Cool slightly. Scoop ou| 
pulp and mash well with fork. 
Saute onion and garlic in remain- 
ing oil until brown. Stir into eggplant! 
pulp with remaining ingredients. 
ChiH for 2 or 3 hours. Sprinkle with 
chopped parsley and serve wtth 
bread rounds or toast. 
Yield: about 2V4 cups 
Approx cal/serv.: >,, cup - 75 
1 Tablespoon - 10 
Heat Healmy Heaps* are Horn the Third 
Edition ot the American Heart Aseoaeson 
Cookbook Copyright C 1073.1S78. 1S7B by 
the American Heart Association, Inc. 
Classifieds BG Newi/September tf.imt n *r 
OfDmUm 27. 1886 
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
AM YOUR MADE* TOO LOW? 
* 00 YOO OMNK TOO MUCH? 
■ THE OREEK irlTN WRONG FOR TOUT 
IT'tCAIUAL. 
RUtH CHU8CLUR 
 tAT. tlth, tat «.».  
WOMEN At LEAOBW tTMPOMM 
by Tin WalMiajlin Cater 
iciMnt •■parlance, end 
•cecka •vent, ti Weehlngton DC IkdM 
academic orecl, ojiuejereje aid homing 
MHt Prepare early tor tobe at the too' For 
Mo. contact Jorl Rood, Comae lor Academic 
Opoana. 372-6202, 231 Admh.  
 CAMPUS OF*. SCOUTS  
Al aeloome. Com aaa whet wave about. CM 
372-3680 lor mora c 
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS: 
rl you wara a member laal yew you can art algn 
up at Tuaaday'a mealkig   Abo  I your mem- 
borehlp expaee In January 88 you « naad 10 
pay your ouee NOW tor a yaar rrwrnborere? 
.    ATTENTION: •OLDEN KEY MaTRWRI 
MEETWa HON.. (EFT. M, I p.m., IN I.A 
FLEAM ATTENOI ALSO. LEAVE NAME, AD- 
DRESS, PHONE • ANOfOR OCMS • IN OCMS 
l*»l OR I7M. WE NEED THEM FOR THE 
RECORDS 
Salt SaMI Sponaorad by National Studanl 
Spaaon. Languagi and Hearing Aeeoctatlon. 
Tuaaday * Wedneedey. October tat 12nd - 
MO ..m-200 p.m. at Untvererty Hall. Eat am 
Coming Soon — B Q TrMa brought to you by 
S 01 Amancan MutiaSng AeeuceMuii 
••QETTECHNCAL" 
JOM 
SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURMQ ENGINEERS 
A society with a tutura 
Opan  to  al  mejora,   retroohmonta.   Topics 
aiamoarane, obtaining co-ope Maat Tuesday 
7:30, 127 Technology Bulging 
HUMAN SERVICES CLUR ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETRtOII Sunday Saot 2S, 7:M p.m. In the 
LMng CaMar ol tha Hoac Sldg. Eladlona 
Ml ba hold. AS raatora wtlcnaH. Oat kv ■ 
Jewwri Students Group. Shabbal Sarvtoaa. 
Fnoay avanlng. 6 00 pm. In the Faculty Lounge 
01 na Studanl Union Cal Bruce Kotter tor 
formation, 354 8420. Psychology Dapl 
NOTICE" MEP PRE—REGISTRATION MEET 
MOM Al elementary ad. majora and alamanlary 
ad/apaoaJ ad dual and triple motors who 
apptao tor Spring. 1866 MEP an expected 10 
■Sand me Pre-Reg Mealing, Thuraday. Sep- 
tember 26. 7 30-8 30 p m . 515 Lite Science 
BBg BE THERE"  
Recycle thla Saturday 
Alum, cane M 15Vtj. glaaa. newspapers, A ol. 
Racycang center. 515 E  Poe Rd. acroaa from 
Ccaege Para. Enter out HOP contaall' 
OEADUNE FOR WASHMQTON CENTER IN- 
HfJW FOR SPRNG IS IS OCTOSER 1. 
DONT DELAYI Al majors, ful credit, achol- 
1. job contacts. For more info. 
contact 372-8202. 231 AdniaaUiaouii BBg 
FOR MUSLIM BROTHERS Fnday prayara wR 
ba haM M 1:30 p.m. every weak In tie 
haaamint ol United Chrietfan Feeowahlp on the 
oomar ol ThurMn and Ridge For titorrneton 
contact 363-0284 
Loot — 2 111 lllin M Fal Feel   1 MM vest. 1 
purpH carrjgan Plaaaa cal 6647 or 6642. 
LOST: Goto Watch between Itarahrnan and BA 
BuMng   SENTIMENTAL VALUE1  Plaaaa cal 
372-4467.  
LOST: {tsuilm btuanan locket wRh cordu- 
roy aim Lost m Waal Hal  Reward' Cal 372- 
3636 or 207 Prout  
FOUND: 1 sot ol keys tost by a girl at the AMA 
Booth at the Student OrganOatton Fa* Cal 
354-6278 to IdenWy  
LOST: DAY IV DAY CALENDAR 
AREA: RA 1(2, MIC 140, MM kbrsry 
Irepartent Phone la. etc REWAROI 
CaR WWII of lease note M OCMB 2717 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FOUTS TYPING 
$1 'page (OS) on campus pick-up 4:00 p.m. 
868-2578  
PORTABLE TOO-ET RENTAL 
Free pickup t detvery 
362-731S  
FIX IT ALL 
ELECTRONICS 
Give ua a CM II you've got a problem wflfl alarm 
ctocka.  dock  rodeo,   stereos,  hearlphonpl. 
TVs, tana, ha* dryers    Cat 2-5356  
AGOVPN Tau/AKA - What a winning Greek 
Weak cornblnaltonl Hope you're reedy actives 
because tha Atone Gam pledgee are PSY 
CHEDI Lota have a great week'  
HAPPY BRTHDAY 8EV 
 I LOVE YOU. GEORGE K  
ALLYSONM 
Happy 23rd Birthday' 
Your roomte, Jo Beti 
TWO HO NtOHTt 
MONDAY • THURSOAY 
Ttelp-ov 
MAM ST. 
Congnauaatone on your engagement to Chris 
Wa couldn't ba happier tor da two ol you. 
Love. Shetey, Pauls, and KrlaRn  
MDOBQOa 
WELCOME TO RO 
DATA GAMMA PARENTSI 
00 00 00 00  
BQ8U Mom I Dad Sweatahkta 
Joins N Thklga 631 Ftdpe St.  
Mad   Tea,   The  Amartooa  Heart 
tt thankful M have  RIO 
"beuee of On heart" behind theml 
Lose, Tka OeMesi Heart!  
CtROt 
GET READY TO 
tTUFFI STUFFI tTUFFI 
LOVl, YOUR tkaOlA NU COACHES 
^ingratiate™ Sarah Rouah and Bath Parry 
tor making Orientation Board' 
Your Proud KKG I 
arl. Wo toot ya.ll yaar Aaaka Oara limn 
CrjrayaJubRona to Kety Frailer on your Alpha 
Gem-Abba Skj anajesrtng to MS. You oouktn'l 
tod usl Boot of Luck. 
Love, your Atoha Pom Stotera  
CaiajrelaeMlarii M> Rta Alpha Gem Mud Tag 
teem. Yea guys SM greall And thanks to 
JeRo tor a« her help. 
Leva, yew Alaltou»»»lte>are  
 CooMet Yi Oroom a) cowahgl  
Conjiakamina on being voted V Preaklant lor 
tie OZ Pledge Cetoot Low, Mar  
Doe Gee Kidnap Approaches.. 
C If 11. I waakall 
 Are you readytl  
PROFESSOR PUBLISHING PUTS 
THE CLASS INTO COURSE MATERIALS 
The Classiest of Class Readers 
•Minimum Expenditure to Scholar 
•Gratis to Educators 
•Rapid Accommodations 
•Gratis Acquisition & Final Presentation 
1 la earning aaanl Are you 
nasty k> early M the hoy ot nkjN tongT 
major KLEM 
Can wa a*?* You're 20 now but we sol ssy 
"Oh. grow up'" Applauoo. applause' Have a 
GREAT day' Love, your roomies. Us 8-2 clan. 
Pare. Just. Una.  
MIL MM 
MUMID 
FAUtrro 
kinko's copies 325 E. Wooster 354-3977 
FREE BROWNrESI" 
Our browrsaa are your browrsea 
A« weekend long 
Just come In I try a cone et 
BASKW BOBBINS 
1818 E. Wooeler — Stadium Plsu 
Only e week and a day- 
Yes, me KKG and ZBT games are on rhe. « 
Oat axcaad. gat psyched— 
Cuz' you gkls are gonna be outta sight' 
Your ooochoo, Jamty A Don  
* 
^5mrtjri 
HIV. FVEBtRM - COME  HERE. 
SHOW "flU SOMETHING YOU 
k^OONT  SEE  EVEW OAV 
UHfll' OH. 6000' \ ITS NOT TVC\\T>b NOT Tit 
I WANNA KT HEHT. TT5 TW) HUWOITV, 
6CMETWN0  /v rWMTV   J   ITS THE 
FOR THE r<~-{r-\ «rW 
KIDS 
The BG News" .Classified Information. Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(BG News not responsible for postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60* per line, $1.80 minimum. 
50' extra per ad for bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and Individuals. 
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please 
come to 214 West Hal immediately if there is an error in your ad. The news wH not be 
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive Insertions. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name — 
Address 
Phone # 
Get kworvedl ApplcaQpne are att ■ Naitli tor 
Undergraduate  Student Government  oabotot 
 »'■  m  lha USG orkce,  406 Student 
Servtoee   Oat Involved In Ka voice d ma 
Kappa Slga 
Tha weal tend • finely hero and ma Alpha xi'e 
are ready to party! Looking forward to Via tea 
Gel Psyched tor Fatoon Footoal 
WSO PtyoMJe at Mark's Ptna 
UVE BROADCASTSATUROAY 
torn 10:00 am  1 00 p.m. 
 00 FALCONS  
GOOD-LUCK   DEE   ZEE   CAR   STUFF TEAM! 
LETS   KEEP    THE   WINMNQ   TRACRTIONI 
LOVE, YOUR 01 SISTERS  
Good luck to lha Alpha Gamma Oaks Car Skirl 
learn The pledgee we ready to cheer you on 10 
KELLY "been Mend" MeCey 
Thank you tor bong my Wand godoaee al 
FSetend   R   wouldn't  have  boon  the   same 
wthout you) LOVE, your F| natve  
KavhLoRkt. 
ILCVEYQtJ.Chnsoo 
rot my I 
■ vjckxyl 
OOVtrtoVaOn HOMES Irom 11 
|U Rapatr). Also deknouent tax property. 
CdJ 1-606-667-6000 Ext QH-ge<P tor Hor- 
-JENrRFER tOUTH- 
OREEK Q000ESS 
-JENNIFER tOUTH- 
0*oT« OOOOESt 
DtfctERS      OoMERt       DHOERI 
TWOMOkNHTt 
MONDAY A THURtOAY 
rfBiom 
fMM ST. 
Cilitntm totU's 7MA AwtNaioai, 
tton. Rapt to - Set pot t 
QFIEGAJOHSON 
BEST OF LUCK AOAfsST AKRONI  AFTER 
THB WW. THE C^LFOFtRA BOWL IS ONLY 
7 BG WHS AWAYI LOVE. JACO  
QREQATKRIt. 
Happy 21st Birthday. Cutol  Don!  gat too 
keened catebrarJng   although such oventogs 
can ba kit — true? Congrats, also on pledging 
PI Kappa — another gorgeous man Jdne the 
crowd, '-ova ye. Shorn* 
P.8. Here's your Ikst Greek letters tost: What 
aorortyam I In7?  
Happy IMiShel 
WaLovaYoul 
Karen. Jem Rachel, ktohata 
HAVE YOU BEEN LAtlOEO FOR 
THE KARRA KORRALt ^^ 
Hey Alpha Game' 
Gat a data. 
Ma oka. 
Bwl be greet 
lor hen and you I 
Data party la or*/ 
15 days away, 
Get Peyched Qarnrnersl  
unto Person Number One. 
So what I last weekend waa a BOMS' 
Party 203 etyte. and have a Duke tor mal 
Sea ya on Sunday. 
303 Love. Unto Pereon Number Two. 
P». Stay out d tie kkchonl 
LorlHehr, 
thanks ao much tor your hob. 1 know true 
umiolir wO turn ou greet. If you have any 
news you con colon mal Love Your Roomie. 
NtttA 
MoryNoary. 
You're the best' Have a great weekend" 
Love, your Roes 
REST OF LUCK AOARfST 
AKRON SATURDAY. WE 
LOVE YOU kSKEV. 
YOU FAVORITE CM OMEGAS 
alCMRtl, JUOf, NANCY, MARY 
NEVWAOAWtocoaitogOotai  
PETE: NaM trne n coet you moron rainc 
PHOTO I.D.'O 
Undergreouata Student Government encour- 
ages students to get their photo ID 'a taken at 
lha Student Rec Center on the loOowkig dates 
Sept. 23 — A-Q: Sept. 24 — H-M. Sept. 26 — 
N-8; Sept 26 - T-Z.  
GREEK 
GREEK 
Gotta anaok on 0 Gamma Phil 
on the tradition of or 
to have a wlk) time • 
PN'll 
Hey Theta Chle - The Alpha M,cant wen to 
party wttt you Friday right Oat peyched tor a 
tuntoal  
I can't rhyme but aha aura con owing 
upekte down in me gkTa Bwvj 
back and lorth and round and round 
Od ewora shed not to! down 
She dd no dvo and mat's not bad 
but me two who did ware toeing sod. 
True to my word os I can ba 
hero's too note to you from ma 
I hope you axed I, I aura hod fun 
tore do I agejn and take the plunge! 
Love. Coach 
Col and oongrakAate Od. 364-7363  
ICE HOCKEY OFFICIALS EXPEFtENCE NEC- 
ESSARY - STOP fN iRrTRAMURAL OFFICE - 
106 REC CENTER  
> you naad a gtl - Wa have I ot Cotonlal 
naoeclons, 126H w Woostor      
JUOI tCHUCHART, HARY HOCKWALT. AND 
NANCY WRIOHT: 
THANKS FOR OEtNO OREAT FRJENDt AND 
THE HIT ItSTERS ANYONE COULD WISH 
FORI   CHt-0  LOVE  AND  kRNE  FOREVER, 
kBTCH 
KAPPA DELTA COOKH-aRAItt 
Sdd Sept   23-Oct  4 at your eororty house. 
Sugar cooktoa decorated with the greek letters 
of your choice  Deavered Oct. 7 anywhore on 
cowpua wkh your rnooaopa. Alfor luotf II 
KAPPA DELTA MUD JAMMERSII 
WAY TO 00 AT MUO TUB! 
YOU SIX WERE AWESOME! 
CONOHATULAriONS' 
to BOSU. Hope your weekend la 
RtotwRR kas. Lose, yo» kje^ toaojRoars 
QUESTION: WHO WRX IE THE KIT FRA- 
TERNITY/SORORITY    PAIRING    DURING 
UREEK WEEK? 
ANSWER:   FIND   OUT  AND   TAKE   PART, 
MQAL—IAT.I  
RUE RAHRAQA 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
HEGRA HEFRA A-T-0 
P. Scott M . PLEOQE EXTRAOROOAARE 
RL*4MAGE SALE, tot Chrtotan Church. Haa- 
Una 01 Poe. Frt a-5. Set B-12.  
RUSH Beta Theta PI LT Sal 
Monday. Sept 30. 7:00-6:30 p.m. 
Snarl, Can't war! ■ Saturday when we can eeo 
you do me NEUTRON OANCE FREE etyM You 
era tie GREATEST (btg) OF ALL LOVE ya. 
AmyAKoral  
SHHMI MUM'I THE WORD 
PICK UP YOUR MUM TODAY AT 
400 ITUOENT SERVICES 
 it-00 ojtvfcte pjoi  
Stephanie Schutu. 
Congrakleone on being elected Phi dees prer' 
Tm ao dod you're a PN Mul I love ya. Poly 
SUE SCHEDWI3LER 
RAH, RAH.  RAH!  CX)f«ORATULATIONS ON 
BECOMING A BGSU CHEERLEADER! GOOD 
LUCK ON YOUR DEBUT SATURDAY' LOVE. 
YOUR DEE QEE StSTERS  
TADOA BRIAN, 
THANKS FOR LETTING US OANCE TO THE 
DAWN LAST FRDAY (AT LEAST SOME OF 
US). HAD THE GREATEST TtAE SWINGING 
(OVER THE WATERL AND SVYIWMNG (DANC- 
1*3) THE NIGHT AWAY LOVE, JUUE THE 
GIRL WITH THE BLACK EYE. ALIAS JUNE t 
ERJN  
Terry (Furrl) A Rockkl' Room, 
Our trip to F» Wand waa on adventure we'I 
now forget. TNT (what a dynamite oak) Bo 
BoppIV Rot* < Ms Ibeeavs it or not) bind dote 
- tie tunneot Ft touroomel Lot's get purple 
and go flaring ■omoomat Love your F| dates. 
TartltHoty 
PS Don't forgot to food the Rah 
,.\^6 a?. 
^C 
PUFF'S   * 
^      Large 2 item      a% 
Pizza with 2 Cokes 
$5.95 
we deliver 
-IfH—'™«,L—™'     —2—'ock^cst of campus 
Social Security # or Account #  
(For baling purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear: 
(Circta words you wish to appear In bold type)  
CUmllfCitlon In which you wish your ad to tppetr: 
      Campus & City Events* 
       Lost & Found 
      Rides 
      Services Ottered 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
•(^mput/Clty Event ada are published free of charge for one day for a riort-profrt event or meeting only. 
DtrtM ot tntertton 
Total number of doyt. 
Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
The BG News 
214 West Hal BOSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by Trade Mkbel Jiffe 
ACROSS 
1 L.tH«1tlSI  
J«y L«rn«r 
5 Celestial body 
10 Attention QtUti 
14 Acto' James 
15 idolize 
, 16 Could not Sus- 
tain interest 
17 Energy 
measure 
19 Heard near 
Coven t 
Garden'' 
20 Freeway 
menaces 
21 Bird-etzebite 
23 Grads-to-be 
24 Oscar 
26 Rebounds 
29 Brief letter 
30 Curious 
33 Do a coo* s rob 
34 Thirst 
quenchers 
35 TheOoldBug 
author 
36 An lyes 
37 Painter s need 
36 Harness 
attachment 
39 City room 
toilers, tor 
short 
♦0 Indignation 
41 Rural sights 
42 River past 
Aberdeen 
43 Khayyam 
44 Cruise 
45 White sale 
special 
47 insomnia pro- 
ducer otttct ton 
46 Card suit 
50 Twists 
55 Cezanne or 
Ktee 
56 Lawn game 
56 Plead with 
59 Obliterate 
60 Part of MIT 
61 Vale Bowl 
noises 
62 Betsy Ross, lor 
or»e 
63 Fodder 
ingredient 
DOWN 
i Stuttgart cries 
2 Downtown 
Chicago (with 
•The") 
3 Tract of land 
4 Nozzle 
5 Frolics 
6 Bouquets 
7 Does lawn work 
8 Before, to a 
bard 
9 Grand Central 
10 Emmy.e.g 
il Vehicle lor Tar 
zanor Trigger 
12 Historic canal 
13 Brunch is one 
16 Four-wheeled 
asset 
22 Music to a 
matador's ear 
24 More 
capacious 
25 Waned 
20 Like tome oil 
27 Response to a 
joke 
28 Vinegar span 
ner 
29 Booby prize 
winner 
47 I   l m my 
own thing'' 
I Thick 
1 Astronomer 
Carl 
' Snares 
I Mmand or 
Bolger 
) First class 
Dories and 
dinghies 
i Glossy surf ace 
i Runs in neutral 
ANSWER TO PflEVI 
Pan ol an 11 
Down crowd 
incentive 
Prelix with 
graph 
Bird's crop 
Kentucky's 
neighbor 
Barrett or Jalfe 
Try out 
Atlantic fliers 
Mineral deposit 
US PUZZLE; 
IJMI»I   UUfJLlU   11MI1U 
UUfJH   UMLJUIJ   UUlJl'l 
[.iiiiiiiiiiiMii i mil if.ii.i 
UHU    MIIHil 1        UH'.1I III 
MLIIilJ   (.11 Hill 
1:11111; Mil.I   IIIIUII   ULKJ 
nnum;i  I.IMII 
111.11.in  liiniii 
MI1MUI.1       llllll* 1    nun 
HI.inn  HI 1111:111  i iilur.i 
11111.111   UUUUU   LIUUL'I 
1      1 — ■—pjji—«— r 1    pjjx    n    il    II 
N ■" B.i ■ — Hu 
lprT' 
■r 
PI PjwTpipl 
IT™ OaS              r 
Sju Ml' R Hu w      .. 
• 
Thonka Oooioo laooka for al ol your hard wort 
-« reety pan oft tNa weekend! Everyone hot 
a r/oat fctol Love, tto Alpna Wa  
TTie trethers of 
m» to airienaaam TOM Jeakee and Tina] 
Oraaleaa en Ihafc Ha. »»»M«lpl»a Rhl laaater 
"I1 ""*¥**"*" 
The Oreo! Dee Qee Thlty-rhrea 
Wo Mr* you an at wondarfutl Keep up tat DO] 
eon. pledge.' We love you I 
Your Poo Qee aotoit    
Theta CM'a * PM OoR'a: 
Oat poaoket tar Oreee. Week, 'eauee we'rel 
raaa>a> let laiaRralaaaiolll Tito ICaanoa 
TO JER BEAU - OUR FAVORTTE HOUSE 
BOYI HAPPY 22nd BtTTHDAY - WE PCMEM- 
BERED AMD DONT WOPflY, WE STILL LOVE 
Y0UITHE(M*»U>PH0WL80f BOOM 102 
TO THE KONAPPERS OF MY OUMBY I 
POtOJY- DAMM m PLEASE QrVE ME A NfCE 
BRTHDAY PRESENT AMD RETURN THEM BY 
THURSOAY THANK YOUI SUE P.8. I'LL 
CHECK MY OCMB MORE OFTEN NOW 
To tit LOVELY LADES  ol ADPI.   What  a 
..■kend - » —a a BLA8TI Tha Prottol 
To the Wat Shaffer of tie Phi Pal Homo. 
Caribbean Crueh la atnoot Kara. 
~WI I got o*kod7" a what you (earl 
I'm tmaV aaklno you to bo my dote. 
11 know > waa wd worth tie wan 
Rumor haa It-you want to go. 
You'd bo a tool to tot ma ml 
Love, your tavorto Qamma Phi. 
Ta Ka "Whaawiar": Oeod luck on 
Rmftll, YOU AM OOOOI 
ThaOawa         
TWO ttQ NtOHTI 
MONDAY I THURtOAY 
7 tolp-at. 
MAIN IT. 
Uodergraduete Studenl Government wt accept 
appfcatlona for CeMM MakllaiiH mrough 
October t PooMona nctida mHanaj to 
student Wieai. Pubic nittom; Academic 
Aftara; Treaacer. Naacnal. State, and Commu- 
nity Artara; and Unrvaraly CommkHai Cco,* 
natora Oat tivolvodl Aprjeceflane we i ateilll 
In 106 Studenl ServKee 
WEEK   II 
WEEK 'It 
We're endng tia.waak |uet rtgrn 
by having a too on Friday night 
Cauaa whan lie Kappaa and Sigma ChTa gat 
together aa one. 
The and reeutl la aura to ba tunlll 
Saayatonla. 
Love, tie Kappaa 
G»VERNMENT JOBS. l1S.040-ISg,230ryr 
Now HMng. Cal f-aos-esr-sooo E«t R 
BS4I for current federal let. 
LSAT ' MCAT ' QMAT ■ ORE 
NET • CPA PREVIEW • NCLEX 
STANLEY KAPLAN ED CENTER 
NO 1 N TEST PREPARATION 
 1411) 536-3701 TOLEDO 
i Illtlll I naad to dance tor you 
Partea. bktndaya. and amal gat-togethera are 
my apocHRy Mala dancer For more Mo 372 
3482. 
Btanvenua a ■ Mataon Francttaa. Tuaaday Oe« 
1 at 7:00 for a :hnn fondue- at you can eat 
lor 11 60 See you there1 Any ouattone? Cal 
372-2871. 
1100.00 REWARD 
For IMtnaatun I recovery on Olrta fl  
Jean Jacket etaMa lot aR. from Jaeni N 
TMaaa. Daeorlpton: Femela. blonde, I'l" 
wearing brown prMt akkt. aght top, t weaV 
man- Jacket leocTlpHoa: Ineam I 
dewkwilp front wKtl map overlay t ilppar on 
erme. aaMHo back t cafta, ooflon Hned with 
WANTED 
1 mata roommate needed for houoe on E 
Wooetar acroaa from Some r*i Cal 881-6378 
or 362-8000. 
4 token) lor Lettarman September 28. 
Cal 364-1410    
PKX3MMATE NEEDED to aubktaaa for aprtng 
lemaetar. Female, non-emoklng Moa, fur- 
mehad apartment doaa to campua Ptaaaa cal 
362-8814 
HELP WANTED 
Need Math tutor lor couree 127 Evenlnga Cal 
352-3282 
Etrpartanoad atabla help wanted Sat I Sun 
8-6. Cal John at 1-874-3066 Parryaburg. 
Arabltoaa. well organlred pereon to act aa 
taeon between epecWty 
oarapaa araup leedera. We 
fcoreen eaertiaeei tar aehoota at auper towl 
prtcea. (tee our ed In For tele column) 
laMate part MM pommel right now, oat! 
Mr. Akan « 1-817 
FOR SALE 
HufTa Ueed Furmture. RurJobh   888-3251 
Open 6-8 Monday-Friday 
1171 Portlac Lamane. 90% reetored. 11,600 
or beet offer. 372-1493 
LaOaa 3 apaad Huffy. 160 00 Mapn drataor. 
Wooden deek I wal ntrror. 3 ft « e fl Cal 
364-7127. 
1172 Gnryaier Nawport Rune wal. tree good. 
need, minor work, good winter or eround-lown 
car. 1176. Cal 354-1140. 
FOR SALE: TECHNK8 flECEIVER 46 
WATTS, DKaTAL. PRESET STATIONS AND 
MORE. EXCELLENT CONDITION 8226.00 
PHONE 358-2800 
FOR  SALE:  B.Q.S.U   WATCHES.   DIGITAL. 
STAJNLES8 STEEL BACKS AND TWISTOFLEX 
BANDS    ONLY   16.00.   CALL   383-1411 
WMLE SUPPLES LAW 
'78 PMo. Rune great, mow tree, great etereo. 
good on gat (860 or boat offer 363-0808 
Needtwrnonay 
•78 Oamro. 3 aptod. new paint, dutch, front 
and 12.200. Cal 362-7183. 
4 Bckete to Lettarman concert 
0*362-8161 or 372-8231 
Stereo war, AM/FM rarJo. turntable. I s-treck 
wth ptjnd. Cat 362-2606 tout 8-6.  
FOR SALE: TWO CHAR SEATS FOR LETtER- 
MEN SHOW. CALL 362-2141 
14 ou. fl. QE refng. wrbaar depenelng Ml. Cal 
362-2110 after 6:00 p.m.  
SWEATSHBTS CUSTOM IMPflfNTEO WITH 
YOUR OWN DESIGN FOR GROUP, CLUB 
X»M. FLOOR. ETC AS LOW AS 88 60 EA 
COafPLETE.CCtfTACTCAIaTUeREP OR 
MR ALLEN AT 1-517-288-9688 
1M1 Dataun 210. 68.000 rnlaa, 6 
Super conation oar. 13.160.00. Cal 1-424- 
aa  
FOR RENT 
2barjroomarjar1martcaM»iJrMralty.a>oa 
IrcaraeaManr^wa^uataia paid. 362-6822 
otijint^ 
Mr. and Mrs. Faculty 
nothing new at BGSU 
by Cari Buergier 
Friday reporter 
Most people leave the cares of 
the office behind when they go 
borne, but for some professors 
the lines between work and pri- 
vate life become blurred. 
This is especially true for pro- 
fessors who are married to pro- 
fessors. 
Many colleges and universi- 
ties have "nepotism rules." 
which forbid members of faculty 
from being married to other 
faculty members. Although the 
University has a policy on nepo- 
tism, it is not as strict as that of 
other schools. 
The policy states that no fac- 
ulty member may make career 
choices involving their spouse. 
The University has many fac- 
ulty members who are married 
to other faculty members. 
Two of the couples inter- 
viewed for this story came to 
Bowling Green already married 
(Michael and Lenita Locey, both 
of the French department, and 
John Merriam and Kathleen 
Howard-Merriam, both of the 
Cical science department), 
e the third couple married 
after having taught here for 
some time (Robert Early, En- 
glish department, and Mercedes 
Junquera-Early,   Spanish   de- 
partment). 
All the couples said that work- 
ing together brought them 
closer, both professionally and 
personally. 
"I would feel sad, I think, if I 
had to have one half of my 
husband's life that I couldn't 
share," said Lenita Locey. 
Since both she and her hus- 
band work in the same depart- 
ment, they sometimes substitute 
for each other when one is un- 
able to work. Do they ever need 
a break from each other? "It 
hasn't happened yet," said Leni- 
ta,"but we've only been married 
for 21 years." 
John Merriam and Kathleen 
Howard-Merriam sometimes 
substitute for each other, too. 
They said this can lead to confu- 
sion for students and faculty 
alike. 
Another problem encountered 
is that of nomenclature. "Nei- 
ther one of us ever wanted to be 
called 'Doctor' anything be- 
cause it never seemed to us that 
we knew how to fix bones," said 
Lenita Locey. 
"It's frustrating when stu- 
dents call, and I answer the 
phone, and the student says 'Oh, 
I wanted to talk to Doctor Lo- 
cey.' There is that little touchy 
area where the man is the doctor 
and the woman is the Mrs." 
Dances relived 
by Lisa Artal* 
Friday reporter 
Some students can imagine 
their grandparents dancing 
the Charleston, or their par- 
ents doing the Lindy at a 
1960*8 sock hop, but they've 
never learned these dances 
themselves. 
The Charleston and the 
Lindy are two of the many fad 
dances which burst into popu- 
lar culture decades ago - and 
disappeared just as quickly. 
Most college students re- 
member the 70s equivalent to 
these dances. It was called 
disco. 
Now these dances are mak- 
ing a comeback ... at least 
for a weekend. The School of 
Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation is hosting "A 
Survey of Dance Fads in the 
20th Century." Coordinated 
by Dawn Clark, dance in- 
structor, the course will run 
Oct. 4-0, and is open to all 
students and the general pub- 
lic. "^ 
"These fad dances were a 
phenomenon of popular cul- 
ture," said Clark. "They 
were more an expression of 
mass society than of the 
elite." Clark has researched 
fad dances for several years. 
She began the study for per- 
sonal interest, but decided to 
share her results. 
The three-day course, the 
first of its kind offered 
through the University, will 
combine much of her re- 
search with actual dancing. 
Participants will hear some 
background about each of the 
fad dances and then learn the 
actual dance steps. Clark 
said. The dances included in 
the program are the Castle 
Walk (1914), the Charleston 
(1920B), the Lindy (1930s), the 
Continental (1960s), the Twist 
(1980s), the Mashed Potato 
(1960s), disco and others. 
The program will also fea- 
ture a discussion of the nature 
of fads by Jack Nachbar, 
professor of Popular Culture. 
Also included are films fea- 
; Fred Astaire and Gin- 
gers and Vernon and 
ene Castle. The Castle's 
created the Castle Walk and 
made "rowdy dances respect- 
able" in the early part of the 
century, Clark said. 
Clark said she hopes to 
have between 20 and 30 stu- 
dents in the course. Students 
who participate can earn an 
hour of credit. They should 
see their academic adviser to 
sign up for Recreation-Dance 
(RED) 395, Section 3757, if 
interested in enrolling. 
The fee for non-students is 
*25. 
The course will run Friday 
from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m., Satur- 
day from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and 
Sunday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
To earn credit students must 
attend all sessions. 
Clark encourages partici- 
pants to wear comfortable 
clothing and be prepared to 
have a good time. 
For further information, 
contact Dawn Clark at 372- 
. 
Kathleen Howard-Merriam 
even went to the trouble of add- 
ing her maiden name, but said 
students still get confused. 
"Sometimes students will 
come to my office looking for 
me, and when they get there, 
they say 'Oh, I was looking for 
Howard Merriam," she said. 
Although they don't have the 
problems created by teaching in 
the same department, Robert 
Early and Mercedes Junquera- 
Early also have a problem with 
their names. 
Although he has a doctorate, 
Early prefers "Mr. Early," be- 
cause he teaches English and his 
doctorate is in theology. 
"At quality institutions, the 
students address the teachers as 
'professor,' because you would 
assume that they have some sort 
of credentials," Early said. 
Although she goes by "Jun- 
quera" professionally, Early's 
wife still has problems with be- 
ing addressed correctly. Her 
name is often misprinted, some- 
times under her former married 
In spite of the confusion stem- 
ming from the married faculty 
members' situations, all the cou- 
ples said that because they are 
married, 
• See Prof Couples, page 12. 
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Second chance for furniture 
by Keith A. Cornelius 
Friday reporter 
Until recently, Bowling 
Green's used furniture selection 
has been limited to pathetic 
remnants of springless sofas 
cast out on the corner of Lehman 
and Manville Streets. Not any 
more. The Il'nd Time Around, 
Bowling Green's only used furni- 
ture store, has been open exac- 
tly two months and specializes 
in "previously owned" furni- 
ture. 
Carlene Sader, a lifetime resi- 
dent of the Bowling Green area, 
opened the store because she 
"felt it was needed," since there 
are no stores of its kind in Bowl- 
in gGreen. 
The building, which formerly 
housed a seed company, is ideal 
for this type of business, accord- 
ing to Sader. Located all on one 
level, there is plenty of display 
area as well as a loading/sto- 
rage room and free parking out- 
side. 
There is one room devoted 
entirely to beds and bedroom 
furniture. A second is filled with 
tables, chairs and sofas. The 
back room is stocked with a 
variety of kitchen utensils, 
dishes and small appliances. 
Friday/Dave Klelmeyer 
Also included in the floor plan 
are two display rooms where full 
sets of furniture are arranged. 
The rooms are complete with 
artwork adorning the walls. 
Owning and maintaining the 
store takes a great deal of time 
for Sader, since she does all of 
the buying and selling herself. 
"It took nearly eight months 
of buying furniture and finding a 
5lace to rent before opening the 
oors," she said."People don't 
realize bow time consuming it 
can be. I get most of my furni- 
ture at auctions. In fact, I'm 
missing one right now to keep 
the store open. 
While Sader obtains most of 
the furniture is obtained at auc- 
tions, some is found through 
individuals who have extra fur- 
niture that they no longer need. 
"If I can work it out, I will go 
and see the furniture and pay 
them for it at that point," she 
says. 
Prices at the store are quite 
reasonable. Unlike the Volun- 
teers of America thrift store, 
furniture at The Il'nd Tune 
Around is not donated. Sader 
selects all of the furniture her- 
self, and prices are based en- 
tirely on what she paid for each 
piece at auction. In keeping the 
store stocked, some of the furni- 
ture is being sold at cost. 
There is another expensive 
and time-consuming aspect to 
the business that many people 
are unaware of. Once furniture 
is brought to the loading room, 
state health regulations require 
that all upholstered furniture be 
sprayed with a special disinfect- 
ing chemical. 
The chemical is expensive, 
and Sader says that in two 
months, she has used over four 
gallons. After spraying, all of 
the furniture is tagged as proof 
of disinfection. 
The Il'nd Time Around offers 
free delivery "to the doorstep" 
anywhere in Bowling Green. De- 
livery is done at the convenience 
of Sader and her husband and 
son, who help her with the furni- 
ture moving. 
Some of the store's hottest- 
selling selling items have been 
beds and sofas. Unfortunately, 
some students go into the store 
expecting to find "real cheap" 
furniture. 
Sader relates one incident in 
which several students came 
into the store and then decided 
to try to find cheaper furniture 
elsewhere. "They ended up com- 
ing back and buying one of my 
sofas," she recounts. 
Eventually, Sader would like 
to stock previously-owned dra- 
peries and rugs and said that she 
sees a potential market for these 
items. 
Although Sader said there was 
an increase in business two days 
before school started, most of 
the customers have been "young 
married couples and grad stu- 
dents." So far, business has 
been "fairly steady, especially 
between 3 p.m.and 6 p.m." 
The store is located at 740 N. 
Enterprise, with a parking lot 
off of Reed. Store hours are noon 
to 6 p.m. Monday through Fri- 
day, and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on 
Saturday. For more informa- 
tion, call the store at 352-3925. 
What do you find most appealing in an attractive person? 
Irnervlewi by/Barb SyraboUk 
MIKE D'AGOSTINE. senior 
management information sys- 
tems major, Taumadge: "The 
number of Madonna bracleta 
they're wearing." 
MARY BAUGHMAN, sopho- 
more theater/interpersonal 
communications major, Ports- 
mouth: "It's important that be 
baa a aense of humor." 
BETH BARMANN, senior bi- 
ology major, Springfield: "A 
nice smile and then after that 
intelligence." 
SONY A MILLER, sophomore 
accounting major, Dayton: 
"Their overall appearance but 
mainly their eyes. 
LAWRENCE J.W. WATSON, 
senior magazine journalism ma- 
jor, Cleveland: ''Smarts, good- 
figure, cologne." 
Photo/ Jim SaJiola 
MARK WEITZEL, senior 
ntanagwnent information sys- 
tems/finance major, Mansfield: 
"I look at their eyes. It's the flrat 
thing I look for/ 
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Mason makes cinematic debut 
by Carole Hombcrger 
wire editor 
For several nights after a long 
day at the University, Phil Ma- 
son, executive assistant to the 
President, took off his brown 
pin-stripe suit, white shirt and 
lie and stepped into something a 
bit different - a turn-of-the-cen- 
tury brown suit, a stiff white 
shirt and a brown derby hat. 
Despite being busy at the top 
of the University's bureaucratic 
ladder, Mason was able to pur- 
sue his love for acting by per- 
forming in a docu-drama about 
the life of writer Sinclair Lewis 
for WBGU-TV. 
The drama, which will air 
sometime in the next two 
months on Channel 57, features 
various scenes from the life of 
Sinclair Lewis and excerpts 
from his book Mainstreet. 
Mason, one of the two charac- 
ters in the production, has no 
speaking parts but plays a ma- jor role, said Denise Marland, 
producer/director for WBGU- 
"He is there for mood and 
character." she said. "He is like 
an extra, but it is a main part" 
Mason plays the husband of 
the protagonist in Sinclair's 
book, a satirical look at small- 
town life and was filmed in the 
Bowling Green area. 
While the filming took place, 
Mason recieved some helpful 
advice from his wife. Karen, 
who hosts a show called Artbeat 
for Channel 57. 
"She was kind enough to hold 
my hand," Mason said. "She 
enjoys coaching and she's a 
pro." 
Marland explained that she 
chose Mason because she was 
looking for somebody "in their 
thirties, good looking and willing 
to do it for the fun 3 it." 
Mason said that he accepted 
the part with enthusiasm. "I 
was thinking that it would give 
me an opportunity to do some 
acting in front of the camera and 
that it would be kind of fun. I 
was right; it is fun." 
Mason's previous acting expe- 
rience included a performance 
in a University theater produc- 
tion called "Lunch Hour, which 
be enjoyed. But, he added, 
"there is something exciting 
about lights and cameras. I'll 
admit there is something attrac- 
tive to the whole technical set-up 
(of a television production)." 
Mason added that he would do 
another docu-drama at the 
"drop of the hat." 
Until that opportunity arises, 
Mason and his wife are consid- 
ering producing a play for the 
Bowling Green community the- 
ater - as long as it would not 
interfere with his duties at the 
University. 
"It is a diversion - a very 
healthy, positive diversion/' 
Mason said. "When I am re- 
hearsing or in a play, it is some- 
thing totally different than being 
in the office." 
"I wouldn't flatter myself in 
calling myself an amateur. I'm just interested in it. 
Mason's enthusiasm extends 
beyond his acting to his "regular 
job." With a boyish grin on his 
mustached face, Mason tackles 
each day at the University with 
a zest for knowledge. 
"I have been here for four 
years," he said. "I am a senior, 
so to speak, and sometime in the 
future I would like to graduate to 
president. Until then, I can't 
think of any better training 
(than) serving with the presi- 
dent and his employees." 
Knowing President Olscamp 
before coming to the University, 
Mason has learned many things 
from him including a good rec- 
Se for success: "Combining Dr. 
Iscamp's sense of humor, intel- 
ligence, and sensitivity makes a 
hell of good recipe for a good 
president," Mason said. 
Mason is also taking classes at 
the University toward his Ph.D. 
in higher education administra- 
tion. This semester, however, 
time constraints have cut his 
course load to zero. 
Mason also works with Uni- 
versity officials all  over the 
Eius trying to create the best 
ble learning environment 
work includes coordinating 
the legal affairs of the Univer- 
sity, coordinating budgets for 
departments such as athletics, 
writing research reports and 
being secretary of the Board of 
Trustees. 
In his four years on campus, 
Mason said he has seen a great 
many changes and now wants to 
make them work. 
"It is time to implement 
changes, rather than look for 
more changes," he said. "There 
has been a lot of work this year 
of recreating such schools as the 
College of Technology and the 
School of Mass Communica- 
tions." 
With all his duties and activ- 
ities, Mason has little leisure 
time. When he does find a hour 
or two be likes to run, play 
tennis, dine at good restaurants 
and read. Mason said be would 
also like to travel but until he 
gets time for a vacation, he is 
content to work and play in 
Bowling Green. 
"Bowling Green is a nice city 
to live in. The people are 
and open," he ex- 
"It is easy to be active 
i the city. It is nice to feel that 
sometimes you can make a dif- 
ference." Phil Mason Courtesy/WBGU-TV 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
^ 
when you can Drive Through? 
CokeNjR's $2.08 
Dr. Pepper 2 Liter 99* 
Coke Classic Rerurnables $1.79 (+ TM + Deposit) 
Budweiser Rerurnables - On Sale 
Cains 1/2 lb. Bag, all flavors 99« 
Doritos 1 lb.  $1.99 
"Bowling Greens only Drive Through" 
780 S. College   352-9851 
r1 PFisfcrers-GIadieux ^ 
"THE MEN'S STORE" 
PARENT'S WEEKEND 
SALE 
Selected sale prices throughout entire 
mens and ladies departments 
3 Day Weekend 
SALE 
Open Sunday 
12:00 - 3:00 
Special "Sale" Prices 
"THE LADY'S STORE" 
101N. Main - On the main corner, downtown BG 
£ *ffl/H FOR *X*\ LIFE" 
ENTER THE PHI ALPHA DELTA 5K DASH 
8 p.m., Thurs., Oct. 31 at 
DGSU Ice Arena Parking Lot 
Run in Costume & Compete for Prizes 
*T-shlrt to first 400 entrants * Refreshments 
'Merchandise awards to top 3     *Door prizes for non-winners 
In each age group 
$7.00 entry fee - Registration closes October 21 
ENTRY FORM 
NAME. 
ADDRESS 
T-Shlrt Size • XS S M L XL AGE DAY OF RACE        M F  
OVER 190 Pounds?  
/ certify that I ant In good physical condition and am 
sufficiently trained for this event. I release any claims or rights 
I may have for damage against the sponsors of this race and 
give permission for the use of my name/picture In any account 
of this event. 
Signaturo___  
(Parent'* signature required If minor) 
Mall form & chock to:     Phi Alpha Doha, c/o Dopt. of Legal Studios 
BGSU. Bowling Green. OH 43403 
1.98 
IZ 
AND UP 
Sale NOW! 
University Bookstore 
Student Services 
M - F 8*5 p.m. 
Sat. 9-5 p.m. 
Come Early For Best Selection! 
Limited Time - Limited Quantity 
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'St. Elmo's Fire' fizzles 
by Lori Hohlbeln 
Friday reporter 
Yanking from Yuppies their 
silver spoons and alligator iron- 
ons, "St. Elmo's Fire" is a cine- 
matic look at post-graduation 
blues. 
"St Elmo's Fire" is the tale of 
seven college chums and their 
attempts at making it big in the 
"real world" while being able to 
swing arm and arm in the folly 
of camaraderie. 
Unfortunate to the devel- 
opment of the film, co-writers 
Joel Schumacher and Carl Kur- 
lander (of flicks "D.C. Cab" and 
Lfly Tomlin's "The Incredible 
Shrinking Woman") chose a 
large scoop of Hollywood's up- 
coming stars as their cast of 
Yuppie grads. 
As a result, the film focuses 
upon the individual sketches and 
"St. Elmo's Fire" appears to be 
more of an equal-time series of 
acting debuts than a film of 
serious, unified production. 
Nonetheless, the film contains 
humor and has a certain punch 
that makes its mosaic format 
easy to overlook. Getting wrap- 
ped-up in the endeavors and 
tensions of this pack of George- 
town grads is easy to do. 
It's like watching another 
"Big Chill" reunion, which is no 
doubt what the writers intended. 
Billy (Rob Lowe) is a beer- 
guzzling, woman-chasing hus- 
band and father who can't hold a job. His earring, saxophone and 
knowledge of the sexual status 
of buddyWendy (Mare Winning- 
ham) seem to be the most im- 
portant things in this ex- 
fraternity brother's life.Wendy. 
the daughter of a greeting card 
tycoon, gives him her money 
and comfort while spending her 
time working at a welfare office. 
Alex (Judd Nelson) is an op- 
portunist congressional aide 
who believes that marriage to 
his college sweetheart Leslie 
(Ally Sheedy of "The Breakfast 
Club") will spur fidelity in him. 
Leslie, though, is a budding ar- 
chitect and responds to Alex's 
Eromises of future faithfulness 
y bedding friend Kevin, a 
would-be writer on The Meaning 
of Life. 
Not bedding anyone and pro- 
viding the comic relief for the 
cast is the sappy Kirbo (Emilio 
Estevez). He s a future lawyer 
with an obsession for a leggy 
medical student. 
Rounding out the sordid seven 
is Jules (Demi Moore), a Yuppie 
slut and cocaine snorter whose 
pranks gain the shared concern 
and attention of the rest of the 
crew. 
Throughout the film, the 
friends bumble through crises, 
say good-bye to their partying 
days at St. Elmo's Bar and give 
friendship an electrically good 
meaning. And, like all would-be 
Yuppies, they do it with style. 
It's this style that saves r'St. 
Elmos Fire'' from being a com- 
plete flop. 
Although the individual per- 
formances are, on the whole, 
decent, they can't save "St. El- 
mo's Fire" from mediocrity. 
The producer's money would 
have been better spent on a 
quality script rather than on 
popular faces. 
"St. Elmo's Fire" isn't a hor- 
rible film, but save a few bucks 
and see the budget matinee. 
* Plenty* mediocre movie 
(AP) -Returning from ad- 
ventures as an undercover 
agent in Nazi occupied 
France, Susan Traherne (Me- 
ryl Streep) declares of post- 
war England, "I want to 
change everything and I don't 
know how." 
This is symptomatic of the 
character ambiguity that ulti- 
mately depletes the promise 
of "Plenty," a new Twen- 
tieth-Century Fox release. 
During the first three-quar- 
ters of the movie, which is 
adapted by David Hare from 
his play, the viewer is enth- 
ralled by the scintillating dia- 
logue and clever insight into 
the imperfections of English 
society. However, with the 
inevitable crackup of the cen- 
tral character, the film slides 
into a pit of despair. 
"Plenty" begins with the 
danger and excitement of 
war: a nighttime air drop of 
Allied supplies and agents to 
help the French underground. 
A parachutist (Sam Neill) 
spends the night with Streep, 
then vanishes on his mission. 
In the following years she 
never recaptures the opti- 
mistic idealism that her sin- 
gle night of romance 
symbolized. 
After the war, Streep finds 
herself enmeshed in the Brit- 
ish diplomatic world. Mar- 
ried to a stuffy, middle-level 
diplomat (Charles Dance), 
she is repelled by the govern- 
ment's hypocrisy. She ultima- 
tely destroys her husband's 
career along with their mar- 
riage. 
A reunion with her wartime 
sweetheart produces a final 
episode of passion that adds 
nothing to the film. 
"Plenty" is by no means as 
dismal as this brief descrip- 
tion sounds. Australian direc- 
tor Fred Schepisi ("The 
Chant of Jimmy Black- 
smith") captures the under- 
lying tensions of Hare's 
script, and the actors seem 
delighted with the brilliance 
of the dialogue. 
John Gielgud brings a cer- 
tain relish to his role as the 
unbending diplomat whose 
loyalty is finally shaken by 
the Suez crisis. Rocker Tra- 
cey UUman makes a strong 
impression as Streep's brassy 
friend, and pop star Sting, 
whom Streep chooses to fa- 
ther her child, finally shows 
he has a real future as an 
actor. 
As the long-suffering hus- 
band, Charles Dance displays 
the strong presence he re- 
vealed in "Jewel in the 
Crown." He will have more 
fulfilling roles than this one. 
Midway through the film, 
Streep admits. "I have this 
weakness: I like to lose con- 
trol." She does so repeatedly, 
losing her friends, her hus- 
band and her sanity from 
these episodes. 
While she is always fas- 
cinating to watch, the actress 
has become identified ' with 
enigmatic, unreachable char- 
acters, as with "The French 
Lieutenant's Woman" and 
"Sophie's Choice." She is too 
accomplished and talented to 
be so typed. 
Rated R for language and 
adult situations. 
PdgRoi's 
Pizza • Pasta • Subs 
Fret delivery after 11a.m. 
945 S.Maln      352-7571 
Free 32 oz. 
Mug of Coke 
with any 7" Sub 
Free Delivery w/coupon 
Try our fabulous subs and keep this 32 oz. plaslic collectors Coke Mug 
full of Coke free. Offer limited while supplies lot. 
"5O"6FF 
any Taco or Vegetarian 
Salad 
I PAQUATS WeDeliver JLVlllA 
MIDNITE 9rlOW 
CINEMA 18 2 CLA-ZEl 
MOtfTY 
PYTHON 
AND THE HOLY GRAIL 
2ND WEEK!    (R) 
1NEMA1&2 
_Efe 
t& «*■>.«. JTH BIG WEEK! 
7DFUTURF rm 
7:30 & 9:30 
MICHAEL J. 
FOX 
M 
WELCOME PARENTS! 
Stop in for Gifts, Jewelry and Watches 
at 
THURSDAY STUDENTS 
WITH VALID IDS 
ONLY (2.00 
IT'S DEFINITELY CRAZY 
PETERO'TOOLE 
CieeV 
7:30 & 9:30 &^ ® 
CLA-ZEL 
N MAIN ST 
EVE'S-AbULTsilso 
WED. STUDENTS V  
ONLY J: .00 
rSensV     THEHIUS Craven^   ^f^H 
KLEVERS JEWELRY 
Get a jump on graduation presents 
COME IN AND SAVE! 
Store Hours: MOD., Tues., Wed., Fri. 
Thur. 10-8, Sat. 10-3 10-6 
Phone:  353-6691 Address.   125 N. Main St. 
GET A BONUS WITH .ANY WENDY'S 
SANDWICH, REGULAR SOFT DRINK & REGULAR FRIES. 
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS 
SUN.-WED.7AM-2AM  - THURS. 7 AM - 3 AM  - FRI. & SAT. 7 AM - 4 AM 
OOOD THROUGH OCT. 6 NO COUPON NECESSARY 
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Hooter's album lives up to Live Aid 
by John Glftebe 
Friday reporter 
Nervous Night is the debut by 
the Hooters, a Philadelphia- 
based quintet rapidly gaining 
national attention following 
their electrifying performance 
in the Uve Aid concert. If Ner- 
vous Night is any indication, The 
Hooters will keep the audience 
they have garnered from live 
The album's first song, "And 
We Danced" is featured in a 
video and recently penetrated 
radio playlists with its bouncy 
pop 'n' roll style. Like other 
Hooter songs, "And We 
Danced" offers lyrics that bor- 
der on being naive. Eric Bazi- 
lian sings,   And we danced like 
a wave on the ocean, romanced/ 
We were liars in love and we 
danced/ Swept away for a mo- 
ment by chance/And we danced 
and danced and danced." 
"Day By Day," the next song 
on the LP, follows the bright 
bouncy style of "And We 
Danced," but features a mando- 
lin, one of many unusual instru- 
mental touches on the album 
The finest piece on the album 
is the group's anthem, "All You 
Zombies." This tune combines 
stomping heavy-metal guitar 
licks over a smooth reggae beat 
and some sobering vocal har- 
mony. Biblical references to 
Moses and Noah are Included in 
the lyrics, and the song seems to 
be a plea to all of the misguided 
ALL NIGHT PARTY! 
ESCORT 24 HOURS OF MID-OHIO 
SEPTEMBER 28-29 
See Mid-Ohio at night with your friends. Tent camp-J 
ng, fireworks, and exciting racing will all be a part of this 
great weekend. If you haven't been to a race this is the 
one to go to. For race and ticket info.: 
CALL 1-800-MID-OHIO 
souls in the world to save them- 
selves: "All you zombies hide 
your laces/ All you people in the 
street/ All you sitUrTin high 
places/toe pieces gonna'fall on 
you." 
"All You Zombies" was per- 
formed by the Hooters at the 
Live Aid concert, which was, 
incidentally held m their home- 
town of Philadelphia where the 
group has been worshipped for 
sometime. 
Frantic Philly teens turn out 
in droves for Hooter concerts, 
while locally purchasing over a 
quarter of a million copies of 
Nervous Night and Amore, an 
album produced independently 
in 1961 
"Blood From A Stone" la a 
pointed commentary on the ef- 
fects of the American tax sys- 
tem on the nation's poor. 
Bazilian sings, •'Your buddy 
Sam's a bit confuted/He don't 
know what to do/Getting tired 
of bearing your demands/ He's 
gotthe whole world In his hands/ 
toe future raises so many 
doubts." 
The song grinds on ominously 
and features some admirable 
guitar work by Bazilian and 
guitarist John Lilley. 
"Hanging On A Heartbeat" is 
the band's second single, a rous- 
ing, anthemic number that ex- 
udes honesty and Integrity: My 
heart is lying here naked/ All 
that I ask isthat you believe in 
me/ We've got the power to 
make it/We'll say good night or 
we can, or we can list It be. 
"Hanging On A Heartbeat" 
also features some nifty key- 
board work reminiscent of The 
Who. 
Instrumental versatility 
seems to be the key to the Hoot- 
ers'appeal. 
Lead vocalist and Head 
Hooter Eric Bazilian plays a 
variety of instruments on the 
record Including guitars, bass, 
saxophone and m^nHnlln Bom 
RjTiiUn and keyboardist Rob 
Hyman play the odd instrument 
for which the band was named- 
the hooter, a hand-held key- 
board apparatus played like a 
harmonica which sounds some- 
what like a muted tenor saxo- 
phone. 
The hooter adds a refreshing 
and unique folksy touch to the 
band's arrangements. 
You may have seen a hooter in 
Cyndi Lauper's "Money 
Changes Everything" video. 
This is no coincidence. Both 
Bazilian and Hyman worked on 
arrangements for Lauper's 
Grammy-winning album She's 
So Unusual including the hit 
single,  "Girls  Just Want  To 
Have Fun." Hyman also wrote 
most of "Time After Time," 
another Lauper hit 
Lauper personally thanked 
the duo for their work at the 
Grammy Awards. Since work- 
ing on Lauper's album, "fif***"* 
and Hyman have done session 
work for such notables as Patty 
Smythe and Mick Jagger. 
Bazilian and Hyman, how- 
ever, bad little success with 
their personal musical endeav- 
ors before forming the Hooters, 
in 1900, along with bassist Andy 
King, guitarist John Lilley and 
drummer David Uosikkinen. 
The Hooters, with one of the 
strongest debut albums to hit the 
pop record shelves In a long 
time, manage to combine ap- 
pealing melodies with thought- 
ful lyrics - no mean feat amidst 
today's Top 40 dribble. 
Kaleidoscope 
Konzert 
Join us for a colorful 
encounter with music! 
featuring: 
Faculty Jazz Quartet Woodwind Trio 
Fall Wind Ensemble BGSU Saxophone Choir 
Brass Choir I BGSU Trombone Ensemble 
Men's Chorus Graduate String Quartet 
Bowling Green Brass Quintet 
Sunday, September 29 
3:00 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall 
Moore Musical Arts Center, BGSU 
FREE! 
We hope you will be able to attend the 
Community Doy events before the Kontert 
FRIDAY A SATURDAY x 
Hippy Hours 5:00 to 8:00 
A Deal Every Day 
English Mark Darts- Pool 
PmbaB-Snuffleboard 
l\prton's 
Tavem 
809 S. Main 
% Screen TV-For That Important Football Game 
NO COVER CHARGE 
m 
How 
ym 
lire 
may 
saw 
\OJT 
life 
You may find it surpris- 
ing that up to 6W» of all 
cancers can be prevented. 
By avoiding excessive ex- 
posure to sunlight, by not 
smoking cigarettes, by not 
overeating and by follow- 
ing a diet high in fiber and 
low in fat. 
The battle isn't over but 
we are winning. 
Please support the 
American Cancer Society. 
FALCON 
WE HAVE EVERY, 
ESHOP 
YOUR     TAILGA TE PARTY! 
at State Minimum 
>ack N/R's - $1.99 
'Doritc/ltfoz. Ori!y~ $2.O0Vv 
•Tosti&s      $1.19 » 
AFTER THE GAME STOP IN FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS 
^wwwwww 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR BGSU STUDENTS 
A Comprehensive Health Care Plan 
From The Leader 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans have been serving Bowling Green 
State University students for nearly 20 years. And we've designed our Student Plan 
to fit your special needs and budget, with affordable rates that are guaranteed for 
a full year. 
Since the Blue Cross card is recognized everywhere, efficient medical care 
delivery and claims processing are assured. 
i 
We'll be happy to send you more information — just fill out the coupon below. 
Or call or stop by our downtown Bowling Green office. We're pleased to answer 
your questions about this special student coverage. 
Blue Cross 
Blue Shield 
In Northwest Ohio 
CARRY THE CARING CARET 
Bowling Green Office — (419) 352-5981 
Blue Cross of Northwest Ohio 
Bowling Green District Office 
315 N. Main, Suite B 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
Please send more information and an application for the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Student Plan. 
Name: 
Street Address: 
I 
City:  
I      * 
.Age:- 
State:. .Zip:. 
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 Rats9 
shine on 
new LP 
In November of 1984, Bob 
Geldof of tbe The Boomtown 
Rats and Ultravox's Midge 
Ure assembled a group of 
British pop stars under the 
collective name of Band Aid. 
Their musk was to fight 
world hunger. 
That project brought Bob 
Geldof s name to interna- 
tional prominence, and inter- 
est in Geldof and The 
Boomtown Rats has been re- 
vived on both sides of the 
Atlantic. Their new album, In 
Tbe Long Grass, reaffirms 
the band's punchy, gritty 
style. 
The album starts with tbe 
somewhat desperate "A Hold 
Of Me," a solid cut from the 
cacophonous drone at the be- 
ginning of the song to the 
solitary drum beat at the end. 
The next cut, "Drag Me 
Down," waa the only song 
from In The Long Grass that 
The Rats performed at Live 
Aid. 
"Rain" Is the third cut on 
the Brat side, and it carries 
with H an interesting story. 
The song was originally ti- 
tled "Dave," and it told the 
story of how Geldof tried to 
console bis friend after the 
death of the friend's fiance. 
Geldof stags: I've always felt 
that you were touched by fate/ And maybe you ware 
both chasing this/ Flirt with 
death/But never Use. 
The Rat's record company 
liked the track, but fettthat a 
man staging a song called 
"Dave" Just wouldn't sound 
right. The lyrics were 
changed and the song re-re- 
corded. "Dave" can still be 
found on a twelve-inch import 
Side two starts off with an- 
other Geldof song called "To- 
night," which features a 
spicy horn arrangement re- 
rninlcent of an earlier song by 
the group called "Rat Trap." 
The more melodic "Hard 
Times" la the next cut, and it 
features female back-up sing- 
ers; something not usually 
found on a song by The Rats. 
•e also Prom her comes the 
album's title: Lying in tbe 
long mat/ Oaring back tbe 
perdue weeds/ The only act 
of revolution left/In a collec- 
tive world/ Thinking for your- 
self. 
Johnny Finger's "Lucky" 
follows "Hard Times." Gui- 
tar lovers will enjoy this cut, 
which also features a horn 
section. 
The album ends with a song 
co-written by drummer Si- 
mon Crowe and guitarist Pete 
Briquette. "Up or Down" 
winds through some fine 
licks. 
The entire album as a 
whole Is most enjoyable. 
Longtime Boomtown Rat fans 
will enjoy In The Long Grass, 
as will any fan of basic, gritty 
rock'n'roll. 
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS 
505 Clough St. 
One of the finest apartment complexes in BG 
Across the street from campus, near shops 
and 5 minutes from downtown — 
No Long Snow Walks To Class 
WELCOMES PARENTS TO 
~ B.G.S.U. ™ 
HAVE A WONDERFUL WEEKEND! 
\Z& » AZA * AHA • ASA • ASA • AEA • AHA • AHA • ASA • AHA • ASA • ASA • ASA • AHA • ABA 
\ 
i 
Congratulations to the 1985 
ALPHA XI DELTA PLEDGE CLASS 
OFFICERS: 
President - Amy Sliman 
V. President - Amy Welch 
Secretary - Amy Ingrahm 
Treasurer - Qina Valentine 
Social - Lisa Ernst 
Philanthropy - Teresa Blackman 
Spirit & PR - Kristi Vebelhart & Holly Likly 
NMPC - Jennifer Edler & Lisa Saltis 
Song Chairman - Amy Lemaster 
Scholarship - Michelle Fisher 
Quill - Melissa Bollen 
Your enthusiasm Is greatl We love our pledges! 
AHA • AHA • AHA • AEA • AHA • AHA • ABA * AHA » ABA * AHA * ABA » AHA » AHA ' AHA » 
WELCOME PARENTS TO B.G.S.U. 
New Dimensions in 
financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
hours: 
Lobby 
8:30 -4:00 p.m. Mon. - Thurs. 
8:30 - 6:00 p.m. Friday 
8:30 - noon Saturday 
Drive thru window 
8:30 - 7:00 p.m. Mon. - Fri. 
8:30 - noon Saturday 
Student Wellness Center 
sponsoring a 
WEIGHT - NUTRITION - EXERCISE CLASS 
October 2 - November 20 
Wednesday Evenings       7-9 p.m. 
Location: LIFE Room at SRC 
Register at the SRC - $8.00 
ex ex ex ex ex ex 
THETA CHI FRATERNITY 
_   > 
"^ 
1985-86 
'CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEW* 
ACTIVES 
Deeb Alawan 
Bill Blatterman 
Scott Bowen 
J.B. Burns 
Mike Capretta 
Dave Cohen 
Tom Crocker 
Vince Culotta 
Tom Forristell 
Bob George 
Todd Haywood 
George Heath 
Bill Hollister 
Steve Holmes 
Chuck King 
Tony Lutz 
Kraig McCutcheon 
Mike Meiser 
Scott Myers 
Tim Norris 
Todd Schaeffer 
Ken Schwieterman 
Joe Wassem 
Ted Wiegand 
'WELCOMES OUR NEW PLEDGE* 
Dave Coan 
John Corrigan 
Art Curtis 
Sam Dallas 
Ken Fender 
Paul Fiktus 
John Flesch 
Marc Habib 
Craig Kachmarik 
Dave Kriceri 
Jerry McConnell 
Todd Morrison 
Joe Nero 
Dave Paradise 
Chris Riedel 
Joe Seech 
Mike Sylvester 
ex ex ex ex ex ex 
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Prof couples 
(Continued from page 7) 
they complement each other in 
thefrwott 
John Merriam and Kathleen 
Howard-Meniam are currently 
working on a book entitled Af- 
ghanistan Resistance: The Poli- 
tics of Survival. 
John Merriam is interested in 
the politics of world energy sup- 
ply and the problems of third- 
world agriculture. 
Kathleen Howard-Merriam is 
studying the problems of women 
in third-world, Middle-Eastern 
and Eastern countries. Tliey are 
able to combine their knowledge 
in the writing of the book, of 
which Merriam is the editor and 
Howard-Merriam is one of seve- 
ral contributors. 
Mercedes Junquera-Early 
and Robert Early are collabo- 
rating on the English translation 
of an important Spanish work on 
Christopher Columbus. 
Junquera also leads the Span- 
ish study abroad program at the 
University, a program which 
she and her former husband 
established. 
Similarly, the Loceys are in 
charge of Bowling Green's 
French study abroad program, 
taking participants to the Uni- 
versity of Tours each summer. 
The Loceys stay involved with 
their students, hosting get-to- 
gethers for them, and partici- 
pating in the French Club. 
|   Heel & Sole Shoe Repair 
r&S?' 504 Pearl St. 
I "'Bowling Green. OH 43402 
(Tues. thru Fri. 9-5 p.m. 
Saturday 9-noon |      WELCOME PA RENTS! 
• 
First Baptist Church 
749 VMcrgardCT Road, BowllagGreen^Ohio J 
WHAT TO DO ON PARENT'S DAY? 
Take your parents to a nice 
restaurant where the food is 
great, the atmosphere is relax- 
ing and the price is right. 
Then take them to our 
4'"* BOWL VGREENERY 
All You Can Eat Soup & Salad Bar 
3 Soups and Baked Potato!! 
Cash or Coupons Accepted 
OPEN SUNDAY 4-8 PM 
BAKE SHOP OWN SATURDAY 
$U.lt     MxtlktfBM 
Ph. 372-2235 
You may call ahead 
for reservations 
Pre-meds vie for poetry prize 
ROOTSTOWN, Ohio (AP) - 
Backers of a national poetry 
competition for medical stu- 
dents say they have a tradi- 
tion to keep alive. 
To begin with, the fourth 
Annual William Carlos Wil- 
liams Poetry Competition for 
Medical Studentshas to live 
up to its namesake. The 
American pioneer in modern 
poetry combined his art with 
a lifetime of practicing medi- 
cine in New Jersey. 
The physician as author has 
a long tradition and includes 
such names as Anton Chek- 
hov, the Russian short story 
writer and playwright; and 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, au- 
thor of Sherlock Holmes sto- 
ries. Some living examples 
are Dr. Richard Stone, an 
Atlanta poet and physician 
and essayists Richard Selzer 
and Lewis Thomas. 
More importantly, the 
backers say. the public needs 
to know that a large number 
of medical students are more 
than grinds who care more 
about the colder aspects of 
science while ignoring the 
human spirit 
"I think there are a few 
underlying messages we're 
trying to give to various audi- 
ences," said Martin Kohn, 
director of the Human Values 
in Medicine Program at the 
Northeastern Ohio Universi- 
ties College of Medicine. 
"One is to medical students 
that you can do these kinds of 
things and we will reward you 
for that, at least through our 
competition." he said. Kohn 
said many students are grate- 
ful for having their artistic 
side revived after the de- 
mands of studying medicine. 
"Another is to the public 
that there are very interest- 
ing people who are becoming 
doctors, and I suppose they 
will stay that way? he contin- 
ued. "It's breaking what's 
come to be a traditional 
image, or what's come to be a 
traditional image in the past 
30-40 years, of the cold, scien- 
tific fact-finder." 
Kohn developed the idea of 
a competition after a campus 
visit By  two physician-au- 
thors. NEOUCOM foots the 
prise money -$300 for first, 
$200 for second and $100 for 
third - and hosts the poets for 
lectures, readings and re- 
treats on its campus west of 
Akron. 
This year's competitition is 
being publicized in the na- 
tion's 127 medical schools and 
doxen or so colleges of oe- 
teopathic medicine. The col- 
lege will take entries until 
Dec. 31. 
Three English professors 
from the University of Akron, 
Kent State University and 
Youngstown State University 
screen entries, which are fi- 
nally judged by Dr. Stone, 
who teaches at the Emory 
University School of Medi- 
cine. 
The contest drew 560 en- 
tries the first year, 124 the 
second year and 430 the third 
year. Kohn's colleague, Del- 
ese Wear, says the irregular 
Kttern of entries probably 
d to do with how well the 
contest was publicized. 
According to Kohn and 
Wear, the 10,000 entries so far 
represent a variety of forms 
and themes. Both are encour- 
aged that the poems deal with 
a range of common themes 
and not just with medicine. 
Nature and human 
relationships make up the 
bulk of themes. Most of the 
poems about the medical 
school experience were neg- 
ative, while patient contact 
was generally positive. Many 
were filled with literary and 
artistic references, which 
means the students "were 
bringing with them a real 
strong background in the hu- 
manities," Wear said. 
There were 22 poems about 
cadavers, however, Wear 
said, "but 22 poems out of a 
thousand isn t that signifi- 
cant." Still, Wear was Inter- 
ested enough to write a brief 
paper on the poems. 
"The things expressed in 
the poetry paralleled what 
you find in the research that 
students experienced in their 
first and subsequent encoun- 
ters with the cadavers," 
Wear said. 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ 
The Getaway 
50*off 1 dozen 
Doughnuts with coupon 
Expires 10/8/85 
998 S. Main 352-4162 
We  deliver  7"ani  to  9-  weekdays,   7*  to   10" 
Saturday, No delivery Sun. 
Going Home? 
Leave The Driving To Greyhound 
To Cleveland^ 
Leaves B.G. 
Arrives Cleveland 
500 Lehman 
4:20 p.m. w 
7:55 p.m.   | 
353-5962/ 
1 PHI Ma 
Congratulates 
The 1985 Phi Class Officers 
President Stephanie Schultz 
Vice Presidents . ♦ 
Pam Monastra, Mary Jane Lorentz ▼ 
Treasurer Sarah Evans 1 
Recording Secretary Michele Brent T 
♦   Corresponding Secretary Gwendy May T 
4   NMPC Reps.. Monica Monastra, Lisa Hagy ▲ 
Philanthropy Chairman Kris Marsh ▲ 
Song & Spirit Leaders + 
Wendy Moorman, Pam Reitz 4 
Historians Lynn Woertz, Dawn Adams ♦ 
T   Inspiration WK Chairpersons 4 
X   Jenna Penton, Sharon Hansen 
▲ , Scholarship Chairman Maria Distel 
1/ PhylisPhis ? 
the weekend's finally here! 
*' Say "Happy 18th »  
** Birthday" to ** 
** Anne Smith. ** 
205 Kreischer/Compton 
* 
* 
Jf.VVV*t-VVWVWWf-VW?-W*% 
Meadowview Courts 
Apartment 
Call now of 352-1195 
• Two Bedroom Unfurnished 
$265 plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
All residents have the privilege of 
using The Cherrywood Health Spa 
located at &" and High St. 
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-4:30 214 Napoleon Rd. 
Featuring: gaming 
tournaments 
mfgrs., auction, 
demonstrations 
movies, prizes 
& more 
Sept. 
20 S 29 
Special Guest gfBve jaCkson 
contact: md Bmes 
419-531-5540 
VATANS GIFT SHOP 
AND 
SPORTING GOODS 
ALL ITEMS DRASTICALLY 
REDUCED! 
LOSING OUH DOORS SOON 
50 - 70% OFF 
Ill • WELRY AND 
l"HE WORLD 
109 N. Main St., B.G. 
Hours: 10 - 5 
Monday - Saturday 
1021S. Main 
Bowling Greta, Ohio 
3524123 
. (next to Varsity Lanes) 
Sal urday ■ 
Spec i.il 
Steak & 
Sfirmii) S5.95 
B BQ Chicken & Rib 
co in Do S5.49 
OPEN: 
Mon.-Thurt. 7am-9pm 
Frl. 7am- 10pm 
Sal. 8am-10pm 
n. Bam-9pm 
Includes all you can eat 
sojp. salad, and Buffet 
plus choice ol potato. 
^hw Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
yju 
Let us serve 
r banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
Howard's club H 
• VOTED BEST BAR IN B.Q. * 
210 N. Main 
No Cover 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT i 
J) 
Welcome Parents 
to B.G.S.U. 
tare 
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(TUE) 
fMOTORWEEK IWEO) 
MAQrC   OP  OK   PAINI 
INGfTHU) 
ESPN)   AEROBICS     BOOIES 
IN MOTION 
(TMC) MOVIE (PNI) 
BOO 
(FARM DAY 
ALV1N 
■SAME STREET (H) Q 
Ml AUTO RACING (THU 
PNtl 
(ESPN)      SPORTBCENTER 
(MON) 
IESPNI GOLF (TUEI 
(ESPN)   TRACK   AND   FetLD 
(WIOI 
(TMC) MOVIE  (WED) 
8: IS 
OjA.M   WEATHER 
SJO 
fFANM DAY 
FLINTSTONES 
OMC) MOVC (TUE. THU) 
S46 
| A.M. WEATHER 
OtOO 
I HOUR MAGAZINE 
| DICK VAN DYKE 
| JEOPAROV (END 
EVERY        SECOND 
COUNTS IMON-THUI 
OJ DONAHUE 
% SESAME STREET (R) Q 
• BRADY BUNCH 
OJ MISTER ROGERS (RI 
IESPNI      SPORTBCENTER 
rruE-PNi) 
(TMC) MOV* (MONI 
M0 
OJ ABBOTT  AND  COSTEL 
LO 
OJ      EVERY      SECOND 
COUNTS (F«l| 
OJ      HEADLINE      CHASERS 
(MON-TMUt 
f BEVERLY HeU-BeLL-EB 
SECRET CITY 
IISPN)     WORLD     CLASS 
WOMEN (FRI) 
ESPN)     INSIDE     BASEBALL 
(TU« 
■SPN)  TOP   RANK   BOXING 
(WED) 
■SPN) SPORTSLOOK (THUI 
(TMO MOVIE IFNK 
10)00) 
I SJJ B2B.0O0 PYRAMID 
HEADS ANO TAILS 
SCVER SPOONS (R) 
SALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
S-2-1 CONTACT (NIC? 
OBJ. IGAN'S ISLAND 
JOHNNY    MATHtS    IN 
CONCENT (FRI) 
OJ      VICTORY      GARDEN 
(MON) 
I SURVIVAL (TUE) 
MAGIC      BRUSH     OF 
OAAV JENKINS (WED) 
BJ      MECHANICAL      UNI 
VERSE (THU) 
■SPN) PICA PULL CONTACT 
KAftATE (R) (FRI) 
i 
IS, 
(ESPN)   TRACK   AND   FIELD 
SB REVIEW (MON) 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING (TUE) 
(ESPN) HORSE SHOW JUMP 
ING(TMU) 
fTMC) MOV* (WED) 
tOttl 
BJ FRIENDLY CUANT 
10: SO 
OJ 0J PRESS YOUR LUCK 
A MR   DRESBUP 
■ SALE OF THE CENTURY 
■ HERE S LUCY 
0      READING      RAINBOW 
(MON. WED-FRO 
OJ   SCHOOL    BUS   SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE) 
I MORNING SNEAK 
SQUARE     FOOT    GAR 
DENING(MON) 
OJ   MAGIC  OF   OK   PAINT- 
ING (WED) 
OJ      MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE (THUI 
(TMC) MOV* (TUE. THU) 
11:00 
OJ  OJ  U.S.   OPEN   TENNIS 
(FRI) 
OJ OJ PRICE IS RIGHT 
IMON-THUI 
i SESAME STREET 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ANGIE (Rl 
MISTER ROGERS (R) 
7O0CLUS 
OO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(MON) 
(MOTORWEEK (TUB) 
MAGIC OF WATERCOL- 
ORSfWED) 
0J PE T ACTION LINE (THU) 
ESPN) HYDROPLANE RAC 
ING (MON) 
'tlrOB 
• EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE (FRO 
(TMC) MOVC (MON) 
11:3)0 
OJ SCRABBLE 
■ ALL  STAR BLITZ 
BPOnVEHHOUSE 
•J COOKING MEXICAN 
(FRI) 
OJ KATHYS KITCHEN 
(MON) 
OJ GREAT CHEFS OF  NEW 
ORLEANS (TUE) 
OJ JUSTIN WILSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA COOKIN   (WEO) 
OJ ALOHA CMNA fTHU) 
IISPN)     HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY (FRI) 
(TMC) MOV* (FRO 
12:00 
• ••NEWS 
Q MIDDAY 
• RYAN'S HOPE 
• NATIONAL GEOGRAPH- 
IC (FRO 
• SURVIVAL (MON) 
• SOUNOSTAOE (TUE I 
• NOVA (WED) 
• EVENING AT POPS 
fTHU) 
• ANDY GRrfFITH 
■ LATENKJHT AMERICA 
IESPNI   AEROBICS:    SOO*S 
IN MOTION 
(TMC) MOVC (WED) 
12 SO 
• •US OPEN TENNIS 
(FRI) 
• ■ YOUNG AND THE 
RESTLESS IMON  THU) 
■ SEARCH FOR TOMOR- 
ROW 
(LOVING 
I LOVE LUCY 
■SPN) SPEEDWEEK (FRO 
IISPN)      AUTO      RACING 
(MON) 
ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
(TUB) 
(ESPN) BASEBALL (WED) 
■SPM     JULIUS     ENVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (THU) 
(TMO MOV* (TUE. THU) 
IMS 
(TMC) MOV* IMON) 
14)0 
MOV* 
OAYS OF OUR LIVES 
ALLMYCHB.DREN 
_  A WALK  THROUGH 
THE  20TH CENTURY WITH 
BBJ. MOVERS (FRI) 
• UNDER SAK (MON. 
TUEI 
• PAINTING CERAMICS 
(WEO) 
• SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING rTHU) 
• COMPUTER CONFER- 
ENCE AT WtNOSPRtAD 
IMON) 
• MY HEART. YOUR 
HEART (TUE) 
f NOVA (WED) 
BaSHOP  LUERS  SWING 
CHOIR      INVITATIONAL 
(THUI 
■SPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL IR) (FRI) 
RSPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (Rl fTHU) 
1:30 
• ■ AS THE WORLD 
TURNS (MON  THUI 
• PAINTING CERAMICS 
(MON   WED) 
• SCHOOL BUS SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE) 
• MAGIC OF OB, PAINT- 
ING (THU) 
M0 
f ANOTHER WORLD 
ONEUPETOUVE 
MOV* (MON THU) 
EVE NINO    AT    POPS 
am 
f MO> 
• FLIN 
• NIVI 
■•« ■ D : 
• L I 
• •' 
Nl 
BEYOND  WAR  SPACE- 
rruE) 
• STING THE CONTRO- 
VERSY OF FBI UNOERCOV- 
ER OPERATIONS (WED) 
• SURVIVAL (THU) 
SBPN) COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
(MON) 
(TMCl MOV* (WED. FRI) 
2:OS 
f 
TrO* 
I: 
fTMC) MOV* (MON) 
M0 
I CAPITOL (MON-THU) 
VIE (FRI) 
TSTONES 
_ I T EN TOWN IFNO 
lESPN)   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
IFRI) 
(ISPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (THU) 
(TMO MOVC (TUE. THUI 
M0 
• •     GUIDING      LIGHT 
(MON-THU) 
• CORONATION STREET 
• SANTA BARBARA 
A GENERAL HOSPITAL 
• WOOOY WOOOPECKCR 
• NATIONAL FOLK  FESTI- 
VAL (FRI) 
• COOKING      MEXICAN 
(MON) 
• SQUARE    FOOT    GAR 
OENING (TUE) 
ALOHA CHINA (WED) 
COMPUTER     CHRONI- 
CLES (THU) 
(ESPN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (WEO) 
MO 
• •  U.S.   OPEN   TENNIS 
CONTINUES (FRI) 
I DO IT FOR YOURSELF 
FOCUS  FKM   FESTIVAL 
(TUE. WED) 
• PORKY      PIG      AND 
FRCNDS 
• SECRET CITY 
4:O0 
• WKRP   IN   CINCINNATI 
(MON-THU) 
• CANADIAN      REFLEC 
NS 
I LOVE BOAT IMON-THUI 
HART TO HART 
FANTASTIC FUN  FESTI- 
VAL 
• • SESAME STREET (R) 
• VOLTRON.    DEFENDER 
OF THE UNIVERSE 
■SPNI     JULIUS     ERV1NGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (TUE) 
(ESPN) HORSESHOW JUMP 
ING (WEO) 
(TMO  MOV*   (MON.   WED- 
FRI) 
4:30 
• DIVORCE COURT (MON- 
THU) 
tTRANZOR (FRI) 
THUNDERCATS      Q 
(MON-THU) 
■ SPNI WORLD CUP SKIING 
(TUEI 
(TMO MOVC (TUEI 
BOO 
BENSON 
VIDEO HITS 
PEOPLE S COURT 
HE-MAN    AND     MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
(• MISTSR ROGERS (Rl 
WHAT'S HAPPENINGII 
■SPNI SPEEDWEEK (FRI) 
MO 
JEFFERSONS 
• NEWS 
THREE S COMPANY 
M'A'S'H 
READING RAINBOW 
GOO© TIMES 
ON THE MONEY (FRI) 
SITS.     BYTES    AND 
BUZZWORDS (MONi 
ON THE LINE (TUE) 
ART SEAT (WED) 
TIME OUT (TMUI 
(ISPN)      OUTDOOR 
(MON. FRI) 
■SPN) FISHING (TUt) 
(ESPN)      MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT     WATER      JOURNAL 
(THU) 
♦TWO MOVC (MON) 
RNOAV 
37   IBSS 
MB 
(••NEWS 
CATCH PHRAS 
MACNEB.     / 
NEWSHOUN 
IDCF RENT STROKES 
MECHANICAL       UNI 
VERSE 
■SPN) AEROBICS: BOOMS 
IN MOTION 
(TMC) MOVC * * - Teeth- 
*B" I'BMl Na* NoMn. JoBeBi 
Waharsi A Iswsurt brought 
RpTi"ll • wo*! -bsn lush 
school tor awarding a d«Monee W 
en   oner ate   student   spurs   a 
burrwd-Oul     malruelor     to     oo or tr- 
ier hat bstarded anMki    R 
S:30 
(•CBS NEWS 
MOVC ** My Dbrhng 
Osughtsrs AmMWY (1B73) 
Robwt Young. Raymond Manet 
'hs  marred tfctu aft tori sf 6 •*"* 
i 
(HO ■    i 
6 1 
LIFE 
LEHRCR 
8' 
Met 
\ 
■newnng  thee   fattier i  own 
n* lc* rsmsrtying 
NSC NEWS 
ABC NEWS C3 
HAPPY OAYS AGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
Nl SPORTSLOOK 
M0 
• • ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT InNrwew* wish Jbhn- 
nvCer ton end Glenn Close 
• WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
■ NSWLYWEO GAME 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
• M-A-S-H 
• MACNEB. / LEHRCR 
NEWBHOUR 
ffBPNISPORTSCENTER 
T:30 
• • P.M. MAGAZINE A 
photogrsphw who captures ths 
bath ol cheorsn on Mm:    Todny 
OPARDY 
UT ROCKET PREVCW 
WB.O. WXO WORLD OF 
SIMALS 
THREE'S COMPANY 
■ SPNI A TEAM THAT BAT- 
TLED BACK A look »i th. PM* 
dPCNa  EaoM    I8B4  NFL  W ■V 
MO 
• • TWILIGHT ZONE 
|Pr*m«al Th* iat^o ol tKa BOa 
■MMtogv aam« W BMnai- 
to, a man IBruW W*al <% 
atunnad oKan ho ca4a hema and 
haffa Na own vo<« ovai iha Wa- 
mda Ddon) (Mcevota a -ay lo 
■raau* ww 
• MOVC ***'i iM 
•onnaf (1*72) SMva McO-aan 
RotNn PrMWn An aowfl 'oda*. 
MM 'Mwnt nomo '« ona IMI 
coniMi and IWida »m Na lamaY 
■no) IM lown havo loiaPy 
cnangad 
• KNKJHT ROER A onmo 
uat k-dnapa KlTT and itvaotona 
to "*» M<na* O 
• WEBSTER W«MM> Baby 
•MI an agg a* part of a acMxH 
woaKI lo unjar aland (ha taapon 
aaMrty ol a partnanhp CJ 
• • WASHINGTON 
WEfKINREVCWQ 
• MOVC *• Mumcana 
M979I MM Fartow Jaaon Ro- 
ba*di TMa daufMar ol a Maval 
commandai aiam a paaa-mata 
fomanoa **#• a PoNnaaian iNMI 
tival **»a a davaataiig Irotxal 
o*orm davaHpa 
■SPN) NEW EEGINNING A 
took   at   tna   PiitUug"  Staaaca 
I9MHFI Saaaon 
(TMO MOVC *** Hop 
aooKti HBBO) VVana. Manftau. 
Glanda Jacnaon A loimai «ia» 
ganca aoaM at ajdad by an cad 
nama - dodgatg «M KGI and Ma 
OA wno ara ttymg to pravani 
havt m>m ptaMariMng hnt marnoaa 
R 
S:30 
• MR BELVEDERE iSaaaon 
FiarfMaaal Gaapa (Bob Uaaka» 
■fat 10 tXama tm loud anonng on 
M-      ItMfM't    ICNtiaiopha' 
• • WALL STREET WEEK 
Guaw    AM"   Malua>    Camagat- 
MaiO"' Um—nwy aconcayca pro 
NMC* 
■ SPNI NFL GAME OF THE 
WEEK 
BjQO 
• • DALLAS (Saaaon Pram 
aval F'a^ida and lamay gatna> lor 
Bobby* na^atal J P. a ttany 
Hagmani ahockad wnan ha n»ada 
lha data** ol Na b>otha> a «m 
Stat Cbw (Undo Gia*l tweomaa 
ooaaamgii laolatad hem hat hua- 
band Barbara Bai Gaddaa rawa 
aa Maia Ibat Q 
• MIAMI VICE ISaaaon Fram 
an) Oaaactnai Crodtatl and 
Tubba (Don Johnson Ftakp M. 
dk*M Thgmaa) ancouMar dawqar 
and romanoa whan thar iraval to 
Naw vort to bcaaa a noaua gang 
of Cotornchan hood* arho ara aya- 
tamaKaNy     murdaiayg     iada.ai 
rn UnSaaraol 
DIFF RENT STROKES 
(Saaaon Pranwa) Tha OnayMtiond 
houaahead lawa tha ->o»ai aman 
Sam IDanny Cookaay) a) abduciad 
on ha way aa iha auparmartat 
Sura Gam Oabjman and Corwad 
S*n g    • 
• GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES To Tha lajhihouaa 
Roaamary H»-r» atari «i ffaa ad 
apiebon of V«y-«a Woo" % nowai 
about a Brmah lamay'a awmmar 
hohday balota Iha outbraah t* 
Worm War 1 IRIQ 
• DOCTOR WHO 
■SPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE 
10:00 
0 NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
• SPENSER: FOR H»RE 
Spanaa> a haad lo protact tha Ha 
01 a Lay wanaaa who • achaiMad 
10 ta*t*y agavat iha mob CJ 
• NEWS 
(TMO MOVC • * Fbrcy 
M*7il Hywajl Bannatl Danhobn 
Ham Tha nKapaam of an organ 
aanaplani gam world notoratty 
and dacidai to wao» down rha do 
nor    tl 
:O:30 
« SAN FORD AND SON 
BURNS AND ALLEN 
■ SPN) HARNESS RACING 
Sraadari down Championaha) 
Raoa Two a«« from La»al  Hd 
■■■OO 
(••••NEWS 
FOCUS FB.M FESTIVAL 
Award-wowing hlma mada by ool- 
laga atwdann Kaahy ZdAnakla 
ananaaad Guaaa Who a For Dav 
rwr " abcax a chad laong tna 
Minadi monaiar. and Dawd La>- 
man t camady llawana tjaal 
■yg waft haw kgpa Moat ctracior 
Johntadham 
fWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS AND ALLEN 
11:2S 
O GOOO ROCKIN   TONITE 
11(30 
I TAXI 
MOVC •♦* Tha Frowd 
Rabaf MEM) 0»vwda Ha.dWnd. 
Alan t add A Meant mdowar 
la archil lor a doctor arho can 
ci*a hat mvta aorti 
• TONIGHT Heart Johnny 
Canon tlNHUafl Lcn Andor- 
ac»>. aur munoan Ckvh Tarry. 
Charlaa GfooYt 
I ABC NEWS NMJHTLINE 
• LATE NIGHT AMEN I 
CAMoat Oanr-a Whotay Bchod- 
ulad poychaMTlat Ronald M Po- 
«M. dnctar o* Wm Cantar lor 
Mood Oaordara  -t loa Angaanp 
coharmail Art SuchwaM 
• BENNY HILL 
■SPNI SPORTBCENTER 
11:« 
(TMC) MOVIE ***M 
Fucarratdo 1ISB2I Ktaua Kav 
»> Claud* Card-law Daacio 
Wwnar Harrog a ponad 0* an ■ 
>apraaaft* draamar. Enr«o Caru 
ao a graotaai Ian. who caPa won 
tha ganwoarty o> a waarthy hamd 
and a nADar bavon to raakia hat 
wMon ol conawuctaig an opara 
houaa at ma Amaion aaygkt 
ICAaibodlPG 
ItSM 
• MOVC » * ■ i Tha Groan 
Santa (1M»|Robari Norton. Hr 
cianaPaUiji 
ITV20O0 
COMEDY   WHAK  WITH 
MACK AND JAM* 
12:16 
■SPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL    Grand    fatal    baa 
hem VFL Par* at Mafcouna. Aua 
traha 
12:30 
• FRIOAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Vidaoaby Taara For Faara ( "Hood 
Ovar Maahi I John Warta I (vary 
Stap ol Iha Way ) Najhl hangar 
( Fev at ttw Mornatg ). Camao 
I SataRi UN"). Song ITonaaa 
Around You Haart  > 
• THREE STOOGES 
1:00 
• JIMMY SWAOGART 
1:30 
• MOVC * * * Tha Lrllla 
Gal Who Lnwa Down Tho l ana ' 
H97 7I Jodw Foaiat Harm 
Shaan 
• MOVC *#* ChUMaco 
11MB) hazard tgan Chnaiophar 
Jonaa 
BATVJROAV 
2S. IBM 
MORNING 
10:00 
• •     HULK      HOGAN'S 
ROCK   N   WRESTLING 
I SESAME STREET 
SUPER POWERS TEAM 
GALACTIC GUAROIANS 
(NEWSFRONT 
MTV VIOEO MUSIC 
AWARDS From fUdro Cdy *V 
aat HaB at Now York Iha yoat a 
boat wdaoa ara racogratod with 
award* lor parrormanta apacta* 
aflacta ehoraography and baNnd- 
tha-tamara wort Moat fdcaa 
ML.PT., tniMtaanmant by Pal Ba- 
natar Snng. Taara ha faara John 
Cougar Mabancamp Ha* B Oataa 
and tha ( urythrrwea 
• KATHYS KITCHEN 
tOaSO 
(PUNKY BREWSTER 
13  GHOSTS  OF  SCOO- 
SY-OOO 
• BUSINESS    OF     MAN- 
AGEMENT 
• OREAT CHEFS OF NEW 
ORLEANS 
■SPN) WRESTLING 
(TMC)  MOVC   **    OnaFrom 
Tho Moan   IIBS2I F>ada>* Fo. 
raai. TonOan 
11:00 
I COS BTORYBRCAK Q 
CORONATION STREET 
OREAT   SPACE   COAST- 
i- 
(ESPN) ARM WRE8TLINO 
(TMC) MOVC  **''     To Trap 
A  Spy     (IBM)  Bobwi   Vaughn. 
0*~d McCatun. 
lOO 
)PAR 27 
ISTAROAMEB 
HMH    SCHOOL    QUIZ 
Bowahar Va  Si  Fianoa 
• SQUARE     FOOT    GAR 
OENING 
• SAVING   ENERGY  laam 
ptaa ol community ' wgy o 
vaiion     proaatia 
■ SPNI AUTO RAONO NAS 
CAR Modrhada Iwo hem North 
Vnkaaboro  NC 
1:30 
(LAND AND SEA 
MOVC   ***    loaa At 
F.at Bra*    M979) Gaorga Man- 
ton  Suoan Sont Jamaa 
tPUTTIN ON THE HITS 
• JUSTIN WILSONS 
LOUISLANA COOKIN' PfOpo- 
rabon ol nav» boana anrh amohad 
aauaaga whrta boana and aNanp 
gumbo a la Jaawnma. and duo* 
andharapo IRI Q 
too 
t WRESTLING 
MOVC * *    Daoth Scwod 
11B73)   Rooort   Foratar.    Matvyn 
DovghN _ 
I AMERICA S TOP TEN 
UNDER SAB. Robt-a Ooyh* 
gwaa taw on ahoppmg lor a aaav 
boot   and   diaouaaaa   chartarng 
aadboaia a> tha CarObaan Q 
• ALOHA CHINA 
2:30 
(HAWAII FIVE-O 
THE RACE FOR NUM- 
BER ONE: COLLEGE FOOT 
■ALL REPORT Cohaga rootbaa) 
acoraa and Nghhghta horn around 
tha country and • look at mat 
waok a maa» coniaoto 
• VICTORY GARDEN Tha 
aannar ol aha aananih annual V< 
lory Gardan Contaoi m an- 
nouncod. a wrap-up hom tna 
aouth and aroat gardona 
• DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
A look at houoahoU anratg. 
CBPN) AUTO RACING Paay c* 
iCaMLakMhomFadond (TaporJI 
(TMC) MOVC * * *» Top St- 
croti H944) Val «4mat. Luey 
Guitar toga 
JjQO 
• SPORTSWEEKENO 
Sthadutad Pacrhc Swannwng 
Championahapa hom Japan. 
World Watarakang Champ-w 
ahgta ho™ Touaouoa. Franco. Ln- 
ih) Brown Jug harnaaa raoa arorn 
Dafcawara. Otao. Tha B C Darby 
iha Fatal lag ol iha Waakam Cana- 
do Darby aanaa. awo hom Van. 
oouaar.lC 
• BASEBALL NBC wal aakacl 
gamoa thai ara iha moat daoawa 
and  iha  arma  C* an  undarecwat 
agani    PC 
MO 
• THIS WEEK  IN  PARLIA- 
MENT 
• NEWS 
CBPN) SPORTBCENTER 
7:00 
(NEWS 
TO BE ANNOUNCED 
HCE   HAW Quoota   Rabo 
McCnara. ma Oamond B>o«hara 
I MOPPETS 
• SOLID GOLD Moat 
Oronna Waranc* Guoata A> Sup- 
ply. Mnriy LaaajHi, Rormai Ma- 
aap Wlatnay Mouaoon. K«g **- 
chap Franks a ha Jaff Ahman 
Icomodyl 
• MASTERPIECE     THE- 
ATRE   Tha Iran R M    Yaaaaa a 
• ALVM* ANO THE CHIP- 
MUNKS 
• SCOOBV'S MYSTERY 
FUNHOUSE 
IMOTORWEEK 
SQUARE    FOOT   GAR- 
DE NINO 
11:30 
• • DUNGEONS ft DRA- 
GONS 
KIDD VIDEO 
LITTLES 
MOV*    **•      Daadana 
IIM2I   Humphray   Bo 
SI  KmMuntar 
MAGIC      BRUSH      OF 
GARY JENKINS 
AITERNOON 
19*00 
• MOV**>a> ThaDaaahOi 
Ocaon Varw Part" 11979) MAa 
Connor i  Oana Canova 
CELEBRITY TENNIS 
LAND OF THE LOST 
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL Ra 
gjonal cowaraga ol Auburn at Tan 
naaaaa or Iowa ai kw.a Stan 
fROMAGNOLt 5 TABU 
AUSTIN    CITY    UMITB 
John Andaraon aayga   Swaiajn'" 
and Law Oakyaon parforma aaaac- 
tioni hom a racont aabunt 
■SPN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING   Loo   An gall I    Intarnafonaf 
hem luroana CaM (Tapodl 
OttO 
• • COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Taxi at Stanford or uClA at 
Waatiatcao* Bwol 
SHOW TO PLAY PIANO 
MOVC  ***!  '-Tho Tna* 01 
Chapaan  Janaan'    (1B7BI Jamoa 
I 
i ABC WEEKEND SPE- 
CIAL Tha Return 01 Tha Butv 
aw Ammatad Karan Andy and 
tha Bunata ancountar a ahraa- 
haadad cragon and an awtl aor 
oaraaa during ahae ammoy bach bo 
tha M-Ma Agaa   (Pan 2 ol 2) «> 
• HOW TO PLAY THE PI- 
ANO DESPITE YEARS OF 
LESSONS 
■ BPNISPORTSCENTER 
12:30 
• SPREAD YOUR WINGS 
A 12-yaW-oM) Ilhaapan boy who 
dtaamt c* bacomatg a doctor 
Hat it I • aada to pay kv ha ado 
canon (Rl 
• CHARLIE BROWN ANO 
SNOOPY SHOW 
• BPOCK-MAN ANO HIS 
AMAZING FRC NOB 
• AMERICAN BANO 
STAND Guwati Paul Young 
I I'm Gonna Taa» Your Flayhouoa 
Down. Cvarihing Maal 
Changa I What N Tha I 11 Ba 
A/ouno* I 
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Noaro Oama St Purtua Birt) 
• VkCTORY GARDEN A watt 
to tha Mououn Botaracol Gardan 
at Si Lout*. Vataory Oardan SouSh 
updaaa 
4 CO 
• TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL 
• STFPHANE GRAPPELLI 
IN NEW ORLEANS Hrghaghta 
ol aur nokraai Stapnana Grape** 
at May 1M9oonoart n Now Or 
■aana waJh hat accompamti two 
guHarrait and a baai pkavar 
(TMO   MOVC    *»*•>     Ca* 
119641 John Lynch. Maatn Maran 
4:30 
• MAGIC OP OB. PAINT- 
ING 
(ESPN)      SWIMMING     FINA 
World Cup Synehnanuad Champ. 
ortahot. aaam tawajabhon hom a> 
dasnapaba (Tapac* 
MO 
• MYSTERYI Rumpokt 01 
Tha BMty Runtpoat eordronts 
tha ohl boy natwor* whan ha da- 
■anda a coupia accuaad ol black 
ma* and oparatayg a broth*   IR) 
i STAR SEARCH 
STATIONARY ARK 
S:30 
• SNEAK PREVCWB Jal 
hoy lyona and Mchaal IBadvad 
ravtaw Ma.- and Tha Jour- 
nay ol Natty Gann.*' 
■SPN) HYDROPLANE RAC- 
ING 
I 
EVENING 
MO 
ICSC NEWS 
TO BE ANNOUNCED 
EVENING AT POPS Tha 
Manhattan TranaAst Tha aktr M> 
cal group aj-to aha Boaton Pops 
lor lakntorw taragatg hom Bad 
land   as   Duho affjubuoua    IRI 
fSTARTRSK 
VCTNAM:    A    TELEVI- 
SION       HISTORY Amar.ai 
Mandwm 1964 1943 Amarva 
aajBM at as MB Bat apraod •*) 
commurtram at Sonahaaai *■ a un- 
U   Pfaataahl   Ngo   Da*   Own 
Flurry 
tart Mara Island, and Iha Mas* •■ 
traspad by bootbggars  (Pan 4 ol 
0i (Rig 
• EVENING AT POPS Tha 
Manhattan TranaSsf Tha a*n vo- 
cal eroop aana Iha Boaton Pops 
for aaaacbona 'angng hem Bad 
land" lo DulwolDubucfjo <«» 
■SPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
7:30 
• SMALL WONDER Whan 
Va*i tabs* on baby-artbng duboa 
young Jama) at at lor • hjw BUT- 
• SMALL WONOER Whan a 
arMcsbov hsrd tabs lew WAi. 
Jarvaa comas up anth s program 
tor hsr thai» ours lo snd ths at- 
• action 
■ SPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Ta*aa Chrwtian si SouShsm Math 
OdHUlLrVSl 
(TMO MOVC *>•*> Ropa 
(1946) Jamas Stawart. '***•* 
G-angar Oactad oy Alhad Mitch 
cock Bsasd on aha laopo>dt.oarj 
murdw CbM Two LOSaja stu- 
danta murdar a htand lor tha BV4 
ol rl. and than eatabrato rha dsad 
by hostatg a psrTy hv tha wiebm's 
hwnda and raasbwm PO* 
BOO 
• • AJRWOLF (Saaaon 
Prarnan) WHh mansions ol Btsst- 
«HJ Aaworl a tycoon and IM 
daoghtar ICsthsnns Mrcktand) lurs 
Mawka atto S trap to own acoaaa 
to aha oratl Stars Jan-Uchaal 
tfaxant and Emasi Borgnma 
• GIMME A BREAK H# 
runs «nio drs latancisl abarts 
whan ins loass hsr aanasng voata 
and hab ao loot tha bai for tha 
ocean crtabs and lor hsr guasis 
Joay and Addy  (Pan 2 ol 21 
• HOLLYWOOD BEAT 
McCsr'sn snd Rado (Jack Scabs 
joy Acovons) DM atiroaasd watt a 
lortnar Inand who pahjrid aoma 
atarska hom a group ol msstsr 
tlsssoa Q 
• MOVC • * * A Tana To 
I ow) And A Tans To Dat (1 MB) 
John GtWl LSD FVhbr Baaad on 
Inch Marat Ham at qua'* nowsl 
Ths urrstchsd da-rsMsbort e* 
World Wi li m asan through rha 
ay** ol *)> iriaskalc Oavman K*- 
dar 
• COLLEGE *XXJTa\ALL Ok 
ujhomaat Ma'iramna EJuSS 
• DRUM CORPS INTER- 
NATIONAL CHAMPION- 
SHIPS Coaarags ol tha IMS 
compatrtion at Camp Randa* Sia 
dksm at ikbdaian Waa. laatwnng 
parformsness by rmahaii chossn 
hom spptoatrruika*, BO U.S. and 
Csnsdksn oturn and bugla corps. 
8:30 
■ FACTS OP LIFE haasvad 
that ahaar hard arort ■ about to 
pay oft. lha gna and Mrs Ganstt 
snoountar aoma drhNcumaa during 
lha Ijouboua* grand opsrang 
(Part 3 Ol 31 □ 
BOO 
• • MOVC *>* fatbonal 
Lampoons Vacsswn 11663) 
Chsvy ChsbS. BsubHy D Angato 
Ahar rrwajtaiy datalaa adasnes 
patnrang a Cratbgo lam*, aati 
Out Iff an sniuisbh) la»o arasfc 
rosd trp to CaMortSb and an 
couniars a.tiy concat.abla 
m^hap along rha way 
■ GOLDEN GIRLS Ross a* 
ojns • isktaonanai anth Arras 
MaroM Gourd) tha Nat man 
abas data.! snos har huaoand • 
dasth ISyssrasgo 
• LIME STREET CuNar snd 
Wngssa (Robart Waanw John 
SlarHkngl oy to unrsaol tha cssa 
04 a abysKba who ohsappaarsd 
with SB rrufton Q 
(TMC) MOVC •** Parsons) 
BbSI I1M3< Marwi Manungway 
Psanca Dcnnsbi Two young 
•smskt sahkttoa am torn bstarssn 
*o*a and amhiMon aa rhay tram lo. 
CtymcK compsbiasn R 
630 
(TWORONNCS 
227 
10:00 
0 CFL FOOTBALL 
Ssskstchswsn fkwghtidari at 
Bntan Columbw LBM Bars) 
• HUNTER Muntw and MrCs* 
auapaci anothar dstsctwo at atsg- 
aig s cousr^st at aha ayasbksjabon 
01 a aarwa ol Chatasown murdsrs 
• LOVE BOAT (Saaaon Pram 
whan har msrrwd Kwsr m found 
dsad 
11:00 
(•••NEWS 
MOVC at* i Craaacur 
rsnt ■ (1B711 Robart Mooki Jwa 
my Sksta. Two San FrsncaKO da 
aactarsb at.asbgsta ths murdar ol 
a youth aboard s cabw ear 
■SPNI COLLEGE F<X7TBALL 
REPORT 
11:10 
• NATIONAL Q 
11:20 
• A6C NEWSCJ 
11:26 
• CFL FOOTBALL CONTIN- 
UES 
11:30 
• MOVC **** Butoh 
Caawdy And Tha Sundsno* K-) 
11MB) Paul hawman Rsbsrt 
Rso*ord Tha bgandsry ajubaws. 
pursuad rsNndsssry by a m,assri 
ouspossa Baa to South Amsncs 
-iiha IBBOa 
• MOV*     ***       Chart* 
11MB) Ckfl hoowtaoo Cksrs 
Bloom A lurgrcal aapanmant 
gwaa s msntaky rstsrdad man ths 
mtaaact of a gsraus. but prowas to 
ruwoonry tamporary sffbcts 
• SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
Fsm orrocs Gsna Sabal snd Rogar 
Ebart awi host BAY Crystal hjr tha 
trit snnubl SNL Fant Fsabvaf 
fastunng a coaachon of Nm aag- 
manta hom aha kaat fnst yssrt of 
thoaans*  i"l 
(TMC) MOVC HH Tqp Ss- 
craii (IBM) VP Kamw Lucy 
Guttwtdga A apoaf of spy mowas 
snd Efwa Frsskay Hrns. at wtach 
an Amsncsn rock n rob Star gars 
csught up *. rughbva. aapunaga 
arhsa touting East Gsrmsny PC 
11:3S 
• STAR SEARCH 
gsmss mssrwigful lo pamani rsc 
as    i — 
(SOLO 
OREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES To Ths lajhthouaa 
Roasmsry Hsms atars ■> thw so 
sptswon of Vagrraa WoesTa noyaf 
about a BraMfi rsmSya Suntmsr 
nokday bafora ths outbrsa* sf 
WortdWsrl IRig 
(TMC) MOVIE *** - 
Moonagrwng 119421 Jarsm, 
irons EugamLaxiaati 
2:30 
• CAPITOL JOURNAL 
34)0 
• MOVC +*•<* Ara- 
basous (IBM) Grsgory Pack 
SopNsLorsn 
• MOVC •*** Ths 
NajM Of Tha Murwar (19651 
PMbanMrtchum Shsbay Wtntsra 
4O0 
• MOVC * * 'i Flood' 
(1176) Robart Cub). Usriat 
MaYiar 
• NFL FOOTBALL Rsaaonal 
ccwwsgs of Mwrra Doapfwta at 
Dsnwv Broncos mchsnapohs 
Costa at Now York Jots or Clava 
aval Browna at San Owgo Chaig 
ara Bras) 
• AN INTERVIEW WITH 
FfOEL CASTRO In thw apaoaf 
aeVhon of MschkH ' Lahrsr 
Nswshour       FidP   Cssiro  ofkara 
• SS.VCR   SPOONS Ksts a 
tha Sarstton aboskt craata • 
aohasm bstarssn Fapk and faa lb- 
thar 
BOO 
• • MURDER. SHE 
WROTE (Saaaon Prsmwrsl Jsb 
•ca lAngokt LsraMHay) poaaa ss 
an sffluani andow at a Vopatat rb- 
aort at har out at to hnd out arho 
rt*«dsrsd har hamd Gusat aura 
Mb ' war   Lan Csnou  John Ph*- 
S.aw CydChanaoa p 
ANNE MURRAY: 
SOUNDS OF LONDON Cans 
(ban vocasat Anns Murray ow 
forma at Royal AJbort Hal at ths 
cahabrsBon of aha paai 2ft yawi 
of Engkah pop rnussc Gasbts at- 
fiuda Bsnsnarsms Brucs Murrey 
Dusty SprrnglaM snd Maa P>ggy ■ 
• AMAZING STORKS 
IPrsrnavsl An anthology awwi 
ctastsa by probucsr-oVsctor Sts- 
<an SpisBbg Tor-ghi Ghost 
Ttan" aisrnng Robarts Blossom 
LAss Mass Drsw Bsrtymors and 
Amy awng llnStsrao) 
• MACGYVER iPrsmwrs) 
Rchard Daan Andsrson aisra ss 
MacGyvw      an    atgaraoua    man 
11:00 
• NORTHLAND 
■ CCaMMENT 
• WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT- 
BBS 
I KIDS INCORPORATED 
A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BILL 
MOVERS 
I WRESTLING 
TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL 
(ESPN)      MARK       SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
11.30 
J FACE THS NATION 
(WESTERN GARDENER 
SUNDAY MASS 
TH4B  WEEK   WITH   OA 
V9PBRBNKLEY 
• INTERNATIONAL     EDI- 
TION 
■SPN) SPORTBCENTER 
{•F 
: 
 
E 
ss  Cubba Hsdar  and about  Na 
psrsona)  Ha    Tapad ay  Fsbruary 
1MB 
■SPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE Ml 
(TMC)   MOVC   »mm     (ducat 
atg  R.ta     116631 kbchaal Ca-w 
JuMWabsrs 
4:30 
• CPL FOOTBALL (Jo-tad h> 
Prograaal MsmSton Tajsr-Csts at 
Canary Stampadara ILwsl 
• MOVC ** ■> Ths Bajs 
Kraght III7B) Gaorga Ksrtnsdy 
AlaaRocco 
■ BAKING TOO Fsmad at 
arvw* acsne locsssjnB tha hsa- 
domot tha high saaa ■» tuasd *.th 
ths row adgsd cornpabtion of 
world close teaboat racaaj 
B:O0 
• LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
• JACOB BRONOWSKI 
LkFE AND LEGACY FVSMS srs 
voood that ahspad aha Mo and ca- 
reer of ecaanbat and suthor Jacob 
Bronoarski I Ths Ascsnt of 
Man) 
• LIFESTYLES OP THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS An hat- 
ujn lunury resort, a baWnsa-e a 
Mawe-en luau. Csthanno Dwannra 
Lsmss and Tony Osrus 
• FaRkNO LINE Do Wa Haus 
a lorwgn Pokey'    Ouselt  author 
ram   to  aohrs   rha  most   diltlcuH 
• • EVENING AT POPS 
Tony Bennett aatgs a missy of 
•ua hit* atckabng It Mod to la 
YOU As Tana Goas By and I 
left My Mssrt *> Sen Ftencwco 
IRI 
• PUTTIN ON THE HITS 
ip ayncad rsndrlwns of Retea 
by FrsNus Goss K> MoSyarood 
Ths TsrtsTlsaajnB I Can't Get 
Neat to You    and Pert. IsSabs * 
NawAttsude 
■SPNI      NFL'S      ORE ATT ST 
MOMENTS   ihghaghM   J>   the 
Si Sen Francaico 4Bera and 62 
Waafwigton Rsdsk>ns 
OIBO    MOVC    bbbb      AI 
Ths PVasaSsnts Man' (1S76I 
Robert RadNrd. Duoan Moff-t. 
Bsasd on ths book by Carl awn 
sawn  snd Bob  Woodwsrd    Tsrr> 
Weshmgton Post n 
Wortd   LS* 
Trw New RapubUc 
MO 
■SPN)   CHEYENNE    ROOEO 
12:00 
• SPORTBCENTER TODAY 
Hosts Csssy Cowman John Taf- 
a* and Greg Fnatl Co.arsga of 
cobsga and lagh school footbsa 
and a «xa a. tha CernMbnd 
Browns 
• ME E TING PLACE The Rev 
Dbwd hajrssn otwaaafcss at aw 
woss hem Weaety Unrtsd Church 
■amS-a 
! EARLE BRUCE 
MEET THE PRESS 
NEW TECH TIMES 
E At tha outset of eum- 
Cbb ram—seas 
with hand* before rnowng to Car 
aor rue oath her tameY 
• NOVA A loot at mobarn ao- 
anna a eSjeamp* to aohw tna aaaaj 
**> of Bat ekasbba Actaarsd lm- 
rmma Osliewncy Syndroms 
known as AiOS (R) Q 
fTMC)    MOVC    ••      Sisyatg 
I 
II 
BOO 
{CBS NEWS 
FAME 
VICTORY GARDEN A wart 
> tha hhssoun Botanical Garden 
at St  LOUN Vciory Garden South 
ESTAR TREK 
CAPITOL JOURNAL 
■SPN)    MOTOCROSS    SOOcc 
Sanaa Grsnd ha  hom  Wenbn 
Swiiforlond  ("I 
(TMC)  MOVC  * b <*      Brady • 
m 14) 
1 
(1* 
CynthuiR 
IS 
12 
12:30 
NFL TOOAY 
ii    i aSB t 
chorsogtsphar  of  aha  Loaa Boat 
Msrmsada. Judy romaneae a mye 
a turn ,   mi 
(TMO MOV* •# Trbneb- 
Cbbt I1BS3) Mwgot KaMsr. 
Robert Hays  What uacetwnjng ai 
•rourd-bs   mvstsry   I 
sottkt an argumsnt Phykcai 
Ayw. Aaan John Rstrxburgw 
and Gordon Thomson gusat etar 
OJ    COLLEGE     FOOTBALL 
Waafwigton Stela at Ohas Stats 
10:18 
• MOVC   ***Vi    Hush 
Hubh    Sweat  Charlotte     I IMS) 
Bans Dans. Obwa Ba Heweland A 
young woman a rtund at shbetad 
J PORTRAITS 
ADAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORLD 
■SPN)  NFL   GAME  OP  THE 
WEEK 
1:00 
• • NFL FOOTBALL Wash 
ngton habakate at Owcsgo Basra 
|M 
• COUNTRY CANADA 
'Paste***, a Ssskstchswsn com 
mutiny that eurwhexl three oon- 
eacusna droughts 
• PsPL FOOTBALL Ragtonal 
oousrsea of Los AngabM «wdwi 
« Now Engand Paanota or Seat 
Ba Saab arts at Kanaae City 
Chase  Bwsl 
« COMMUNITY CLOSE UP 
•     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVCWCJ 
• MOV* *** B-at-tg 
(1B7S) IBott Gould Robwt 
esaM 
■ BPet!  AUTO  RACING HAS 
CAR  Haby farms 400 has *om 
•iorth WstaaboTO  N C. 
1:00 
• CPL FOOTBALL k*snirab 
Concordsa at Ottawa Rough *•* 
aiLaa) 
t SUPER CHARGERS 
• WALL STREET WEEK 
Guest   Asan Meftasr. Csmepe 
bKban Unmsarty aconorrucs pro- 
MO 
• BASEBALL   ABC   art   as 
Ksby Rsno A downed Amsncsn 
bomber paot hnds unktahr wer 
tana tBats at ths rugged Hungsn 
snesbos aiduekng an orpnan boy 
who Cbtttas to las-o-worans) lam 
S:30 
I CSS NEWS 
HOTLINE 
VKCTORY GARDEN Ths 
> rt Bat oswmth annusf Wc 
lory Gardan Contest re an- 
nouncad a wrap-up hom the 
eouth and west gwdana 
• ON THE MOBSTY Fssaurad 
nnietment dubs snd buyatg tor 
ana. Rostsig rate sscuttbss. IDs 
GNP bsmg a profasaonel rodeo 
'■■■■» Ml 
MO 
(•BOMbNUTIS 
FRAGGLE   ROCK  (Ssoson 
Premwrei LhtcN Mart i Bret  da> 
covary aa an eapkarer thsngos ths 
course of rWegghrhim lorsirsi   Q 
• PUNKY BREWSTER 
Whan Punky recewss e 0 at gaog 
rephy ens snd her hand Assn da 
ads lo chest on the neat easm 
• RBPLEY'S BELCVE IT OR 
NOT! ISaaaon Ptsmatrsl Jack 
Pabjna* and Msrai Oamond 
cohost g 
• STEPHANE GRAPPELLI 
IN NEW ORLEANS Maswghta 
Of BSD wosraet Siephene Grappai- 
> a May  1M3 contort m New Or 
gtMSratlSndabaaaplayw SJ) 
• FAME Chne labs st ksua emtt      the 
• A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BLL 
MOYERS An aapasraaon of pub 
be rsfcabons fsstursa pswaeri  hry 
Ledbattw lee who crsstsd John 
enca constsm estbacka what un- 
covering tha scerrtatous lecte bs- 
hatd aha Wsaergsas brsrt-at   PG 
S:30 
• ALFRED HITCHCOCK 
PRESENTS llhwywjral An » 
ahokogy awws baaad on chunta: 
stonss hom tha IMS <Mfi so 
rare In Revenge e determined 
husband iDowd Oemonl aets out 
to laid the man who attacked tw. 
smowxwr*. heg-e waa aunda 
Purl) 
• WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOW1I Whan FU, (Ernest Thorn 
as) and hw wds NaOVw (Anna 
Mara) Johnson) mous bock to tha 
old nwgfa>orhood a vary one • - 
cap< Rons" (Fntd Berry) ash: on ara 
ahem with open arma 
BOO 
• •MOVC      Amoe      IPren. 
aval Krt Dousbes Ekrabsth 
Montgomsry  Conhned to a rturs 
mg norm artw en auto rrushap ■ 
76-ysar-oM lormer atrsaw hnda 
hw (cwvataeeanea tt-sstsnad by . 
menpufetiie and parhsps mshnro 
Isnt nurss Q 
• MOVC Tha Cuckoo Bed 
119161 iksabsth Shsphsrd. Ken 
rwth Wehn A prcasaaor a lews P- 
lea with one of tui etudsnta aaj 
ruba the end to Na smononao. 
barWnsii msnwgs Cj 
• MOVC ••• fan Biood 
MM2I Syhwstsr StaSxm. Rch- 
ard Crams A Vattnam astsren'a 
run-si wrth e locaf pokes lorca aa 
csbnss atto a mater wer Wig 
• MOVC ***b Tontbb 
Mtei) Duson Hoffmen James 
Langs An out ot wort Haw Vert 
actor labeled ea tsmpsr amenta! 
dstcouara a arhoaa new cave* hjr 
hanaab when hs tbapwoaa Nmead 
as a woman and ksnda a aosp op- 
ersrolo Q 
• • MABTTBRPCCE THE- 
ATRE Ths a .ah « M ' Rufty 
dsuaass a arAawio to hs* Saby 
Knoa buy Toot Shaah, i chestnut 
coh tor a reasonebht pr<s IPan I 
olSIIRig 
• START  OF  SOMETHING 
BK3    HoSI    Sla-e    ABan    too*a   at 
hew aubesbSfut paopw and popu- 
lar Bangs got itwtad Thb wash 
Krt Oouglss Cytrt Shsphwd 
Peggy Fktrrung Oawd CopperhaN] 
USPNI MAJOR LEAGUE 
BAM BALL S GREATEST 
HTTS 
lO^OO 
• ■ MYSTERYI humpew 
Of Tho Sssay «umpoh> dstsnds 
a patty iroca agamst a charge ol 
armed robbery and helps * young 
woman bartawer launch hsr ca- 
rs* Bug 
• WASHINGTON REPORT 
■SPNI BUPERBOUTS Kan 
Norton nt MjammMU   Uscti 
73n$sn0aago 
•OtOO 
JOHN KIM BELL A look at 
career of ths hrai North Amsr- 
i kydkbt to become Bat con 
ductor of ■ ■•«**> orchssais, w- 
durtng hw wort on such 
Broedwei Km as A Chorus 
Law    and   On Your Teas     IN) 
• KENNETH COPELANO 
(TMC)   MOVK   **     fthght  Ot 
The Juosbar     (16B0I Jamss aVo- 
kn   Ckfl Gormen. A term, acbsi 
mags end ths man -wnwitw 
the  tarm  nas*    EdwerB L    Bar 
rwys  IRig 
■BPNISPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
• SblACHCOMSERS (Ssoson 
sssrth Msough ths earssta of New 
York City Nt Ne daughter srtc 
wee tidrwbped by a psyoksnsbka. 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
lslf E. Wooster 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
B.6. DRIVE-THRU 
CofccN/R'i $2.08 
Dr.PeppH2Llter  W 
CokrClsaskRrtBnublrt  $1.79i+ta + i 
BiRtaltii BetsTMbka - Oi Sale 
Caia* 1/2 lb. Bag, all flavor* 99- 
Dortcslfc.  fl.99 
FTTnirr 
MILTON'S 
|IM>. \I\IN 
NEXT WEEKEND'S ENTERTAINMENT 
Wed., Oct. 2nd : 
TROUBLE BOYS 
Thurs., 3rd, Sat., 5th: 
THE SONS 
"71 
When you need to make 
your best impression! 
-DATA SHEETS- 
Professionai work at 
reasonable prices. Stop in 
and see our samples. 
TIE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court 362-4068 
hours: Mon. - Frl. 9:30-5:30 
WllCOslE PARENTS TO B.G.SJJ. 
J ™»»with this coupon■-■--■ *j 
I $2.00 OFF A 
Any sweatshirt C 
or $1.00 OFF sweat pants        \ 
FALCON HOUSE 
f*.i*. ^■tu- 
E FIRST EDITION HAIR OEBION BTUDIO 
1
 Call us Today for your 
|  Hair and Tanning Appointment 
140 E. Wooater Bowling Green      Ph. 352-3810 
Downtown Bowling Green v 
E«p. Oct. 6. 1985 
I 434 E. Woostef 
. — — — with this coupon—— — J »—»"* 
Visit Our 
Full 
Service 
Salon 
Today! 
354-1477 
South Side Six 
carryout 
737 S. Main      352-8639 
•Cold Baer, Wine and Champagne* 
Ohio lottery agent for 
all Ohio lottery games 
The Number, Lotto, Pick 4, Instant Lottery 
Tortilla Chip* 
1 lb. Bag 
Reg. $2.49 
NOW$1.N 
BBw ww  ■■WTflW 
The 
Hutch 
Psti * Supplies 
IUMm<l Bat) 
Aprox. 150 fish tanks, fresh and salt- 
water. Small animals ■ gerbils, hamsters, mice, 
guinea pigs, etc. 
Birds, lizards, puppies, kittens, etc. 
SPECIAL 
Free gerbll with 
purchase of a Starter 
Kit S39.M exp. Oct. 4 
2 for 1 on assorted 
tropical fish 
352-8459 J> 
• NATIONAL I I ha Nalran ■ 
SWMM    -ilSo-iQ 
• ALLAN BOESAK 
CHOOSING FOR JUSTICE 
Jamea (art Jones narrate* But 
profae of AJaen Boesak a i**nrster 
who he* become a mem potmtat 
figure » the Bbuggk. egewst apa> 
iNwd m South Aance 
• POLLING THC U.S. / 
S R An anatyare of Amsricen end 
Save* attitude* on leet-Weet re 
a pofl conducted at Harvard Urn 
•whit and iha Un.ve.su, of Moo- 
cow Q 
MRU SJFORTSCENTER 
Hill 
O NCWSfINAL 
11:SO 
• AT THE MOVICS Sched 
•dad r»«wl Plenty (Meryl 
Sweep Si-sgi Mane tGfctnn 
Cloae  Mendy Patmk.n. 
• MOV* ••• Teacher a 
•at (IMS) Clark Gobi* Dor* 
Day The city editor o* e large 
newspaper goes 10 e iBarnaaawi 
cieea at rwoM school and fa** n 
•ova with the taechei 
• ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WICK interwi with Johnny 
Careen   end      Miem.   Vice     star 
Don Johnson 
(NEWS 
• ARE YOU LISTENING 
/ PALESTINIANS m a world 
which perceive* a Pawaatinron to 
be a*rher taaronat or lalugse a 
gathering of the member* of an 
•nenalad >ama> m Pans tar a 
mem*ge. provdai rnasaht -no the 
raeMy of beang Pakasta-en 
• FOR MV PEOPLE 
11:4S 
O MOV* • * ■! The kekng 
Game 11*881 Jean Pierre Caa 
ee). OaueVne Auger The world m- 
hetMled by people who create 
come sinps is a happy one unts 
they make then. r eafct, 
11 Si 
OTJ ABC NEWS CJ 
12 OO 
SJ ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK xia-iwi wrfh Jehiwhi 
Carton and Mien*. Vice alar 
Don Johneon 
• 7O0 CLUB Sctieduktd in* 
future o> retpjo" *i Amenca 
(ESPNI AUTO RACING World 
CnemprtnWwp Oemobtton Derby 
and Figure Eight competit<on bom 
imdanhurat  NVil 
12:10 
• MsLLONAME MAKER 
12  IS 
(TMCI MOVIE * * *    The lie 
cut<oner t Song    (19811 Tommy 
Let Jones Roaenna Arquetts 
12 30 
• FISH 
1:00 
O   AMERICA  SchwduhM    Mr 
cheel London   cesebr.r, taahmna 
Stuart Demon on ihe aet 0>    Ho- 
tel    capai cook-ig wxh chat Paul 
The 
Cooby Show 
fNEwm 
ETHIOPIA    THE   NIGHT- 
MARE CONTINUES 
■SPNI  AUTO  RACING  IHRA 
Drag Racing    Slimmer   NetraneH 
horn Cxcwwieti <Ri 
1:10 
OS MICMIGAN REPLAY 
1.SO 
■ NEWS 
2:00 
• CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
• WALL STREET JOUR- 
NAL REPORT Scheduled ma 
ctoorng of * Teaea town a only 
bar* a vector brokeiega thett 
purchasing abroad at rawer man 
US pnoaa. Ihe Amsfgemeted 
Bar* ol New York 
■SPNI SPORTSCENT1R 
M0 
rTMCI MOVIE ** Stay** 
Afcve 11883) John TravoNa. 
CynttM Rhodea 
340 
■SPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL    Grand   Fatal   from 
VFL Park m MatMurna   Auatrtae 
n 
4:3S 
(TMC)      MOVIE     eee 
(1982)    Jeremy 
DAYTIME CHrLDREHSSHOW 
4:00 
I TRANSFORMERS 
DA YTw-l SPORTS 
S:0O 
atjPN) BPCaRTSClNTlR 
7:00 
(ISPN)      WORLD      CLASS 
BOO 
■ SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
MfS 
■SPN)  AUTO  RACING SCO 
S>rser Veee and ASA Saook Cart 
horn Brooklyn  Mw»  |RI 
12:S0 
«PN) AUTO RACING Raa, of 
1000 LakM Sem Fweand (SI 
1:00 
■ SPMI   AUTO   RACING  IHRA 
D-ag  Racing.  Summai   Nai-mara 
horn Caicmneii  (RI 
2:00 
ISPN) COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
Ta-aa Chretran at Southern Math 
BSStM 
IM 
■SH*I OUTDOOR L« 
DAYTS-I MOVES 
M0 
(TMCI eee Tha Return or 
Wetm Guana MtSU Gerard 
Paperrjou. MatheM Beye 
M0 
mta    ***       Mother    la    A 
Frilhmi" < 194BI     Loretla 
Voung  Van Johneon 
10:00 
[TIKI    ***1       The   Lett 
Tycoon    (1S7SI Robert Do Mao 
Jaanna Moraau 
12 SO 
(TMO * *    Sweaowi And Ame 
tens     OBT4I Wgar-a McKerma 
RonaWFraeer 
2:00 
(TMO   * *      The  Sk*  i agoci 
{(9801   Brooka  Shwrds    Chneto- 
pher ASune 
4:00 
OHC1    ***      The   Return  01 
Martm   Quarre      IISSH    Gerard 
DepardNu Nathaho Ba*e 
IVtM-.HG 
CATCH 
MAC* 
NEW 
IS 
BOO 
| NEWS 
B PHRASE 
NEH.      /     LEHRER 
SHOUH 
I DIFF RENT STROKES 
t ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
■SPNI    AEROBICS     BOOKS 
IN MOTION 
(TMO MOVIE **•* Krnd 
Heart! And Coronals (IMS) 
ASM Guwwaaa Dennra Price De- 
ndd hra bathrsght becauaa Ns 
mother marraMt below her station 
a da**ah veung man tstvwiy 
murdara Ihe eeoenox lataevaa 
who aland between hm and tha 
lam*, dukedom 
OtOO 
<■ OJ CSS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
m ABC NEWS Q 
m HARRY DAYS AGAIN 
m BUSINESS RE PORT 
■SPNI SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
0 OJ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Intoryww wrth Jatt 
Sr-taaa 
OJ     COUNTRY      CANAOA 
Ponsan     a Saaketchewan com- 
munriy   that  aurv*«ad  thraa  con 
■eculna i»oughts 
OJ WHEEL OE FORTUNE 
m NEWLYWtD OAME 
m BUSINESS REPORT 
fM'A'S'H 
01 MACNEH. / LEHRER 
NEWSHOURI 
■ SPNI SPORTTJCENTER 
7:SO 
OJ OJ P.M.  MAGAZINE Ann 
Jeherv   Sharon Chrnta  McAukna 
tr-   i i ohoeen to eewai • 
■ VENTURE ■ JEOPAROY 
■ TAXI 
m WILD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
OJ THREE'S COMPANY 
■SPNI     NFL      FILMS     PRE- 
SENTS 
BOO 
OJ OJ SCARECROW AND 
MRS KING Afar, a number a> 
hra rormer fcawida are murdered 
l aa benrna to twapact that tea idol 
end mentor (Siaphen Machtl may 
aomehow be amohrad 
OJ DANGER SAY (Season 
Premaval An attempt to kxaia a 
pod ol gray whalaa tome mataed 
atto an oncountar with three 
armed marisjane amuggkus I Parr 
lolIIQ 
OJ TV'S BLOOPERS AND 
PRACTICAL JOKES Hopavg lo 
warl a hoepdefctod mend. M« 
cokn-Jamel Wamar ie nuatakan 
'or a aaiairyi. (hem 2lm»akat jr 
harps pua ■ pr acacel «*a on hra 
oovgnier Steprkanre 
>fj HAROCASTLE AND 
MCCORMOC Mark and the 
iudga nte.^n, when somaona 
makea an attempt on the ■*• of 
McCormnk s tarmar Plame Q 
OJ OJ NATIONAL NUTRI 
TION QUIZ Cohrmnajl Jena Bro- 
dy and Or Deoad Watts poaa 23 
oueaitona looking at how the 
'ooda we eat prevent or promote 
oMreeae. rncaueVng cancer dv> 
bataa and heart dVaeeae Q 
■ HONEYMOONER S AN- 
NIVERSARY CELEBRATION 
■SPNI CINCINNATI KIOS A 
look at the Cmcmneti BengaN 
1994 N'l aaeeon 
(TMC) MOVIE ***V» The 
Leat Tycoon (1ST8I Robert Da 
N.o Jaanna Moraau Saaad on 
the story by F Scott FitrgaraM A 
1930a movie producer becomea 
ihe bsand of atars. she anv> of 
power hungry eeeevtwee and the 
PO 
0:30 
0 HANGIN' IN Italian Prenv 
aval KaW. Mas and Wabatar pro 
vwJa refuge tar a latchkey Chad 
and ha csseemetee Q 
(ISPN) NFL MONDAY 
NIGHT MATCHUP A prawew 
of wnsfhte game baaween me 
C«c«nati Bangeks and Prttaburgh 
0*90 
| KATE ft ALLC tSeeaon 
are)    "ate     (Suaan    Semt 
Jamesi comnncee AAe IJana Cur- 
anl Pvat aha ehouW attend the* 
20th high school 'eurton 
I WAYNE ANO SHUSTSR 
TONIGHT SHOW 23RD 
ANNIVERSARY Johnny Car 
son cekabrataa Na 23>d annwar- 
aary aa hoet of tha late mght la* 
show with achadufctd appearancaa 
by wrya>dsana Garry Shandsng 
LOOM Andaraon end Rontwa 
Snakes as was aa class* footage 
featuring nurnaroua oabbntaw 
ananal ecu and the Mighty Car 
son Arts Player* 
>SJ NFL FOOTBALL Cairannati 
Sengass at P-ltaburgh Steelara g 
OJ OJ OUEST FOR THE 
KrLLERS Tha aejrwhcanca of 
ptabhc educetion and toe-el 
change d esammed m thra prohla 
of a hueaand and-wde meoVcal 
team who labored to aradkeate 
lap. os» *> Nepal g 
■SPNI iNStOE BASEBALL 
BSOO 
SJ    OJ    NEWHART   (Seaaon 
Pramsarel    Dtok    (Bob   Nawhartl 
subatitutea   for   cMdran a   ahow 
host  Peata Pate IDewd Wayne) 
and   George   tips   the   states   on 
Siapheme I Jufca Durfy) g 
OJ REACH FOR THE  TOP 
■SPNI  AUTO  RACING NAS- 
CAR Hoty Farms 400 bom North 
vVakaeboro  N C  IRI 
10:00 
OJ  OJ   CAGNEY   ft   LACEY 
(Seaaon Pranwerel Cagnay and le- 
oay ISharon Glaae. T*ne DaNl do- 
cover that a boaty beaten   16 
yea. old gsrl is aclueB, e runaway- 
wned-proetrluae g 
O  NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
OJ OJ THE SEA. A QUEST 
FOR OUR FUTURE Jamea 
Whrtmore narrates an aaamane- 
ton of tha Smitheomen IneMw 
ton i Car fab ear meaarch proiaci 
that eapkarea tha   uea of coral 
reefs tor   the Ow.elOpmon! of tOOd 
reeourcea IRI 
OS NEWS 
10:OS 
(TMCI MOVIE ** Ho. Dog 
ThaMowa (IStHIOawdNeugh- 
ton Patrick Houatt An Idaho 
farm boy para«speeng <n a free 
atyte akang compeairen fewJa n> 
menceandfun aa wal aa anvek-y 
with the raignmg Auaeen cham- 
pson   R g 
10:30 
OJ SANFORO AND SON 
11:O0 
tO •• NEWS 
FOCUS PS.M FESTIVAL 
Award wrrwng lama made by col 
lega ahrdanu Siaphen ft John 
ton a Momabody dataAi a do- 
nut hote maker a trie Morace 
KandaBS Somncant Blue' aa- 
pkBtwa a dream and Steven W* 
son s Recorded In* ' about a 
man pursued by a spool of wdao 
tape Hoet OVactor John Sed- 
ham 
(WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
SITS,      BYTES     ANO 
BUZZWORDS 
11:23 
O  MOVIE     Fs* Of Tha Houea 
Of Usher    (No Detel 
NIGHTWATCH 
■SPNI SPORTBCENTER 
0*90 
■ SPNI INSIOE BASEBALL 
3:10 
(TMCI  MOVIE   ***     Mother 
la  A  freahmen     (1S4SI  Loratta 
»oung Van Johneon 
3:30 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Tonvny Cordova •*) Joa ftuetaa 
for tha MABF ftaOVarwasght ttde. 
achaduksd tar 12 rourtda. from 
Laa Yaflaa. Nev  IRI 
4:3B 
(TMO   MOV*   **     S-e-owa 
And   Arrvuene'     IH74I   Vagtna 
McKanna. ftonaN Freest 
TUESDAY 
OCTOBER 1. 1EN 
DAYTIME CHt-DREN S SHOW 
of prawjntaig the darnoalron of 
tha hationc town has. Sana 
handa draft  rum aa  a cendsdata 
for Wh-tley councamen 
t FIFTH ESTATE 
A-TEAM   On   tacatron   rn 
4:00 
OJ TRANSFORMERS 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
SOO 
■SPNI SPORTSCE NTER 
7*90 
■ SPNI SPORTBCENTER 
7:30 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
BOO 
(CBPNI INSIOE BASEBALL 
OtOO 
■ SPNI SPORTSLOOK 
SOO 
■ SPNI SPORTBCENTIR 
MO 
■ SPNI AUTO RACING HAS 
CAR HoSy I arms 400 bom North 
Wdteeboro. N C IRI 
11:30 
12:30 
■ SPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Te*ee Christian it Southern Math 
odsailftl 
4:00 
■SPNI     JULIUS     ERVTNGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
4: SO 
■SPN)   TRACK   ANO   FIELD 
Shamrock   Gemas   bom   bstand 
<R) 
6:30 
■SPNI FISHING 
DAYTWEMOVM 
7:00 
(TMCI   *     Vawe     I1BB2) Gktnn 
ford. Chuck Connors 
MO 
(TMC)  **V>     To Trap A Spy 
119*61    Robert    Vaughn.    Devd 
aha A-Taam look 
horns *Mh a Gaatapo-typa wet 
crmnei who haa abducted aavarai 
of the towntpaopss g 
OJ WHO'S THE BOSS? 
Angela end Tony re-create that 
mage nrght at ataiwnar camp 
whan they feel mat   (Pan 2 of 21 
OJ OJ NOVA An esptarsiion of 
ih*   lechmquea   used   ei   raating 
aquetrc   arum ass   and   psanta   tar 
taod m the u S    Chme   Japan 
and Scotland  IRig 
OJ MOV* * * **    The Talakg 
Of   Fefham   One     Two     Three 
119741 waiter Mettheu ftoban 
Shew  Four men Nek* a crowded 
subway asm and Sweeten to mur- 
der one hoaiag* tar every iranute 
the raneom damand o lets 
■SPN) WRCSTIING 
(TMCI MOV* **W  -Maswig 
In Action     119*41 Chuck  No...s 
M   (mmett Walah   An Amaxan 
colonal   returns   to   Vietnam   to 
search tar MtAs   R 
B30 
OJ GROWING PAINS Q 
0*00 
OJ OJ MOV* Murder By 
Reaaon Of me army (rh^rraarel 
Carvikce Bergen Jurgan Pro- 
chnow When her husband a 
aniotsonel metabAty maruteata it 
aaff at moraaaingty violent way*, a 
terraVed woman begna to leer tar 
ha.-fa  g 
ISANDSAGOERS 
RIPTIDE (Seaaon Premwrai 
An oul-of-levor rook anger a 
comeback could be squelched 
when haa impkcated n a 20- 
year-old murder •rtveetigahoo 
Start Joa Fanny. Thorn Bray and 
Perry King 
I MOONLIGHTING tg 
OJ WAR: A COMMEN 
TARV BY GWYNNE DYER 
(Premwra) The path leading to to- 
tal deewuchon ■> charted through 
tha influence of mesar too*  eeo- 
8 
11:30 
I TAXI 
REMINGTON STEELE A 
ana to am 
Laura and ftem-ngton out of bue>- 
naeaunsaaa may can hnd out who 
breeched lea euppoeedry -npregn 
ebsa aacunty system (ft) 
OJ LATI NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN Schadulad 
Mark KnopRer of the group Ore 
Strasta Fetl of two conaecuiiye 
programa 
OJ OJ LATENKJHT AMERI 
CA Sohadukad Puatear prua wm 
natg fournabat J Anthony LtAaa 
discKises school buesng lo 
achana -'agration 
OJ BENNY HILL 
■SPNI SPORTBCENTER 
12:00 
OJ      STREETS     OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
I NEWS 
COMEDY  BREAK  WITH 
MACK ANO JAM* 
■SPN)     NFL      FsLMS     PRE- 
SENTS 
nMCI MOV* ** free* 
head (19791 John Nance. Char 
tone Stewart 
12:30 
OJ LATE NKJHT WITH DA- 
VY) LETTERMAN Scheduled 
Johnny Caraon. Lea Marvwi. Edoka 
Van Halsn Loo Angelas Mayor 
TomBrodksy  we war ma* 
I ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
LAUREL AND HARDY 
■ SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:40 
•    MOV*    ***      Hotel 
(1967)    Rod    Teytor     Catherine 
Speak 
1:00 
(HAWAII FIVE-0 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
■SPN)  SUPERBOUTS Weftad 
Banner  os    Sugar  Ray  Leonard 
Now TSMUaVogeo 
1:90 
I NEWS 
I (MOVIE **M lewOIThe 
Lawiaea 11944) Data ftooertten 
V-onne Da Carlo 
IBM 
(TMO MOV*   **    CHU.O 
(19S41 John Hear 4 Oarue) Saam 
2.-00 
OJ        CSS        NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
BJNCWS 
■ SPN) AUTO RACING Rat, ol 
1000 Lakes hem Fwaond IRI 
MO 
OJ CSS NEWS 
11:0O 
(TMCI *•* The Weeterner 
11*401 Gary Cooper. WaNar Bran 
1:00 
(TMC) **H As*MS 3/4 
11*661 Orrk Sogaroe Syh-a Noeo 
M 
3:00 
(TMC)  * * Vi      To Trap A Spy 
1194*451    Robert    Vaughn.    Dawd 
McCaa—i 
4:30 
(TMC)   **«   'The   '--awevtad 
Journey    (19941 Ar-nw ad VOK- 
es of Jan 9act.ua  Orson Sean 
ItSBaaaj 
S:00 
{••NEWS 
CATCH PHRASE 
MAC NEB.   /   LEHRER 
NEVVBHOUR 
tDIFF RENT STROKES 
IN-CHARGE PARENTING 
■ SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
(TMCI MOV* * Veua 
IISB2I GbMwt Ford Chuck Con 
tore A daadr, «*we >l stolen horn 
a manor, iab and uraaaahed on 
the pODutahon apnaadng a trad of 
dea*h and daattuctson   PG 
S:30 
OJ OJ CBS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
■ ABC NEWS p 
■ HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
W BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)    WORLD     CLASS 
WOMEN 
Mp 
OJ     OJ     ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIOHT     Inter.iew     with 
Knott landmg     alar Lake Hart- 
BBS* 
•   OZOWSKI  ft  CO.  IPrem 
■ are) Guasi champion 
chuck wegen .aoar Tom GJess 
■ WHEEL OF FOFITUNE 
■ NEWLYWEO GAME 
m BUSINESS REPORT 
■ M•A-S'M 
OJ     MACNES,     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
P.M. MAGAZINE  Te. 
menta durng the peel TOO veers 
Q 
S:30 
■ SPN) ROLLER OERSY 
1OO0 
OJ  NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
OJ REMINGTON STEELE 
Sleets a confused Hate n used to 
advantage by lea former mentor 
and tea a* llama (Ibom Zenbakai 
Jr . Caeaanara Hama) who are 
pfotling a atwel heatl OPsrt 2 of 
21 
>JJ OUR FAfwILY HONOR 
The pofcoa dag 
to weed out 
Gueat stars John Randolph Mark 
Thomas g 
• • UNCERTAIN HAR- 
VEST An arujtysa) of agicuhurw 
probsama n tha Unned Slates and 
an eurrwnabon of tha potential of 
new acatntAc and organ*: meth- 
od! 10 ncraeae crop yOwds g 
OJNEWS 
fTMCI MOV* *** Naai 
Vasf ii A9 Goat Was IISSI) 
laabofa Adten.. Thsarry llwrnme 
A Pa-man coups* - ■ an accountant 
and a coft-c-sbo) ana* - *Ma> 
an otha 
marry and 
rft that ihraetans 
ppy   rasatrorstfwp 
10:30 
OJ SAN FORO AND SON 
■SPN) AUTO RACING »*>ao 
EajM   cor/npetrtion   bom   Liden- 
hurst   N V 
11K» 
IOJOJOJfjNEWS 
FOCUS F9.M FESTTVAL 
Award-wnnrng t*.na by coaana 
students David SaVantian a are- 
miied The Strange Cats Of Mr 
Dorviybrook a Boredom baaed 
on a poem by Oadan Noah and 
Laune Craag a Gnaaaa Mantay 
■bout a young woman eepwmo. lo 
be an auto fiwMSktnst Moat cbec- 
tor John badham 
tWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
ON THE LINE 
11:2B 
OJ MOVIE   *     Caiman 0* Par 
aj"   119481  Carl  Esmond   Adas* 
Mara   The ntyeesrioua Catmen is 
the  prime   suepaci   e>  a  rnurdar 
caoernPaho 
11:30 
OJTAXI 
ft SIMON Tha 
■ntar rnurdar and m 
t> gue what attempting to dafever 
a   ciaaex   autemobN   as  a  San 
Irencocockanl    IRI 
OJ    TONIOHT    Host 
S-nonaa 
Manchaaaar 
IT"' 
i  Scheduled  a^gor 
an*a*e*aaa ogareiiaa   'aafuon da 
rsr Jaaaica McCknteok 
COUNTRY REPORT 
JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
VVfLO. WILD WORLD OF 
AMSsfALS 
OJ THREE S COMPANY 
■SPN) ARM WRESTLING 
BOO 
OJ OJ HOMETOWN In hopes 
: NEWS NIGHTLINE 
| LATENKaHT AMERI- 
CA   Scheduled    a   raaenaa.on   of 
the apsdamsc of tean-aga Svacsdaa 
at ihe US 
OJ BENNY Ht_L 
■SPN) SPORTSCENTIR 
11:4S 
fTMO MOV* ***H The 
laet Tycoon (19791 Robert De- 
N>o. Jeanne Moraau BaaaaJ on F 
Seen Fiugaratrj't nova" about s 
driven nova producer rn Sta Hoi 
h/wood of aha 1930s   PC 
ItsM 
OJ     STREETS      OF      SAN 
V*0   LETTERMAN   Scneduatd 
Batty   Whet    coryesdsan   Johnny 
Dark 
sfj LAUREL AND HARDY 
■SPN)      NFLS     GREATEST 
MOMENTS  A  proNa  of VWe 
LonrberrJi 
12:40 
OJ    MOVIE    ***       The 
Heatara     MST4I  John  Foraytha 
Pat Hanngton Jr 
1:00 
« HA WAN PIVE-O 
JHwMY SWAGGART 
1:30 
INEWS 
MOV* * 99 And 44 ' 
100 Percent Dead HS74) Rsch 
ard Huns Edmond 0 Brian 
■SPN) SKIING World Cup 
man's doeaihal bom Laa lenaa 
Argentms SI) 
2:00 
sfj COO NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
OJ NEWS 
(TMO MOV* *** The 
Wetter*. (19401 Gary Cooper 
WetawBrennan 
2:30 
OJ CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
■ SPN) SPORTBCENTER 
MO 
■SPNI AUTO RACING World 
Endurance Spa 1000 bom B**g. 
urn  (RI 
3:40 
(TMCI   MOV*    * * * V,      Pao 
Brpvo       M9S9I    John    Wayne 
Dean Martm 
4:00 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE «) 
WCONESDAV 
OCTOBER 2. IMS 
DAYTIME CHILDREN S SHOW 
4.00 
| TRANSFORMERS 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
MO 
■ SPN) INSIDE BASEBALL 
8:00 
(ESPN) SPORTBCENTER 
7:00 
■SPNI SPORTBCENTER 
7:30 
■SPNI SPORTSLOOK 
MO 
■SPN) HARNESS RACING 
Breeders Down Charmpranaivp 
Race Two hem Laurel. Md  IR) 
MO 
■ SPN) SPORTBCENTER 
S:30 
■SPNI   TOP  RANK   BOXING 
Tonvny  Cotdava  *t    Jos Russts 
for the NABF Faaaharwesght title 
acheokAtd  tot   12   rounds    from 
IM Vegas  Nev CRI 
12:30 
■SPNI  AUTO  RACING  NAS 
CAR Modneda bom North WA 
aaboro N C  IR) 
MO 
■SPNI   POLO  Snearton   innta 
tronal bom long laaand. N Y  IR) 
3:00 
■SPN) TRACK AND MELD 
86 REVIEW 
4:00 
■ SPNI HORSESHOW JUMP 
■NO Lea Anojalae Inasrnetronal 
from Burbenk  CaH  IRI 
8:30 
■SPNI   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
I S J / L04JO 
MACK ANO JAM* 
IttOO 
I LATE   NIGHT WTTH  0A- 
OAYTIME MOVCS 
8:00 
(TMC)    •**      Rape       (19491 
Jamea Stewart  Farley Granger 
7:30 
rraYeCl     **      The    Pwaonek. 
(1982) B« Schoppart. Karen Lan- 
dry 
9:00 
(TMCI     ft*v,        The     Bordar 
(1991)    Jack   rf****apn    Vatar. 
Psmna 
11:00 
fTMCI      *** Hopscotch 
(19*01 Walter Mettheu. GNnds 
Jackson 
hOO 
<nm ***» Top Secret' 
119841 Vs. lamar Lucy Gutter- 
•oaa 
2:30 
(TMC)     *•       The    Pareonest 
(198 2) 8* Schoppart. K oran lan- 
dry 
4 0O 
fTMCI    ***      Rape       .19491 
Jsnvas Steweri  Fanoy &artsar 
8:30 
rTMO ***    Crmarron    119611 
Glenn Ford. Mwia Schat 
IVEh-NG 
BBVS 
{••NEWS 
CATCH PHRASE 
MACNES.  /   LEHRER 
NEWSTHOUR 
IOaWRSNT STROKES 
COOKING MEXICAN 
■SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
8:30 
(•CSS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
(ABC NEWS £p 
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
■SPNI   AEROBICS     BOCHES 
IN MOTION 
7:00 
• • ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT inter new warh Jaeon 
Robarda 
I DATELINE ONTARIO 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
NEWLYWED GAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M"A»S«H 
MACNEft.     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
■SPNI SPORTBCENTER 
7:30 
OJ P.M. MAGAZINE «ap WS 
ton  a bp on tha Concorde 
OJ WHO KtNOOOM 
■ JEOPAROY 
•■TAXI 
• P.M. MAGAZINE Ffap W> 
aon FMnea Tavsor and Joseph Bo 
rogns renew thee marriage vows 
OJ WILD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
OJ THREE'S COMPANY 
■ SPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE 
BOO 
OS STIR CRAZY 
■ NATURE OF THINGS 
OJ HH3HWAV TO HEAVEN 
Mark returns to the pokes (ores to 
help s leaow cop who shot two 
unarmed tasn ass auapocta daaf 
withrusgudl g 
• INSIDERS Nick and Maokey 
take on an eternal whose p-eru> 
ry target O Ihe tashron widuetry 
OJ SOUTH AFRICA UNOER 
THE GUN A conx-ehanerus 
look at a9 aapectt of the current 
ens* rn South Absca tacosatg on 
Ihe geographic and rVstoric mhu- 
ancaa and the people involved 
OJ MOV* * * * v> Bus.it 
I196B' Stave McQueen Robert 
Vaughn A San Ftanoeco deiec 
h*e trrea to prevent the mures* of 
a proapectrva wrfness for a pokt> 
■ al hearing 
OJ MOV* »ee Say Amen 
Sonvebodv 11982) The story of 
gospel rtiuarc and two of no ■>*"' 
rujnes Wake Mas Ford Sm.th and 
Thomas A Dorse, g 
(TMO MOV* ** '1 TheBor 
oar' 11981) Jack Nrchoseon 
Vabjna Psnwkt A Taeas bordar 
guard s value* corns at confket 
with those of he) corrupt co work 
era and hro metanatsht w.'*   R' 
S:00 
OJ OJ CHARLIE  ft CCeMPA- 
NY Char la asm an da  that  Outna 
task S sob transfer when violence 
breaks out at school g 
I CALGARY WINNERS 
HILL TOWN A way group 
of wmoe known aa the Magn.fi 
cent Frva steals 14 000 bom s 
beg led- IJaarinette Nolan) who 
turd bean saving the ceah to buy 
Si Dormnic a a siatned-glssa arm- 
dow Ekeha Cook and Eakba Ourl 
ken guest at* 
rfj DYNASTY Blake works out 
a dssl ***th the tarrortatt that * 
raws moot of the CarrmgtoA* to 
leave Motoevvi. Sammy Jo r* en 
smored with a handsome Svengek 
(George Harr-tton) Adam abhors 
Claude a behavrar loward Steven 
g ■SPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Edw-i Cor et vt Gary Wok am I lor 
the ESPN ighrwerghl tills 
scheduled for 12 routida bve bom 
ArlantK Cit,  N J 
9 30 * 
• OJ GEORGE BURNS 
COMEDY WEEK A man I Joa 
Piacopo) who was assumed to be 
deed Mtempta to ooaeci on lee 
He rneurenca poke, Robert Kteat 
and Deborah Harmon gueat star 
tlNSKX UASJBALL 
Tr* HOME FRONT The 
impact of World War II on the 
Artiancan poops* a documented 
through mi*, mew a nawsrsef 
footage    Nms   and  photograph* 
Ihar (John McLiem) 
who s  a legend  m 
comae Out  ol retaament  to hasp 
T J      nab    tome     supermarket 
rfj    TONIGHT    Host     Johnny 
Canon 
<ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
OJ LATENKaHT AMERI- 
CA Host Derwes Whots. Sched 
utad- CBS News reporter ChsHas 
Kuraft rbacuasss lea vsveis across 
America 
OJ MNNV HSJL 
■BPNI SPORTBCENTIR 
(TMO MOV* *** Mop- 
tcotch 11980) Walter Mettheu. 
Grande Jeckeon A former mtafh- 
gonce sgant is swJsd by an old 
flame m doovjjng the KGB and the 
CIA who are tryang to prevent 
han bom pubfcehaig h*t memova 
12 OO 
OJ      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
IBJ/LOBO 
COMEDY  BREAK  WITH 
MACK ANO JAM* 
■ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
OJ LATE  NKsHT WTTH  DA 
VIO  LETTERMAN   Scheduled 
comedian Jeff Admen 
OJ LAUREL AND HARDY 
■SPNI   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
12:40 
OJ   MOV*    ***       The   A* 
American    Soy        11973)     Jon 
Vorght E J Peak at 
1:O0 
« HAWAII FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
■SPN)  AUTO RACING iMSA 
GT Sana* bom Pocono  Pa  IR) 
1:20 
(TMC) MOV* * * *     Personal 
Best    llM2IMara*l*arr-ngway 
1:30 
INEWS 
MOV*    ***vt        Bom 
Yeatwoay    119601 Judy Hoftdey 
VVekem Hcadan 
2:00 
sfj CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
OJNEWS 
■SPN)     JULIUS     ERV1NGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
2:30 
OJ CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
■SPN) SPORTBCENTER 
3:00 
■SPN)   CHEYENNE    RODEO 
00 
3:30 
■SPNI BUI L RIOINO 
(TMC)   MOV*   •**     Cayier- 
ron     I196H   Cttnn  Ford.   M«>a 
Schai 
4:30 
■SPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE IR) 
TMJRSDAV 
OCTOBER*. ISSS 
OAVTBr* CHS. ORE N S SHOW 
(TMC) ** The Men Who 
Warn i There H983I Stave Gut 
lanbarg  Jeffce, 'ambor 
4:30 
fTMO**    SwstlowaAndArna- 
rans     (19741 Vageta fJacKenna. 
HonawF,aaar 
EVENING 
8:00 
f« OJNEWS 
CATCH PHRASE 
MACNES.     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(DIFF-RENT STROKES 
MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE 
■SPNI SPONTSLOOK 
(TMC) MOV* ** K»*S My 
Grits 11997) Bruce Deweon Su- 
san George A young parotsa who 
wants to stsy teargM boos te 
Meuco whan he okacovara he hea 
bean aantenoed to another term 
8:30 
■ OJ OSS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
■ ABC NEWS O 
■ HAFTY DAYS AGAIN 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
tlSPNt      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
7:00 
• • ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIOHT intsrnew with Adam 
AM 
iTHtS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
WHEEL OF FORTUN* 
NEWLYWED GAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M'A-S'H 
MACNES.     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
■ SPNI SPORTSCE NTER 
7:30 
• P.M. MAGAZINE Fstcon 
Ciatt stars LorraAto lamas and 
ApoBor-a Kotaro m.apuajati re re 
portmg with TVS't I Teem 
• WAY WE ARE A young 9*1 
who wants lo be s farmer and her 
r-kypKsin brother hnd then strong 
waked tathar to be a attarwAng 
bast* to the roektahon of the* 
dNBMIS* 
I JEOPAROY 
I TAXI 
I P.M. kdAOAZINC Fstcon 
C.eat stars Lorervro Lamas and 
Aposorua Kotaro 14 year old 
cacus performer Mark Gebef 
• WAD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
• THREE  S COMPANY 
■ SPNI SPEEDWEEK 
0:00 
• • MAGNUM. P.I. Mag- 
num a head by a former hajh 
school hand (Laa Pwoasl to re- 
vaave s dofpSan that may be uaed 
m the aaaaaanawon of a watmg 
Abican akctaior 
• THURSOAY NIGHT The, 
Mm panrart of opera tier Ptecrdo 
OomatajD rwAioso parlor manca* 
at   intainatioruksy   known    opera 
a) widely known as a death penal 
ry advocate  IR) Q 
■SPN) COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Cat   State '-Oarton  at  San  joes 
State Inol 
S:SO 
• NIGHT COURT A vagrant 
htWfeng Dan 'wtttng haatagt 
cktama to be en ahan bom Saturn 
10:00 
• • KNOTS LANDING 
Mac* aaproraa legal way* tar Vd 
to beep her baboo - Gar, s ab 
aance Abbv tackles the prcaMsme 
at Empee VaSey Q 
• NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
• H9U STREET BLUES Tha 
Chssf ssta Fiarab) lo n*aa»re*t* 
poeaaaie oapartmantal corruption 
e t^nnrnng raauaeneni prepare* to 
take over Ca*ttano't duees 
I 20 / 20 g 
| CAPITOL JOURNAL 
INEWS 
MASTERPIECE       THE- 
ATRE      The   bath  RM       Fbery 
t  i 
Knoa buy Tom Shaahy a cheetnut 
con tar a reaaonebs* pnea (Part 6 
of 61 (RI g 
(TMC)     MOVIE     ** Tha 
VyVokodLody HS83I Faye Dune 
way Alan Bate* A fat 
ivgh socoty woman i 
rwghwa, robbery, tedacbon and 
murder  m  the oouras el a  aay * 
s: 
r 
CAfl 
sJ 
I. 
I earroueh, rn 
(RI 
1O0O 
>• EQUALIZER 
NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
• HOTEL BjajsT, 
Mad  at   a  I 
homoaosutl hghts to retam coeto- 
•> of hat daughter Doug Berr 
Uoyd Sochrstr and Marian ROM 
guestslat  g 
• WOZA ALBERT AN OaV 
S* ANO RUBY SPECIAL Os- 
ete Dana and Ruby Oaa introduce 
IN* BBC doc 
a aetnc*. pie, about a rnodern- 
doy Meaatah anwang by plane e> 
Johannaeburs 
• NEWS 
(TMC) MOV* * * V, Top Se 
cretl (1SS4) v*i Kama- Liacy 
Gottandga A apoof of epy mows* 
and Ehna Prats*, fern* a> wf-ch 
an American rock n roB alar get* 
caught tat n htgh ktval espscnaga 
wh-e touring I aet Germany PG 
10:30 
• SANFORD AND SON 
Itatsf 
(••■•NEWS 
CARRY ON O'ER*I Tr-a 
cekaotttsan of the Ene Cenefa 
180th arvvvarsar, ■ narrated by 
Burl Ivo* and trace* the hraior, of 
the canal snd aaorvanoa Ms potan 
baJ rvturo uess 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
AtTTBEAT 
11:2S 
• MOVIE    *•      lady   ke 
11971)   OoneM  SutJujrland    Jen- 
«o h I  An * 
geto.    was*   a   group    of    erraol 
sTwatoo  tnough Mram. end Nta> 
11:30 
(TAXI 
T.J.  HOOKER Hooka, s te 
DA YTlfa* SPORTS 
SOO 
■ SPNI SPORTBCENTER 
MO 
OBPN) SPORTBCENTER 
7:SO 
■ SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
8:00 
■ SPN) MOTORCYCLE RAC- 
ING Stadtum Soperctoes 2S0cc 
chtoe bom Petadene Cabf  (ft) 
BaOO 
■SPNI SPORTBCENTIR 
S:30 
(ESPNI      JUNIOR       QUA" 
TERHORSE      CHAMPION- 
SHIPS 
10:30 
■SPN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING   LOB   Artgafao    Inter net rand 
from Butter* Cat* IR) 
12:30 
■SPNI     JULIUS     ERVtNGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
1990 
■SPN)   PSA   BOWLING  Sen 
•ora Clvampionahepa bom Canton 
CSBBVO) 
B**90 
■SPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
EovnnCireiv* Gary VVoksms tar 
the (SPN L.flhiweight MM 
scneduatd tar 12 round* bom Al- 
lenbc Crty  N.J Ml 
0*00 
(ISPN) MARK SOSIN 8 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
DAYTIME M0V*S 
OsJO 
|TB*C1** SwaManiAndAma- 
ron. (1974) Vtasres McKanna. 
RransM Fraaar 
7:30 
maXI **    Soraeewhara Tomer- 
roa,'' (IBM) Sarah Jasstei Par 
■or. Nancy AoVJaaon 
S:30 
(TMC)   **     The Vncked Led. 
(1*831     Fayo     Dunowey.     Atari 
Bataa 
11:30 
rnsO  ***     AB*g Nend Far 
mam and TV appearkncee w*kh 
Carol Burnett and Charles  Ame 
.ax. g 
• COBBY SHOW Ckffs 
tteamed whan Rudy and her 
Iriend Pater (Pptar Costa) oomage 
hat new Bace-mak*yg machine 
• FALL GUY Colt and an ar 
chrrvd (Gaofbey lawsa) v*. tor the 
a*fectaBns of aha same ejrt durmg 
a atunimen * competition g 
• VICTORY GARDEN The 
wanner of the aeventh annual Vst- 
tory Garden Cantatl at an- 
nounced: a wrap-up bom the 
south and w**i Qarriana 
• MOV*     ** 4        Tatafon 
1197 71 Charts* Broneon Lss 
Ram<k The KGB * top agent m 
earn to America to atop sr *e- 
•esnous ibda.lui bom etggarmg 
hfly human bma bombe psanted 
our mg the Ccad Wei end newer da- 
actrveted 
• ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL 
■SPN) GLORY OF NOTW 
DAME FOOTBALL 
HMO MOV* *** A Btg 
Hand For The L.ttte lady (1888) 
Henry Fonda Joanna Woodward 
A perpetual taeer a wee manages 
*e wetback eta* toai savings m a 
card gems 
fsjJO 
• FAMfLY   TIES When  f sen 
(Pan 2 of 21 
• BOB TltOMSON IN TO- 
LEDO Bob Thornton twjot of 
Victory Garden acts aa judge 
tar the TV 30 StVer Cetebreeon 
Victory Garden rontaat - ToktdD 
BOO 
10:30 
IBUTTERFL*S 
SANFORO ANO SON 
11:00 
_ ••NEWS 
J  GREAT   CHEFS OF   CHs- 
OO 
1WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
TlbSEOUT 
11:28 
MOV*   **H      The  War 
r>    And    Women' 
119721    Jack   Lam 
Harna     An   accani 
rratrrtea a of*orcea who has three 
chadran and a prognant dog 
11:30 
fTAXI 
NIGHT   HEAT OSnan and 
Giarnbone are  cabed ipem to m 
vaeirgete the brutal abifajs of a 
man arid Ivo daughter 
• TONIGHT Moat Johnny 
aasBBS 
1ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
• LATE NKJHT AMERI- 
CA Host Dantwa Whekty Sohad- 
iA*d asiohothoisejiai Laaan E 
RuBei caecuaaes tha rota of bstnd- 
Bhapaiour kvaa 
• BENNY HtU. 
1 1 46 
•TbaC) MOV* ** IwajM Of 
The Juggler (1880) Jamea Bm- 
hn. OiR Gormen A former pekoe 
officer launches a desperate 
aaarch throurgn the sweets of tosw 
York Caty tar hra daughter who 
was kidnapped by a po*eSs*Sa*Mi 
c-r-nat   R 
10*90 
• STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
IBJ/LOBO 
COMEDY  BREAK   WTTH 
MACK ANO JAMC 
■ SPNI SPORTBCENTER 
12:30 
• LATE NKJHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN Scheduled 
Mbo Wastci. catttssooi J J 
Was 
• LAUREL ANO HARDY 
■SPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Eatwan Curet *o Gory Waaama to. 
the ESPN Lightweight title 
scheduled tar 12 rounds bom At 
lentK C.t,   N J. (RI 
12:40 
• MOVIE ** beyond Rea- 
son'   (1878) let* Sevatee   Diana 
m 
i 
ISsseen P.*nvara) A auopicioua 
woman (Dee Wekaca Stonai h-ee 
the S-nans iGerasd Mcflanay 
Jameson Parbarl to hnd out if hw 
husband IRrchard Sarraoet! at hev- 
» an affair Q 
ADVENTURES      OF 
SHERLOCK HOLMES tSeeaon 
Premier*)  A  aoismaaa  aj   ausp> 
caous of her  atdowt  ursuaufsl 
rsouest that aha cut her he- and 
wear a soacshc bkat *eee g 
■ CHEERS Wood* and ha. get 
fnond are rsrarwaed. a rNspairJani 
Iraaan   taaea   a  job  a*  esmtor at  . 
Cheers 
I LADY BLUE Q 
BaU. MOYERS' JOOR 
NAL Dramatic fteeekrvg Jawtss 
Earl Jonee reeda bon "No Easy 
Web to Freedom by Bated South 
Amcen naraonefait Nekton Mend* 
aVlftl 
• MY8TERYI Rurnpeta Of 
Th- 9aa*y    After the new borne 
1900 
I HAWAII FIVE-0 
AM MY SWAGGART 
1:30 
INEWS 
MOV* **•* Moukn 
Rouge (18821 Joae Farter. 
Cokttia Marchand 
(TMC) MOV*** Get Oar* ' 
11983) MeKotm McOoeraS. Aaarf 
Goorvwu 
2:00 
• CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
2:30 
• COS NSWi 
NIGHTWATCH 
■SPNI SPORTBCENTER 
BaOO 
■SPN)   TENNIS   MAGAZINC 
REPORTS 
MO 
(TMCI MOV* ** Kate My 
Gms H 882) BnaMDavtaan. Su- 
aan Gaorga 
3:30 ■ SPNI BPORTSLOOK 
4«0 
■SPNI BPEEOWEEK 
4:30 
(ESPNI      HOUSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
4:SO 
(TMC)   MOV*    eee      A   Bej 
Hervd For Tha Itse Lady    (1888) 
Henry Fonda  Joanne Woodward 
/F* 
TtHAIIQ GALLIioQy) 
Laurie. Nicole, S Sue INVITE YOU TO 
Recieve 
20% OFF 
All our professional 
products 
* SEBASTIAN * MATRIX * MDKEN * NEXUS 
Court*. 
LWoeeter 
,352-4247  143 E. WOOSTER 
i II. ■ • 
WEEKLY 
MEETING 
f/l^nc^-   rVlondays, 
"(I 9 p.m. 
BG News 372-2604 Commons, Second Floor, West Hall 
